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Append~w B E n ~ l n e  R~spor.se Ca\cuiatjon 
This is the second of four volumes of the contract final report, which summarizes all of the work 
performed in a government-sponsored Automotive Gas Turbine Development Program (D.O.E. 
Contract No. EY-76-C-02-2749.AOll). In this second volume o i  the  contract final report, results 
are  presented for the  design and development of a n  Upgraded Engine. The design incorporated 
technology advancements which resulted from development testing on the Baseline Engine. 
The final engine performance with all retro-fitted components from the development program 
showed a value of 91 H P  a t  design speed in contrast to  the design value of 104 HP. The design- 
speed SFC was 0.53 versus the goal value of 0.44. The miss in power was primarily due to missing 
the efficiency targets of small-size turbomachinery. Most of the SFC deficit was attributed to  
missed goals in the heat recovery system relative to regenerator effectiveness and expected values 
of heat loss. 
Vehicular fuel consumption, as measured on a chassi. dynamometer, for a vehicle inertia weight of 
3500 Ibs., was 15 MPG for combined urban and highway driving cycles. The Baseline Engine 
achieved 8 MPG with a 4500 Ib. vehicle. Even though the goal of 18.3 MPG was not achieved with 
the Upgraded Engine. tkere was an improvement In fuel economy of 46% over the Baseline 
E;:gir,e, for comparable vehicle inertla weight. 
1.0 
SUMMARY 
Specific goals of this part of the program were to  demonstrate an experimental gas-turbine- 
powered automobile which would meet the  1978 Federal Emissions Standards, have significantly 
improved fuel economy over the Baseline Engine, and be competitive in performance, rel~ability 
and potential manufacturing cost with the conventional piston-engine-powered, standard-size 
American automobile (3500-lb inertia weight). These goals were to  be achieved by the design and 
development of an Upgraded Engine, which was to incorporate concepts evaluated on the Baseline 
Engine in an extensive component development program. 
Initial testing of the Upgraded Engine took place on 13 July 1976. This engine, though 
mechanically sound, started out  about 43% deficient in power. The principal problems were the 
low efficiencies of the aerodynamic componen!s. The efficiency deficits were consequences of the 
compromises made to satisfy packaginglinterface and other design constraints. Changes to the 
compressor and to the compressor-turbine, along with some reductions in leakage artd pressure 
drop, reduced the power deficiency to about 25%. T o  fully eliminate these deficiencies, major 
redesigns were carried out for the compressor-turbine and power turbine. These redesigns werr? 
made possible by reconsideration and relaxation of stress and overspeed constraints. 
The final engine performance with all retro-fitted components showed a value of 91 HI'at des~gn  
speed in contrast to  the design value of 104 HP. The design-speed SFC was 0.53 versus the goal of 
0.44. During the program, the original goals were revised as a result of a re-assessment of the 
component efficiencies to  values that were thought t o  be more likely in turbomachinery of t h ~ s  
size. This resulted in revised design-po~nt goals of 95.6 HP at  an SFC of 0.49. Detailed examination 
of final engine data indicated that even the revised turbine efficiency goals could not be met in t h ~ s  
size. Full evaluation would take place on component rig tests a t  NASA-Lewis. 
Cycle analysis showed that, a t  low speeds, most ot the SFC deficit came from heat loss. At 60% 
speed at  constant power, for example, 73% of the SFC deficit was due to heat loss. Of this figure, 
58% was attributed to lack of heat recovery due to bulkhead-cooling heat loss; the rest could be 
attributed to  a miss in regenerator effectiveness or 2 points. 
Vehicular fuel consumption tests for both cold '75, hot '74, and FEC were conducted on chassis 
rolls for an inertia weight of 3500 pounds. Fuel consumed (gasoline) was we~glied directly. The 
best combined cycle fuel economy was 15 MPG. 
2.0 This part of the contract consisted of the design, build and development of an Upgraded Engine 
INTRODUCTION which incorporates the component improvements evaluated on the Baseline Engine. This was 
identified as Task 7.9. The design part of this work was identified as Task 7.1. The engine build 
and development work war identified as Tar t  7.5. lnstallation of the engine into three Upgraded 
Vehicles and vehicle testing were identified as Task 8.0. Vehicle testing consisted of control work 
and documentation of vehicle performance. 
3.0 The  prominent design featur,-s which distinguish the Upgrdded Engine from the Baseline Engine 
ENGINE DESIGN are: 
FEATURES 
'1. Higher cycle temperature 
2. Power augmentation 
3. Power-turbine-driven accessories (Free rotor) 
4. Single regenerator 
i 5. Air bearing 
T1.e maximum cycle t emp~ra ture  for the l'pgraded Engine is 192S°F versus the value of 1850°F 
for the Baseline Engine. The design power is 104 H P  without power augmentation and 123 HP 
with augmentation. The Baseline Engine was rated at  150 HP without augmentation. The engine 
accessories for the Baseline Engine were driven off of the gas generator shaft. For the Upgraded 
Engine, these accessories are drlven off of the power turbine. This is referred to  as  the "Free- 
Rotor" concept. The Upgraded Engine has a single regenerator, whereas the Baseline Engine had 
two regenerators. A general description of the Upgraded Engine is given on Table 1. 
3.1 The characterization of the engine cycle in the unaugmented mode is given on Tables 2a and 2b tor 
Cycle the metric and English units, respectively. The engine station numbers a re  identified on Table 3. 
Characterization 
At idle, the variable inlet guides (VIGV) are  activated to  a +60-degree setting (swirl in direction of 
engine rotation). Vehicle fuel economy is improved through lowered values of mass [low and 
pressure ratio and maintenance of high turbine inlet temperature. At maximum power, the VlGV 
are  set to  -30 degrees (swirl opposite engine rotation). This was intended to increase power from 
104 H P  to 112 HP. For operation above 60°F, water injection further augments power to 123 HP 
on  a standard 8S0F-day with zero relative humidity. The cycle characterizations for VIGV- 
augmented power are given on Table 4. 
3.2 
Water 
Injection 
3.3 
VIGV 
3.4 
Free Rotor 
Water injection is simple t o  implement, requiring no more than a water fagging nuzzle at  the air 
intake bowl and a water tank pressurized from the compressor discharge. However, a water flow 
rate tiightly larger than the  fuel flow rate is needed in order to  get 10% boost in maximum engine 
power Therefore, to keep the water tank a reasonable size, the injection system is only activated 
a t  maxlrnum power, which is normally a small fraction of total operatllig tilne. Use of water 
injection only at  ambients greaterthan l J ° C  (60°F) server :CI conserve water and obviates the need 
for freezing protection. Commercial grade distilled water is used t o  minimlie compressor 
performance deterioration from scale deposits. In addition, the forward, o r  inducer, s e ~ t i o n  of the 
compressor is made from steel to minimize the effect of water-droplet erosion. 
Augmentztion with VlGV is accomplished by imparting swirl t o  the air a t  the conlpressor inlet 
opposite to  the direction of rotation. In this way, the change in angular momentum is increased for 
the fluid passing through the compressor. This results in increased pressure ratio and flow as 
though the compressor were running faster. Swirl in the plus or co-rotational direct~on 1s used at 
low vehicle speeds to  regulate engine power while still maintaining engine temperature and 
efficiency. Positive swirl reduces pressure rise and flow as though the compressor were r u n n i n ~  
slower. The guide vane is an articulated configuration with a statlonary forward sect~on and a 
movable flap. 
A "free rotor" configuration is a des~gn in which all power take-offs have been removed from the 
gas generator rotor. Thus all engine auxiliaries such as the oil pump, atomizing air pump and 
regenerdtor are  driven from the power turbine instead cf the gas generator. Such a free-rotor 
design has a number of advantages. 
a) It is conducive to the use of a gas bearing. By removing a fract~on of the bearing load due to 
power take-off, the bearing requirements are eased. 
b) It IS quieter. Previous power take-off drives hzve been the source of identifiable gear noise. 
- 
U P -  -.-- . --.-.-..-- .-,.- -. . - .. . . - .- ..,.*- --- . . - .. .- .-.. . -. ., . . . . . . .**m..A.. ' .-- - .*.-<..-*> ., ,>." ...-. . A.,.. + , . . .% .... ~,.+8.,. * ,. 
cJ It b potentially less costly. The  high-speed gear system of a geared rotor is a significant cost 
item. 
d l  Vehicle driveability is improved. Although tests and calculations show small improvement in 
rotor response, experience with a prototype system suggests improved vehicle "feel". In 
particular, the  combination of a free rotor and gas bearing will have superior cold-starting 
performance. 
At the  same time there a re  a number of disadvantages and consequences for the Upgraded Engine 
as  a result of the free-rotor choice. 
a) T h e  accessory drive is complex. Some means had t o  be provided t o  slipply lubricating oil t o  the 
gas generator and atomizing air to the burner during the  start sequence prior to  the power 
turbine assuming the drive. It was presumed that technology advances will eventually 
eliminate the  need for these services during the initial start period and that this disadvantage 
will not exist for future free-rotor engines. 
b) T h e  fuel control philosophy is changed. Previous fuel controls have k e n  based on a mechanical 
governor driven from the gas generator. Removal of the accessory drive requires a n  electronic 
speed sensor as  input to  the fuel control. This is a consequence of the free-rotor choice, but is 
not a disadvantage for the Upgraded Engine since other considerations rc.sulted in the choice 
of an electronic fuel control. Under other  circumstances, the lack of a convenient mechanical 
drive could be a disadvantage as a control limitation. 
C) T h e  thermal loading distribubion is altered. An air bearing being cooled by cornpressor 
discharge air at 232°C (450°F)  xim mum as compared to the oil bearing running at a maximum 
oil temperature of 121°C (250°F) will cause higher temperatures in the shaft, bearlng and 
support structure during both running and soakback conditions. 
During the initial stages of the design layout, these factors were recognized and weighed as t o  
relative importance. O n  balance, it was decided that the advantages outweighed the disadvantages 
for the  Upgraded Engine. Since the consequences of this choice are  important, each of the above 
topics is discussed below. 
3.4.1 The development of the bearing system for the gas generator is described in Ref. 1. The  air 
Gas-Generator bearings a r e  physically larger than their oil counterparts because of their load-carrying 
Bearings characteristics. In fact, the front bearing is carried over as a n  oil bearing primarily because an air 
thrust bearing would be so  large as to pose an inertia problem. Moreover the rear bearing in its 
design configuration contributes a small but measurable amount t o  the rotor inertia. If  the bearing 
had t o  carry the additional radial load associated with a power take-off, a further rotor irlert~al 
penalty would be incurred. The additional size would also pose a n  awkward des', n problem since 
space in the  vicinity cF the compressor turbine nozzle and vortex is very limiteu. It is a l s ~  worth 
mentioning that interest in gas bearing technology is in part in anticipation of its potenti:l use in 
high temperature non-metallic applications. 
3.4.2 
Noise 
Generally speaking, high speed gearing tends to  create noise that is an annoyance in a vehicle. One  
high-speed pinion on the power turbine shaft is necessary, but the use of the free-rotor concept 
eliminates a second high-speed gear drive. The effect of this arrangement on noise is most 
noticeable at  idle where the power turbine may be idling as low as 20% speed. O n  a geared-rotor 
engine, the gas generator never gets below 50°h speed a t  idle, and its contribution to engine noise 
is appreciable. 
3.4.3 Engine designs that minimize the noise problems of high-speed gearing require, among other 
Cost features, high-quality precision gears and bearings that tend to be expensive. T o  the extent that 
the  free-rotor design eliminates one such gear set, it represents a cost saving. Of course, as noted 
above, the accessory drive of the Upgraded Engine has become complex, and this implies a cost 
penalty. This complication would be unnecessary if the burner and the engine bearings could 
function without the atomizing air and oil pumps during the portion of the starting sequence prior 
t o  the time when the power turbine is driving the engine accessories. For oil supply, a simple oil 
storage system is one of several possible solutions that appears practical. Therefore the major 
obstacle to this simplification was the de:,elopment of a low-emissiolr burner that did not require 
supplementary air. Taking the long term view, then, it appeared that the free-rotor concept was 
1 consistent with an eventual simple, low-cost design. 
3.4.4 The time to accelerate the gas generator shaft from 50% to 1 0 0 4  speed (response time) was not to 
Gas Generator exceed the 1.25-second response time of the gas generator shaft of the Baseline Engine. Certain 
Response Time design differences between the two engines influenced this requirement. The impel.,: of the 
Upgraded Engine is backswept, the work coefficient of the compressor-turbine is 2.1, and the shaft 
has an air-film journal bearing. The impeller of the Baseline Engine is radial-bladed, the work 
coefficient of the compresror-turbine is 2.4, and the shaft has an 011-film j o u r n ~ l  bearing. O n  a 
dimensionless basis the gas generator of the Upgraded Engine would have proportionately larger 
polar moment of inertia. O n  the other hand, the lower parasitic loss of the air bearing would make 
more power available for acceleration. 
The actual estimate of response time for the Upgraded Engine could not be accurately evaluated 
until the design was finished. Only after completion of the design could accurate values of the 
polar moments of inertia of the shaft and the turbomachinery be &lculated and the integral of the 
angular equation of motion be evaluated. Response time is calculated from: 
where t = Time, seconds 
Ip = Polar moment of ;nertia, ft-lb-sec2 
AT = Acceleration torque, ft-lbs 
O= Angular ~ l o c ~ t v .  rad~sec 
However, in order to  establish a design iner t r~  goal, preliminary estimates of response time were 
calculated trom r;.!urs nf inertia based on estimates of the anticipated sizes of the shak and the 
t u r b ~ r ~ a c h i n e r y .  The integral of the equation of motion was estimated frorn acceleratron data 
from t1.e Baselrne Engine. O n  the basis of these calculations, a design goal of 0.01 17 rn-lb-secz was 
set for the total gas generator shaft assembly polar moment of inertia. 
3.5 In the selection of the housing concept for the Upgraded Engine there were numerous factors to 
Housing Geometry consider, many of them confining. For example, prime requirement tor the engine was good fuel 
economy, particularly at ordinary road load conditions. This required a large regenerator, ,lnd 
tended to conflict with a parallel approach to fuel economy - the compact car. The regencr,~tor (or 
equally for a recuperator as well) i~ a bulky component and larqe heat exchangers become 
increasingly difficult to package rn a convrntional-vehicle engine-compartment. There was, 
however, a futu're potential for minimizing this srtuation through the use of high-pressure, high- 
temperature cycles. For the Upgraded Engine this option was not open. 
3.5.1 In selecting the housing geometry, a chorce had to be made whether to provide for a single or a 
Regenerator multiregenerator configuration, The choice was not easy since, in addition to  the obvious 
Configuration differences in unit sizes required, there were other differences such as leakage paths and overall 
costs to  consider. Gas leakage paths, In sprte of iophisticated regenerator seals, are  a continual 
concern to the turbine engine designer. Two main considerations in determinrng the magnitude c ~ t '  
these leaks are the length of sealing surface and the distortions of the housing as it is exposed to 
the various conditions of its operating range. The srngle regenerator has less sealing length but 
requires an asymmetrical housing. In addition, the single regenerator requires f~ .rer parts, seals, 
drive gears, exhaust ducts, etc. This general subject has been discussed in Reference 1. 
3.5.2 
Compressor 
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Reference to Figures l a  through I d  show that the single regenerator concept won out for the 
Upgraded engine. Probably the most significant factor in this selection was the installation of the 
regenerator in a non-vertical plane. Tllting the regenerator 20° from the vertical permitied the 
large, single regenerator t o  tit between the side rails and suspension of the vehicle. Locating the 
regenerator on thy right-hand side of the compartment permitted tihe exhawt  duct to  be free of 
the steering components. The  general overall geometry of the engine appeared to fit reasonably 
well into the available space as shown in Figure l e .  
Although the single regenerator solved the width problem, it created a length problem. The 
regenerator and compressor were now in conflict with one anothet.  A radial compressor and an 
efficient radial diffuser take up considerable space in a radial direction. For dual regenerators it is 
conventional to  ~ u t  the compressor forward of the regenerator and provide simple ducting to get 
the air from the compressor discharge t o  the face of the regenerator. The space lim~tations for the 
engine did not permit this conventional approach, s.  (he compressor was "tucked" in under the 
front of the regenerator with the result that the com,..essor diffuser must include a radial-to-axial 
bend prior to dumping into the collector duct. A somewhat unusual flow path for collecting the 
compressor discharge air was selected. The discharge air was moved radially inward in front of the 
diffuser cover and then periodically moved radially outboard into ducts. Two of these ducts - or  
passages - lead directly to the regenerator face through openings in the forward pot tion of the 
regenerator platform. The third duct provides a passage t o  the high-pressure bulkhead area for 
cooling both the bulkhead and the variable-power-turbine-nozzle mechanism. 
Nith regard to bulkhead cooling, a cho~ce can be made to use either the high-pressure compressor- 
discharge air o r  the low-pressure regenerator-discharge air for the cooling medium. These two 
media differ In temperature by the regenerator "ineffectiveness"of the order of 50°C. The choice 
was a debatable one involving many factors such as the direction and magnitude of the pressure 
difference across the variable power turbine nozzle stems and the resulting leakage Probably the 
one factor most significant in selecting compressor-discharge air as the cool~ng source relates to  
the development potential of the englne. An abviously desirable d ~ r e c t ~ o n  of development is 
toward higher cycle temperatures. Such Increases generally cause the cool~ng requi~ m e n t s  of 
various parts to become more critical an ~t was deemed that even the relat~vely small 50°C- 
difference in favor of the comprrs..)r-discharge air could be significant in the development 
potential. 
One  final comment on the gas generator assembly as it f ~ t s  Into and affects the housing geometry 
concerns the provision for supplving and dra~ning the lubricating oil for the trorlt bearing of the 
gas generator rotor. It was decided that external oil lines are  preferable to : n t ~ r n a l  ones. Internal 
lines require appropriate seals between the gas penerato1 assenlbly and the housing, and thls was 
considered to be an undesirable approach. In order to  yrov~de a lubricat~ng oil path from the 
bc .:.ig to  a fitting on the outside surface of the engine, a system of flanges and pilots was worked 
out. . ne solution for the 011 dram 1s shown in Figure 2. 
A critical feature of the housing that represents a change from the Baseline conflgurat~on is the 
housing thermal insulation. It is essent~al to keep the structure temperature in bounds, excessive 
heat loss and the resultant waste of fuel has disastrous effects on fuel economy :nd englne- 
compartment temperatures. The Baseline Engine ha. metal insulation Irners to contaln the 
insulating material. Not only were these liners relatively expensive and difficult :o install, but the 
insulation could easily become loose and migrate into the engine, ~ n t e r f e r ~ n g  with seais and 
causing trouble. Considerable effort was expended in developing a "linerless" ~nsulaticn. that is, a 
molded insulation that can be cemented to the housing and can in itself form the flow passages 
within the housing and not erode from scrubbing action of the gas flow. Signif~cant success was 
achieved through the Baseline Engine tes t~ng .  The results a re  discussed in Volume 1 ot the 
contr.!ct final report. 
3.6 The Upgraded Engine was initially conceived for an unaugmented design output 01 120 horsepower 
P ~ - L c u ~ l  (HP) and an augmented output of 150 HP. The aerodynamic features of the engine consisted of 
sdution variable inlet guide vanes (VIGV;, a radial-bladed compressor impeller and a compressor-turbine 
with a work coefficient of 2.4. The  mechanical features consisted of a free-rotor gas generator, 
cil-lubricated bearing and two regenerator cores. The  VICV and the free rotor were features 
which differed from the  Baseline tngine. 
3.7 
Outline of 
R- 
During the period of the turbomachinery design, the vehicle size and engine performance 
specifications were reviewed at  the request of the EPA. Comparisons were made of power versus 
performance and fuel economy for vehicles of 3530-lb and 4200-lb test weights. The result of 
these studies was a decision to revise the power goals to  100 HP, unaugmented, and to 122 HP, 
augmented. The aerodynamic features of the final design selection consisted of VICV, a backswept 
impeller and a compressor-turbine with a work coefficient of 2.1. The  mechanical features 
consisted of a free rotor, an air-fed journal bearing for the gas generator, and a single regenerator 
core. In contrast, the Baseline Engine has n o  ViGV, a radial-bladed impeller, a compressor-turbine 
with a work coefficient of 2.4, accessories driven off the gas generator shaft, 311 oil-lubricated 
bearings, and INO regenerator cores. These features a re  shown in a cutaway of the engine design 
in Fig 3. 
This concludes the discuss~on of the prominent features which distinguish the Upgrade4 'ngine 
from t h e  Baseline Engine. T h e  following sections discuss t h e  aerodynamic design of the  
turbomachinery and the mechanical design of all the engine hardware. Sections 4-6 discuss the  
turbomachinery designs. Fig. 3 8  shows the modules inta which the mechanical design discussions 
are  divided (Sections 7-10). The regenerator design is discussed in Section 11, and the combustor is 
discussed in Section 12. The engine and vehicle performance estimate are presented in Section 15. 
The test and development work is discussed in Sections 14-20. 
4.0 
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A preliminary design was carried ou t  at Chrysler t o  ident i fy flowpath specifications consistent 
w i t h  the  regenerator core and V I G V  interfaces. The  results a n  summrrizcd in Refe-en- 3. The 
aerodynamic design o f  the ro to r  blading and o f  the diffuser vane shapes was carried out  a t  NASA. 
This section summarizes the final design results. Detailed d~scussion is preserted in Reference 4. 
The  f inal compressor f lowpath is shown in Figure 4. The velocity diagrams are shown in Figure 5 .  
T h e  blade loading plots are shown in Figure 6 fo r  18 blades. T h e  channel di f fuser ~ o n f i p u r a t i o n  is 
shown i n  I'igure 7. T h e  deswirl vane shape and estimated loading are shown In Figure 8. The f low 
at  the exit o f  the flared annular drtfuser discharges in to  a collector w i t h  three differently-sized 
lobes. See Figure 9. The t w o  largest lobes pass f low t o  the regenerator core; the smallest lobe 
passes f low through the bulkhead for cooling. 
T h e  VIC\' design was configured w i t h  the same vane shape as that o f  the vanes used in testing on  
the Baseline Engine. The  trail ing edge o f  the movable flap was located 2.2 chord lengths f rom the 
impeller leading edge. I t  was hoped that this large spacing would reduce inlet noise and the 
VIGV-rotor interaction losses that occurred w i t h  the Baseline Engine installation. Experimental 
evidence t o  support this is shown i n  References 5 and 0. 
T h e  engine intake was analyzed by an  incompressible f low s t r a m l i n e  calculation. The h u n d a r y  
conditions consisted o f  the f i l ter box position, the exter ior housing configuration, and the 
def ini t ion o f  the intake itself, as shown i n  Figure 10. Because o f  f l ow symmetry, only ha!f o t  the 
intake system was needed for  analysis. Figure 10a shows a meridional view o f  the compressor 
inlet. Figure lob shows the streamline pattern entering the VIC\ '  inlet. Sixty percent o f  the f low 
was calculated t o  be above the hor '-ontal  centerline and below. Figure 10c shows a 
configuration which would split the f low equally. Space did not  permit the use o t  this 
configuration. 
The  I'IGV inlet con f ip ra t ion  is shown I n  F ~ g u r e  11. The t w o  major design goals were: 
1. l ow d i f fus~on along the shroud contour, and 
2. nearly un i form velocity along the span o f  the guide vane leading edge. 
About a half-dozen designs were ~nvestigated, using varioub huband  shroud contours. Whlle both 
the diffusior? of 5.5 mls (18 ftiseci and the spanwlse velocity variation o f  7.3 mls (24 ftlsec) are 
larger than alternative designs, they w r l e  considered acceptable. A n  additional consideration was 
the spacing f rom the t ip  radius t o  the bowl  whlch surroullds it. This additional space was expected 
t o  exploit the three-dimensiona!ity o f  the int,lke arrangement. This was desirable, since the two-  
dime~rsional analysis showed f low distortion in to  the opening c f  the flowpath. 
4.4 The complete compressor system is shown i n  Figure 12 The estimated compressor perforniance is 
Flowpath and shown on  r igs 13 :nd 14. Included on  the maps are the operating ilnes w i t h  and without 
Performance augmentation 
Estimate 
4.5 Dur ing  the development period, the impeller blade number was changed f rom 18 t o  24 The stress 
Impeller analysls .!~scussed here is for the 24-blade impeller. The  impeller ~ s ' a  two-piece .issembly. I t  
Mechanical Design consists *,t a 17-4PH. stainless-steel inducer and a 2018-To1 aluminum-alloy impeller The inducer 
is shrunk onto the impeller and is aligned w i th  the impeller by means o f  a p in  as shown I n  Figure 
15. Steel-inducer blading provides better vibratory fatigue l i fe and is resistant t o  water injection 
erosion. The mechanical design for  both components is based o n  the f ini te element approach and 
includes calculations o f  blade-disc centrifugal and thermal stressrs and deflections, disc jhr ink- f i t  
stress, and inducer blade vibrat~on. 
The 24-bhde impeller is designed t o  operate at the design speed o f  58.500 rpm. The maximum 
equivaknt s t m s  in the bore of the inducer is 389 MPa (56 ksi). The bladc maximum prinripl 
s t m s  is 363 MPa (52.7 ksi). The impelkr maximum equivalent bore s t m s  and blade maximum 
equivalent stress are 223 MPa (32.4-ksi) and 125.5 MPa (18.2-ksi) respectively. These stresses are 
within the minimum yield strength o f  each material for i ts estimated operating temperature as 
shown in Figure 15. The combined centrifugal and thermal deflection of the impeller tip i s  0.25 
m m  (.010 in) rrutward and 0.33 m m  LO13 in) forward. The inducer trailing edge and impeller 
leading edge defkctions are reasonably compatible. 
The inducer blade vibration analysis results m presented in t k  interference diagram, Fig* 16. 
in which the natural frequencies are plotted versus rotational speed. Also shown is thc excitation 
line for the 13 guide vanes. The diagram shows no first-mode resonance conditron within the 
operating speed range. However, there is a possible resnance of the 2nd inducer blade mode wi th 
13 pressure pulses produced by the 13 guide vanes. This condition occurs i n  the engine operating 
range at an undesirable speed o f  39,800 rpm (6S-b design speed) as shown on the interference 
diagram. 
If  the disturbances caused by the guide vanes are severe, the blade could be excited unti l  fatigue 
failure occurs. The basic method o f  evaluating the mechanical integrity d turbo-machinery 
blading is to  plot the stresses o n  a G c d m a n  diagram. Figure 17. This is a curve of fatigue strength 
(usually I07cycks! ve:rus applied steady stress. starting at the pure fatigue strength at zero mean 
s t m s  and ending at the ultimate strength at zero vibratory stress. The steady centrifugal stress at 
39,600 rprn is 20.5 ksi. The gas knding s t m s  is 2.3 ksi. The total steady state s t m s  on the Made is 
then 22.8 ksi. 
Calculations of vibratory stresses are very difficult. and considerable analytical research is 
underway to  tind adequate methods to  calculate such stresses i n  blades. How-ever, for practiral 
design purposes, the method of Trumpler and Owens (Ref. 7) has been much i n  us? i n  the design 
o f  turbomachinery. Essentially i t  assumes that the aerodyn. mic exc~tation is related directly to  the 
gas-bending forces and provides a curve o i  multiplier factvr on the gas k n d i n g  stress versus the 
blade resonance order. 
For the case o f  the rnducer blade, the natural frequency of the blade is at about the 8.7th harmonic 
o f  the running speed and the amplification factor is 4.5 f m m  Ref. 7 .  .4 reasonable estimate of stress 
concentration at the blade root is 1.5. Then the vibratory stress i n  the blade is about 
1.5 x 1.5 x 130C - 15.400 psi 
The steady stress and vibratory stress are riotted as ccwrdinates on the Goodman diagram. I t  can 
be seen that the pornt falls well within the boundary curve. and therrfore i t  should be a safe 
design. 
The inducer blade-vibration mode-shapes are shown on Fig. 18. A structura! summary for the 
inducer and impeller is shown i n  Figures 19 through 23. 
The design detaib of the  mmpresror-turbine are  presented in Reference 8. The  dcsf n V r t  
describes a %Made design which is a t  variance with the final design conhguration. As reported i~ 
the  "Tenth Quarterly Progress Report-', NASA originally designed a 63-bhde rotor. However, ribs 
cou!d not be designed with enough thickness t o  adequately feed metal t o  the blade with enough 
remaining space fc r  a sufficient crack-stopper pocket-radius. The  problem is i:lustrated in Figure 
24. 
T o  alleviate this problem, NASA revised the design to 56 thinner blades, as  shown in Figure 25. 
This design. however. was abandoned because of high untwist Made s t m s e s  and the probability of 
Made resonance in the  engine operating range The final blade selection was the  ort,;inal design 
with a n  even number of Maues. 62 instczd ci 63. and with pairs of blades sharing a common rib. 
The  philosophy of design and the Made loadings are, however, representative of t h a  d c x r i k d  in 
Reference 6. 
The flowpath is shown in Figure 26. The vrbcity diagrams are  shown in Figure 27. T h e  nozzle 
geometry and vane loadings a re  shown in Figures 28 and 29, mpcctively. The  aerodynamic 
loading plots for the final rotor Made design arc  shown in Figure 30. Comparisons with the 
Baseline Engine design a re  shown in Figs. 31a-31e. 
5.2 T h e  complete compressor-turbine flowpath is shown on  Fig. 32. The vortex-chamber volute was 
vortex chamber designed for a vorticity of 104 ftzlsec. A side view showing sections near the extremities of the 
Mien volute is shown in Figure 32. The  nozzle inlet fiowpath (also shown on the figure) was designed by 
use of a computer program coded for compressible flow with streamline curvatures. The  inlet was 
designed t o  provide smooth gewmetric and aerodynamic transitions from the volute to  the nozzle 
leading edge. The design philmophy was t o  obtain smooth distributions of velocity and curvature 
versus distance and to avoid excessive overvelocities on the shrouds. The  resulting distribution of 
flow parameterr a t  the nozzle leading edge is shown on Table 5. 
5.3 
Pcrfornunce 
Estimate 
T h e  estimated performance IS shown on Figs. 33 and 34. 
T h e  major constraints on  the  structural design of the turbine rotor were: 
1: design of a rotor with 1000 hours of des~gn  point stress rupture life 
2 )  nozzle inlet temperature of 1352 C (1925 F) 
3) minimal polar moment of inertia. 
Since the life of the rotor is limited by thermal fatlgue associated with the rotor disc rather than 
the blading, careful attention was given toward the design of the disc t o  control rim cracking due 
to severe transient thermal gradients associated with engine cold starts.  Thus, the design of this 
component incorporates "pc~kets", which make the disc rim area discontinuous t o  a region where 
temperature and stress are withln the capability of the material. The scheme being used is t o  cast 
very shallow axial grooves a t  the rlm platform between the blades as "crack starters" with slots in 
the rn, , ) rat  the base of the p x k e t s  3s "crack stoppers". The principle is t o  let the rim crack since it 
will d o  so  in any case, but to  control the cracks so  that they will not propagate beyond the rim area. 
This desip.1 also inherently lowers the inertia of the rotor. 
The rotor was initlaily integrslly cast in IN 792lHf by the AiRefrw reusable pattern process. 
Although the Baseline ro'or was successfully cast in this relatively new alloy by this process (Vol. 
1, Sec. 8.2), no sound Upsraded rotor castings were produced. The material was subsequently 
changed to Mar-M 246, and sat~sfactory castings were ob.ained (Vol. 1, Sez. 14.1). Mar-M 246 is a 
higher strength alloy with less resistance t o  hot corrosion attack. 
A t  the turbine inkt temperature of 1052 C (1925 F) and the design speed of 6126 radlsec (58.500 
rpm), theaverage blade root stress is 110 MPa ( t 0 . W  psi), which is below the expected 1000-hour 
&tress rupture <or the cakulated maximum metal temperature o f  940 C (1725 F) at the blade root. 
'Che turbine disc operates at an average tangential stress of 232 MPa (33,600 p i )  at the design 
speed. Based o n  m estimated minimum value of 830 MPa (120,000 psi) o r  80% of the typical 
ultimate strength for an average disc temperature of 7W0C (13(13*F). the calculated burst speed is 
9905 radlsec (95350 rpm). This p rov ide  ample margin o f  u f e t y  in the event of engine overspeed. 
The disc tangential radial and equivalent steady-state stresses and temperature distribution for 
the rotor are presented in Figure 35. The disc temperature gradient for  these calculations was 
obtained by adjusting previously measured Baseline Engine turbine rotor gradients for the turbine 
inlet temperature increase. Since the measured gradients were ior an oil-lubricated bearing, the 
gradient for the Upgraded Engine rotor wi th a gas bearing is expected t o  be lower. This was later 
v e r i f i i  by the results o f  the gas generator rotor thermal study conducted by Mechanical 
Technology Inc. The maximum cc inb ind centrifugal and thermal stress at the disc center is 
319.000 kPa (16.300 psi), which is well within the expected minimum (80% typical) 0.2% yield 
strength for IN-792+Hf or a90.000 kPa (100,000 psi) at the operating temperature. 
Figure 36 depicts the blade Campbell diagram o n  which the natural blade frequencies are plotted 
versus rotational speed. Also shown is the excitation line for the 1s nozzle vanes. The diagram 
shows no fundamental mode resonance condition within the engine operating sped. 
The Modified Goodman diagram for the blade is shown in Figure 37. This is a curve of fatigue 
strength (usually 10' cycles) versus applied steady stress, starting at pure fatigue strength at zero 
mean stress and ending at the ultimate strength at zero vibratory stress. The steady centrifugal 
stress at 6126 radlsec f58.500 rpm) is 141.2 MPa (20,500 psi). The total stress on the blade is then 
158.4 MPa (23 .W psi;. Calculations o f  vibratory stress are very difficult. However, for  practical 
design purpo.. s, the method of Trumpler and Owens (Ref 7) has been much i n  ur;c i n  the design o f  
turbomachinery. Based on that method of analysis, the estimated blade vibrator) stress is 62 MPa 
(9,000 psi). The steady-state stress and vibratory .tress are plotted on the Goodman diagram. 
It is shown that the point for the blade root falls within the design limit curve. 
i 
6.0 
POWERTURBlNE 
DESIGN 
! 6.1 T k  design details of the  power turbine are  presented in Reference 9. T h e  aerodynamic design- 
AnodynuRk point conditions a n  presented on  Table 6. The flowpath is shown in Figure 38. The  velocity 
k h P Q  diagrams a re  shown in Figure 39. The  nozzle and rotor geometries a r e  shown in Figure 40, along 
with a comparison with the  Baseline Engine design. The  aerodynamic loadings for the  nozzle 
vanes and rotor blades are shown in Figures 41 and 42, respectively. 
T h e  hur; and shroud velocity distributions for the  interstage duct are shown in Figures 4 3  and 44 
for design-point and the 50%-speed match point, respectively. The  design-point velocity 
distributions for the exhaust diffuser are  shown in Figure 45. T h e  estimated performance 
characteristics a r e  shown in Figs. 46 and 47 for power and efficiency, respectively. Lines are  
included on Fig. 46  for 2nd-gear and 3rd-gear road-load requirements for a 3500-lb vehicle. 
6.2 The  power turbine rotor is integrally cast with rim pockets for control of thermal fatigue cracking. 
POW Turbine T h e  material to  be used for this rotor must provide sufficient strength for a low-inertia disc with a 
Mcchurical Iksi  20% minimum burst-speed safety-factor. 
At the stress design speed of 7330 radlsec (70.000 rpm), the  Made root stress due t o  centrifugal 
and gas bending loads is 380.000 kPa (55,000 p i ) .  The  turbine inlet temperature is 88O0C (1617OF). 
and the blade temperature is 804OC (1480°F). 
In view of t h e  relatively high stresses vedicted for the  blade and rib areas of the  rotor, 01 .r the  
strongest nickel-base super-alloys w e n  considered for this application. The  alloy, MM 00,. was 
selected since, o n  the basis of available data, i t  has the  highest strength of the commqrcially 
available alloys in  the lJOO°F t o  150o0F range. The  data onTaMe 7 was used in checking material 
properties with design requirements. 
Unlike the bladed components on the gas generator, the power turbine must operate over a wide . 
range of conditions which involve a speed range of 8:1, along with variable nozzle vanes. Because 
of the wide speed ranse, it is practically impossible t o  find a combination of nozzle vane and 
rotor-blade frequency which avoids interference somewhere in the operating range as shown in 
Campbell diagram, Figure 48. The aerodynamic excitation can be severe because of the  heavy 
wakes in the  flow when the nbzzlet are  in the braking position. Unfortunately, a larger number of 
nozzle vanes (to keep the lower vibration modes at  lower power turbine speeds) was not possible 
because of space limitations. A turbine blade shroud (to damp blade vibration) would increase 
inertia and create manufacturing and cost problems. Therefore, the choice reduces to  doing 
whatever possible with the nozzle, which is the major source of excitation. Experience with the 
Baseline Engine showed that s tagger~ng the nozzle vanes controls the vibratory stress and results 
in adequate blade life. This same procedure was followed for t..e Upgraded Engine. 
The  Goodman Diagram of Figure 49a indicates some margin for vibratory stress at  the blade root 
using the typical 1000-hr. rupture stress and assuming the alternating stress t o  be 200% of the gas 
bending stress. In addition, the following factors should be considered, which tend t o  support the 
selection of the best available material: 
The unknown v~bratory stress IS expected to  bc higher a t  resonance 
The blade root stress of 55.000 psi without ;ny vibratory stressexceeds the minimum 1000 hr. 
rupture stress of 52,700, assuming it t o  be 8S0/o of typical. 
The  power turbine disc operates at an average tangential stress of 44,000 kPa (63,700 psi) a t  the 
design speed. This provides a 3??+ burst-speed margin based on a minimum ultimate material 
strength of 1,000,000 kPa (145,000 psi). The tangential, radial, and equ~valrnt  steady-state stress 
and an estimated temperature distribution for the disr are presented in Figure 49b. The maximum 
combined centrifugal and thermal stress at the disc center i:, 512,000 kPa (74,300 psi), which is well 
below the yield strengths of the nlaterials. 
The turbine was releasod coated, but it was run initially without a coating to obtain maximum 
properties. The maximum speed of the rotor was reduced from 70,000 rpm to the range of 
60,000-to-65,000 rpm (approximate vehicle speed of 140 kmlhr (88 rnph)) in direct drive until some 
actual operating experience was obtained. 
7.0 
ENGINE 
HOUSING 
The  shape of the  housing was determined essentially by the  envelope uf the vehicle engine- 
compartment plus the s p c e  and location requirements of the engine components, the sump, 
vehick and engine accessories, and intake and exhaust systems. These contraints resulted in a 
housing with the  regenerator slanted and its centerline offset. Despite this asymmetry, the 
housing must not deflect o r  distort with operating pressures and temperature gradients that will 
cause excessive misalignment between the internal aerodynamic and mechanical components. 
A d d i t i o ~ l  factors considered in the housing configuration were as  follows: 
1. Promising development of insulation without sheet metal liners permitted the design of a 
single-piece, integral engine housing with resulting savings in weight (flange elimination) and 
reduced machining. 
2. The  design should be such that the tooling will be reasonably simple, and a satisfactory casting 
can be made in high-silicon, cast nodular iron. 
3. Compressor-outlet air-cooling for the bulkhead area required a suitable duct (from 
compressor outlet to  the  bulkhead cavity) be provided so that sufficient cooling flow would be 
assured. 
in  line with the above criteria, preliminary sketches and a model of the housing were completed 
and an evaluation conducted with the following results: 
Housing ~ u l k h e a d  Stress and Defleckion - The bulkhead section of the housing was analyzed 
with predicted pressure loadings and a n  estimated temperature distribution, based on Baseline 
Engine bulkhead temperatures adjusted for a 1051°C (192S°F! turbine inlet temperature. The 
results showed excessive asymmetric deflections of 0.76 t o  1.12 mm (.030 - ,044 in). 
Fxhaust Diffuser Outlet Flaw Restriction - Sections taken to examine the exhaust-diffuser- 
exit flow-condition indicated a restriction with the preliminary configuration. 
Integral Sump Studies - The housing walls forming the proposed sump were examined, and 
the thermal insulation of the regenerator-drive pinion bearing-supports from adjacent hot 
sections of the housing was found to be borderline. 
Thin-Wall, Integral-Casting Capability - To assure t b ~ t  he  overall housing design is 
consistent with technological requirements for a thin-wall, nodular-iron. integral casting, 
efforts were closely cuordinated with pattern and foundry vendors. The pattern vendor 
expressed some concern regarding a possible problem in casting the sump wail a t  the 
regenerator-drive pinion. 
Gas Generator Flange and Housing Front Section - Problems in providing sufficient space for 
initial compressor diffuser and collector designs became apparent. 
The  engine housing was subsequently modified as  follows to eliminate o r  reduce the above 
deficiencies: 
The ribs connecting the bulkhead with the burner cavity wall were relocated and extended t o  
mcrease stiffnese and reduce axial deflections without restricting the flow of cooling air in the 
bulkhead cavity; see Figure 50. A finite-element model of the housing bulkhead area, Figure 
51, was used t o  calculate deflections from estimated temperatures and the pressure loads of 
460 kPa (66 psi), including an 6000N (1800 Ib) thrust load across the inters tag^. The deflection 
and stress results are shown in Figure 52. The axial deflection ranged from 0.53 to  .787 mm 
(.021 to .031 in) with a maximum equivalent stress of 112 kPa (16 ksi). The deflections arc 
satisfactory, and the stress is considerably below the yield point of 407 kPa (59 ksi) for this 
material a t  466OC (870°F). 
The shape of the rear portion of the housing was changed to provide sufficient circumferential 
flow area for the exit gas from the exhaust diffuser to  pass into the regenerator. 
. - 
- 
T h e  integral sump waNs w e n  removed from the engine housing and cast integral with the  
reduction-gear case. 
T h e  gas generator compressor diffuser was changed t o  include a n  axial deswirl section. A 
"cdltctor"was provided in the  compressor cover inboard of t h e  deswirl section t o  duct air 
circumfenntially t o  t h m  passages leading t o  the ducts in the engine housing. This diffuser 
and collector configuration resulted in a shorter engine by allowing the  compressor section t o  
f bt moved rearward behind the front edge of the regenerator housing. 
f Two of the  above-mentioned passages connect with ducts a t  the  top and bottom of the housing t o  
. carry the  air t o  the regenerator inlet. The other gas generator passage connects with a housing j duct which supplies the bulkhead cavity with cooling air. This air exits the bulkhead cavity i 
i through holes in the  burner (forward bulkhead) wall a: each end of the crossarm and continues 
I onward t o  the regenerator inlet. 
I 
With the hoosing configuration establ tshd a h  described above, detail design efforts on  the  casting 
were initiated. Drawings were made and models constructed. O n e  model of foam was utilized in 
checking installation in an engine compartment (Fig. 531, and another model of plywood and 
foam-board (Figs. 54, 55, and 56) was used to show construction details of all walls including the 
inner ones. As detail drawings were completed, work on  the  patterns progressed. Close liaison 
i with the pattern and casting vendors exped~ted the design of a casting which would n-et both the 
engine design and manufacturing requirements of the housing. The  patterns a re  shown in Figures 
57 through 59. 
The un-insulated regenerator cross-arm section of the housing which supports the regenerator 
seal is a heat-loss path which reduces engine fuel economy. For this reason, an insulated cross-arm 
as shown in Figure 60 was investigated. This cross-arm used cast bosses t o  support the 
regenerator-seal hse-plate. Estimated stresses on the base-plate were excessive if it were assumed 
that the  insulation did not contribute to  base-plate support. Two options to  provide an insulated 
cross-arm were considered. 
1. Reduce the unsupported spans on the existing seal base-plate; 
2. Redesign the seal base-plate in the cross-arm area. 
The first option required so  many additional supports that the insulation became impractical, 
while the second option required a major redesign and development of the cross-arm system. 
Because of these difficulties, t h e  heat loss through the regenerator cross-arm-seal platform was 
estimated. Baseline Engine temperature measurements were used to determine the degree of 
benefit obtainable from an insulated cross-arm. This estimate showed that  the heat loss was less 
than 0.9 Kw (3000 Btulhr) and is invariant with gas generator speed. Since this heat loss is small 
(Iess than 3% of the exhaust-pipe losses at  idle), the effort required t o  insulate the cross-arm was 
not considered justified. Therefore, the housing was released with an uninsulated cross-arm. 
The single-piece engine housing requires that insulation be used that does not require sheet-metal 
liners. Tests on linerless insulation in the Baseline Engine showed promise of satisfactory 
performance with suitable development. Therefore, this insulation concept was carried forward 
for the Upgraded Engine. 
Studies of the insulation requirements were made both by Chrysler and Foseco, Inc, using the 
engine models and preliminary sketches. Foseco, Inc. submitted cost and time estimates for ('1) 
insulation components, (2) ancillaries, and (3) tooling for the various areas of the engine. I t  was 
determined that Chrysler would make the insulation for the engine-houiing high- and low- 
pressure sides, the burner cap, and the compressor-turbine nozzle. This material, proprietary to  
Chrysler, has a density of 17 Ibslft, and an insulating "K" factor of 1.11. A mold was made from 
the engine-housing pattern for use in tooling fnr the housing insulation. Foseco, Inc. provided 
insulation for the Gas Generator Support. Power Turbine Housing (Inner Diffuser), Interstage 
Access Panel, Interstage-Access-Panel Bolts, Power Turbine Nozzle Support, and Outer  Exhaust 
Diffuser. When Foseco ceased production of this material, Chrysler prepared the latter parts 
as  well. 
,: .. 
8.0 The  gas generator assembly is shown in Fig. 61; specifications for some of the major components 
GAS given on Table 8. The  assembly includes: the high speed shaft assembly with the compressor and 
- GENERATOR turbine rotors, t h e  compressor-turbine nozzle, t h e  gas generator  support structure, the  
SEChoN compessor  diffuser, the rear bearing carrier, the variable inlet guide vane assembly, and the 
vortex chamber which directs gas from the  burner t o  the turbine nozzle. 
-4. 
The  significant factors considered in the design of the various components and subsystems of the 
gas  generator a re  discussed below. The selection of a "free rotor" engine concept results in a ' 
simple shaft and rotor assembly since the space and support requirements and the loads associated 
with gears do not have to be considered. The absence of one high-speed gear mesh also provides a 
significant benefit in reduced noise. The  shaft assembly is supported on two bearings with 
overhung impeller and turbine rotors. This results in a compact rotor bearing system. Mechanical 
Technology. Incorporated (MTI) was selected t o  d o  detailed shaft-dynamics analyses and develop 
the shaft-bearing system under a subcontract. 
8.1 The  design and development of a shaftlrotor-bearing system for stable dynamic performance 
Shaft, Bearings, throughout the operating speed range is imperative t o  assure adequate bearing life and to 
a d  S ~ S  minimize noise, which is especially important in an automotive engine. In selecting bearings which 
could be used In this application, factors such as  life, cost, and power loss were considered in 
addition t o  the potential of the bearing t o  control shaft dynamics and operate at  the expected 
temperature level* of this and future engines. Oil film bearings satisfied the requirements of 
previous enginej and could have been used at both locations in the Upgraded Engine. However, 
the higher speeds and cycle temperatures of advanced engines would be expected to  result in 
increasing power losses and excessive bearing soakback temperatures at  the turbine end of the 
shaft. An air bearing, which has low power loss ana higher temperature limits, was therefore 
proposed for the rear location. 
An air journal bearing could have been used a t  front location; however, an air thrust bearing 
would require a large thrust plate for sufficient thrust capacity. T would incur a marked 
increase in shaft assembly inertia with a corresponding penalty in engine response. Since an oil 
thrust bearing is impractical adjacent to  an air journal, an oil journal bearing was released for the 
front location. 
Mechanical Technology, Inc. (MTI) conducted an initial study under a separate EPAlMTl support 
contract to determine the feasibility of using their Hydresil foil air bearing at  the turbine rotor in 
the Upgraded Engine application. This study, based on bearing size requirements for the 
anticipated loads plus critical speed and rotor response analyses, indicated that a practical design 
could be achieved. A subcontract was subsequently let to MTI for the design and development of 
the bearing and shaft systein for the Upgraded Engine. The Hydresil bearing concept (Fig. 62) 
allows for adjustments in bearing spring rate thru design changes in the bump foil configuration. 
-*:- 
q This can be advantageous in controlling critical speeds. Initial analyses (using specifications shown 
in Appendix A) were completed on  this configuration including critical speed and response studies 
for the shaft assembly. Film thickness and shaft motion determinations were also made for air 
bearing loads; see Fig. 63. 
A simulator was designed and built by MTI using shafting and dummy rotors representative of 
that used in the gas generator. The shaft assembly was driven with a cold-air turbine machined 
into the dummy compressor rotor. Fixture components, oil, and bearing cooling air were heated to  
the operating temperature levels calculated tor the engine as  described in Section 8.2. Controlled 
gap seals similar to  those used in previous engines were specified for the simulator. These seals, 
utilizing a carbon ring with a steel band shrunk over it to  maintain clearance control with the 
shaft, gave good performance in previous turbine engines. The simulator was compietely 
instrumented with capacitance type displacement probes at  each end of the rotor to determine 
dynamic motions and was equipped for measuring speed, flows, and pressures ds required. 
Initial simulator runs were successfully made through the speed range with cool lube oil, and 
several hundred start-stop cycles were run. However, problems were experienced with 
instabilities a t  oil temperatures above 160°F. Excessive synchronous and subsynchronous 
deflections were observed, and air bearing failures occurred. It was subsequently decided to revert 
to the use of an o-ring mounted rigid front bearing similar to  that used in previous engines. The 
journal bearing section on this unit was integral with the thrust section. 
A complete unbalance response and critical speed analysis (Figs. 64-66) was made. However. as  a 
result of the integral iournal and thrust sections, the bearing cartridge radial motion was found to 
be inhibited by rotor thrust loads. This caused excessive subsychronous vibrations. Some evidence 
of the con~rolled gap seals having a letrimental effect on  shaft deflections was also noted. The oil 
bearing was redesigned t o  separate the thrust section from the  journal and to incorporate an oil 
damper in the journal bearing. Test runs were successfully completed through the speed range, up 
to  predicted operating temperature and with a maximum of 0.006 02.-in. unbalance. Shock loads 
were run up t o  4gs at  idle and 16gs a t  90% speed t o  simulate gyroscopic loading. Simulator tests 
were terminated due to lack of funds when an air bearing failure occurred during development 
tests for optimizing oil damper and air bearing tests. Inspection showed some welds holding 
bearing components to  the cartridge had separated; however, it was not clear if this was a cause or  
result of the failure. 
Engine tests were run meanwhile using the rigid oil bearing having integral journal and thrust 
sections. No air bearing seizures had been encountered t o  date, with one bedring accumulating a 
total of I40 hours before being removed from service because of excessive coating wear. Three 
other bearings were removed from engines because the spacer foil (placed between the bump foil 
and the cartridge to  control bearing clearance) became dislodged and moved axially out of position. 
This problem was noted during routine inspections and did not progress to the point of failure. 
Since funds for simulator operation were exhausted and engine tests were relative successful, 
development testing was discontinued. 
Air bearing performance during subsequent engine testing is discussed in Section 18.2. 
8.2 A thermal analysis of the gas generator was conducted to determine operating and soakback 
Thermal Analysis temperatures a t  several critical polnts such as the air bearing, its journal, and the housing and 
shaft near the mid-shaft seal. The temperature levels and thermal gradients calculated for the 
turbine rotor were also used in the design of this component. 
The  thermal model of the gas generator consisted of a lumped-parameter network which was 
solved by a finite difference program (CINDA). The analysis was conducted at  a maximum power 
steady-state condition. This condition was also the initial point for soakback analysis. The steady- 
state temperatures calculated are shown in Fig. 67. The following . oundary conditions were used 
in the model. 
Fixed Temperature Boundaries 
1) Front end of shaft; 115 F 
2) Average impeller temperature; 250 F 
3) Nozzle platform; 1925 F 
4) Wheel rim; 1705 F (Relative total gas temperature) 
5 )  Oil in front bearing and discharge cavity; 225 F 
6) Air bearing cooling air a t  inlet: 475 F 
The following convection coefficients were estimated for the analysis. 
1) Oil in discharge cavity estimated from Baseline Engine heat rejection data; 150 BTUlhr-ftz-F 
2) Bearing cooling air in "bump foi1"estimated from bump geometry; 39 BTUlhr-ft2-F 
3) Turbine wheel rlms and disc given as shown in Ref. 10; 0 to 120 BTUlhr-ftz-F 
4) Compressot air to diffuser plate from MTI; 115 to 180 BTUlhr-ft2-F 
The bearing cooling air flow of 0.5% of engine air flow was used as recommended by MTI. 
L 
The  air bearing cartridge is relieved at  the outside diameter to help isolate the b a r i n g  from the 
rear sttpport. The temperatures of the support near the bearing range from about 490 F u p  to 700 
F. The highest bearing temperature, a t  the rear of the cartridge, is below the upper limit of bearing 
temperatures set a t  650 F by MTI. 
The  steady-state temperature distribution a t  maximum power as shown in Figure 67 was used as 
the initial condition of the soakback calculation. This implies a virtually instantaneous shutdown 
from a peak power condition which would be a severe and infrequent occurrence during t h e  life of 
the engine. The actual hardware would normally ex~er ience  some cooling during the intervening 
idle andlor coast down period prior to  soakback. the steady-state heat sources were removpd for 
this calculation so  that only the thermal energy stored within the various components would be 
considered. The only means provided for the removal of heat from the gas generator was by 
natural convection from the shaft, impeller and the diffuser plate. 
The  transient behavior a t  some of the significant locations is shown in Figure 68 These curves arc 
coded to locations designated in Figure 67. 
The  following peak soakback temveratures h e r e  obtained: 
"C "F 
Rear Seal 524 975 
Mid Seal 257 495 
llir 6 e ~ r i n g  - Journal 273 523 
Air Bearing - Cartridge 341 0.15 
Oil Bedring 207 404 
Housing, Oil Cavity 214 417 
Shaft Sleeve, Oil Cavity 230 446 
All of the peak temperatures are acceptable except on the shaft sleeve near the mid seal. The shaft 
sleeve is exposed t o  residual oil in the cavity which has a soakback temperature goal of 230 C (450 
F) to  avoid coking. This analysis indicates that oil temperatures in  this area are marginal. However, 
this may not be a serious problem due to the conservative basis for the analysis. In addition, 
successful engines in the past have approached 450 F oil soakback temperatures under extreme 
ambient conditions. Development testing was expected to determine the extent of the thermal 
problem if any in :his area. 
8.3 The structural (design of the Upgraded Engine compressor-turb~ne nozzle is very similar to  the 
Compressor- proven Baseline Engine design. However, due to the increased turbine inlet temperature, material 
Turbine Nozzle changes were necessary. In vipw of the severe requirements of this critical component, it was not 
possible at  t'le time to select a single material with any certainty of success The nozzle must be 
capable of operating with metal temperatures up to 1025 F in a highly oxidizing and corrosive 
environment. In addition, relatively high cyclic thermal stresses were expected in the inner shroud 
cone area. Furthermore, the inherent complexity and the high degree of restraint present in this 
part demanded that special consideration be given to castability, particularly suscept~bility t o  hot 
tearing. Based on previous experience with similar nozzles operating at  lower temperatures and 
with other materials, there was reason for concern about selecting a single alloy that would 
satisfactorily meet all of the Upgraded Engine requirements. 
Therefore, to ensure a stlpply of part! for engine rn~nning, three different nozzle materials were 
released. All of the alloys required a ~ o a t i n g  for thit application. The important characteristics of 
the alloys selected are summari:*d b l o w :  
Oxidation Sulfidrtion 
Alloy Castability Strength Resistance Resistance 
MM 002 Very Good Very Good Good Poor 
IN 7921Hf Poor Good Good Goad 
Mar-M 509 Good Low Fair Very Good 
In summary, MM 002 is the strongest available commercial alloy, but, even with a coating, hot 
corrosion resistance may not be adequate. IN 7921Mf has better sulfidation resistance, but is 
somewhat weaker and is known t o  be susceptible t o  hot tearing during solidification. The strength 
of cobalt-base Mar-M 509 may prove to be inadequate. However, it has ewe!!rnt !tot corrosion 
resistance and has been used extensively for integral nozzles in other automotive and aircraft 
turbine engines. 
8.4 Since structural stiffness is essential to  limit impellerlshroud running clearances t o  maintain 
Compressor Cover compressor efficiency, the primary objective of the :ompressor- -over design was to provide for a 
lightweight, rigid component. The material that was selected was aluminum alloy C-355 because it 
offers excellent castability and g i d  strength at  moderate temperatures. 
A three-dimensional stress analysis was conducted to determine stress and deflections under 
combined steady-state thermal and pressure-loading conditions. The structure was subjected to a 
pressure of 256 kPa (b7.6 psi) corresponding to a 4.6:l pressure ratio. The applied temperature 
distribution was estimated from measured Baseline Engine cover temperature values. The finite 
element model for the cover is show11 in Figure 69. 
The maximum calculated equivalent stress is 37.2 mPa (5.4 ksi) for an anticipated metal 
temperature of 204 C (400 F). The maximum axial deflection is 0.15 mm (0.306 in) as  shown in 
Figure 70. Both stress and deformations are  within acceptable levels. A summary of stresses, 
deflections and estimated temperature is shown in the table on Figure 70. 
It should be noted that the compressor cover and its matirig part, the gas generator support were 
designed t o  eliminate axial cover. deilection a t  the impeller shroud and diffuser vanes. This was 
done by setting the appropriate dinlensions to give an interference greater than the calculated 
deflection, effecting a preload in the cover. 
8.5 The variable inlet guide vane assembly (VIGV) ~ncludes thirteen vanes located two chord lengths 
VICV and upstream of the compressor rotor blade leading edge and the actuating system. Each vane has a 
, Air Intake stationary front portion fixed at  a minus ten degree axial flow angle setting (opposite engine 
Mechanical Design rotation) and a movable rear portion with an angular rotation range from minus thi;ty degrees to  
plus sixty degrees relative to the gas generator axis. The fixed vanes are  an ~ntegral  part of a cast 
aluminum shroud which defines the outer surface of the air inlet bell mouth and provides support 
for the innet flow surface at the compressor rotor inlet. The movable vanes are cast of stainless 
steel with ah1 integral belit stem and ball end. The ball is engaged in slots of a ring that is trapped 
between the cast shroud and a machined aluminum support which is attached to the compressor 
cover. This steel ring is rotated about the engine exis by a tangential force applied by a hydraulic 
piston actuator. These components are shown on the gas generator cross-section, Fig. 61, and the 
air inlet cross-section, Fig. 71, with the VlGV at  an axial setting. The ring i s  rotated clockwise 
(viewed from the front o i  the engine) for the positive VIGV angle settings utilized at engine idle 
speed. The schedule of VlGV position as a function of actuator piston position was determined 
using IMP, a computerized lin!.age and mechanism motion analysis program. The relationships are 
shown on Table 9. The actuator force required with the vanes at the minus 30-degree position at 
maximum engine speed is 8.2 newtons (1.8 pounds force). 
The  porition control of flow scrface a t  the compressor rotor inlet hub is achieved by piloting :he 
mating shroud t o  the  compressor cover. The  holes locating the vane stems at the mating joint of 
. . the  sbroud pieces and the final shroud pilot surface machining are performed as a machining 
assembly, with dowels used for precise reassembly. 
The use of water injection into the inlet air for engine power output augmentation imposes 
material corrosion protection requirements: the aluminum shrouds a re  anodized, the steel 
dctuating ring is chrome plated and the stainless steel variable vanes are protected from direct 
water impingement by the fixed vanes integrally cast with the shrouds. 
The air intake I ousing serves as the transition element between the vehicle mounted air filter 
assemblies and provides air flow path control for the compressor as discussed in Sect~on 4.3. An 
aluminum casting is used to minimize weight while providing adequate strcngth for supporting 
the engine starter load. This load includes the weight of the starter as well as  t5e starter drive belt 
tension and inertial and reaction loads. The housing is piloted to the compresso; cover, a. shown 
on Fig. 61, to control the starter clutch alignment with the engine axis as  well .s t o  conkcl the 
starter alignment with the engine auxiliary drive clutch used t o  transmit .ir~b.r. pow* r d ~ i l g  
engine starts. 
The flow path surfaces are  used as-cast for the inner bell-mouth surface, and a -0. dt-ning 
water repellant insulation is used to line the interior surface of the housing. 7 1 , 'ng is 
anodized to provide corrosion protection for water injection operation. A rubber boot IS used to  
provide flexibility between the housing and the air filter assembly (required for vehicle installation 
position tolerances and relative engine-vehicle motion during operation) and to seal the filtered air 
flow path. 
9.0 The  power section consists of the mechanical components of the  power turbine shafb and the 
POWER reduction-gear asrembly as shown on Fig. 72. The major areas in the design of the shiifting were: 
SECTION the configuration of the shaft, the sizing of the bearings, the colnyliance of the bearing supports 
and the design of the  reduction-gear pinion. The major design i.reas in the reduction-gear 
assembly were the gears and bearings. 
9.1 Several shaft designs were evaluated t o  define a n  arrangement which would meet engine 
Power Turbine requirements. The  loll ow in^ factors were cmsidered in this evaluation. 
Shafting 
1 )  Shaft stiffness, since !t influences: 
a) shaft deflection, which affects bearing capacity and pinion crown requirements. 
b) critical speed and shaft dynamics. 
2) Bearing type and size and related power losses. 
3) Fabrication and assembly procedures which could affect rotor balance repeatability. 
4) Quantir, and complexity of shaft components. 
The shaft design selected is shown on Figure 73. This differs from the shaft dnd reduction-qear 
pinion arrangement of the Baseline Engine This latter arrangement consisted of a power-. lrbinc 
shaft which splined into another shaft on wi~lch the pinion was mounted. This design proved to be 
reliable, and the four bearings (two fo: each shaft) allowed negligible shaft deflection at the pinion. 
However, in the interest of fuel economy, a two-bearing arrangement was sclected to reduce 
bearing power losses. 
The design snown in Figure 73 has a number of favorable features. These include low shaft 
deflection, simple assembly, positive indexing and piloting, and minimum unbaiance. 
The  deflection of the shaft assembly is low enough with the estimated applied loads to allow a 
moderate pinion crown of O.Oltmm without edge-loading of the pinion teeth. The slope of the 
journals at the bearing is such that journal bearings could he specified which have relatively low 
losses. 
The final rotor assembly consists of only two major parts - the turbirce with an integral tie-bolt and 
the reduction-gear pir.lon, which is integral with the sleeve. These parts, plus the thrust-bearing 
runner, are desig~ced to operatr as an integral u n ~ t  when clamped together in assembly. 
The turbine (Material: MMOO2) is inertia welded to the tie-bolt (Material. AlSl8640) just forward 
of the front bearing. A pair of three-lobed polygons is provided on the t~e-bolt to allow positive 
indexing and piloting of the pinion-sleeve assembly relative to the t u r b ~ n e  shaft. These polygons 
also assure that there will be no relative motion between rotor parts during adverse torque 
applica*ions. 
The sleeve is inertla-welded to t j ~ e  pinion to provide a singlt coniponent whlch can be baianced as a 
unit. After the pinion teeth are finish-machined and the sleeve is semi-finish-machined, they .ire 
welded and finish-machined relative to the pinion teeth. Note the small inside diameter, which 
allows minimum unbalance from machining eccentricities andlor oil whirh may inadvertently 
collect it1 the cavity Internal polygons at  each end of the pinion-sleeve mate with those on the 
turbine shaft. This integral pinion-sleeve permits a relatively simple rotor assembly. The rotor 
 formed satisfactorily and demo~rstraf 4 good balance repeatability, despite some problems with 
the welding, which required special cons~derations in subsequent machining. 
Design considerations for the two bearings included not only load capacity and power loss, but also 
r*oise generation or  transmissibility. An initiai rotor design that was investigated incorporated a 
journal bearing at the turbine end and a ball bedring behind the pinion gear. A Baseline Engine 
was modified to test a power turbine s h ~ f t  having the above bearing arrangement. Peak-power 
- 
comparison tests showed that the  prototype assembly yielded greater output power throughout 
t h e  operating range and lower heat rejection when compared t e  t h e  otigiial arrangement with 
four  jou:nal bearings and a thrust washer. However, the n o i w  level of the  assemMy was not 
icceptable by commercirl standards. The  noise level was reduced sorncwhat with added oil t o  the 
pinion, and this agreed with sound recordings that showed strong peaks related t o  the gearing 
frequencies. A Baseline Engire Power turbine shaft was later ~ssembled  using two journal 
bearings and run successfully over the speed range. The audible noise was comparable t o  the level 
normstly experienced on  the Baseline Engine, and the heat rejection was slightly less than that of 
the two-bearing shaft with one bearing. 
Anti-friction bearing manufacturers were contacted, 2nd the application requirements for the 
Upgraded Engine including t o q u e ,  speed, lubrication, power lmi. duty cycle, bearing life and noise 
control were discussed. Some m c e r n  was initially expressed for the  light thrust looding under 
some engine conditions; such loading could induce ball skidding and premature failure. It was 
subKquently stated. however, that this phenomenon could be controlled in high-speed 
applications where initial internal clearances of new bearing mounting interferences and 
temperature r:onsiderations'are in proper balance. An e1astomt.r materiat applied t o  the outside 
diameter of the bearing was proposed as  a means of isolation and noise control; however, this 
approach would require develup~nent for this application. Since the  effective con t rd  of noise 
remained some question, it was decided t o  design the rotor for two purnals  and a thrust 
bearing. A study of the most critical operating condition for the thrust bearing showed a condition 
that occurred during maximum engine output with the power turbine shaft operating a t  lo.5Od 
rpm. At this point, the gear load of ci9ON (155 Ib.) was assumed. 
Table 10 tabulates the performance of the new thrust bearing a t  its crttical operating points. This 
indicates that the film thickness of the thrust bearing a t  the  1-2 upshift of the transmission will 
vary between 8 to 9 p m  (315 to 358 micro-incttes). However, angularity of the thrust collar from 
shaft deflection would reqsire an oil filmabout 50% thicker. T o  avoid this, the bearing was placed 
on a spherical seat, as shown in Figure 73 
The anti-thrust bearing is a duplicate of the thrust bearing, since the a-iti-thrust forces which 
depend on engine braking cannot be precisely determined analytically. It was anticipated that its 
design might be revised when actual loading information was available. 
The  most critical condit.ons for the journal bearings were determined to be at  52,500 rpm during 
the 1-3 upshift of the transmission, where inertia loads are included. At this point, the gear h a d  is 
3SOON (850 Ib.) with a turbine load of 6700N (1-s09 !b.); this was calculated from a conservatively 
assumed deflection of the turbine from bearing center. The smailest optimum bearing sizes were 
determined from parametric studies. Tapered iands or grooves were not included in the analysis of 
the journal bearings. These were required in the front bar ing ,  however, to  maintain stability. 
Considering a minimum-required film thicknes.; of 40 micro-inches a t  the above speed and load 
with 250 Foil temperature (MS-4228 transmission fluid), calculations showed the minimum front- 
bearir.g size required 121.3 mm ( 3 4  in.) dia. x 21.1 mm (.83 in.) long]. A final design iteration 
including polygon size requirements resulted in a final bearing-size sei-ction of 22.1 mm (0.87 in.) 
dia. x 22.5 mm (0.886 in.) long. 
A prime consideration in the design of the rear bearing was the shaft deflection during the 1-2 
upshift of the transmission. Analysis indicated the bearing should be designed for a minimum film 
thickness of 375 micro-inches to  allow for the misaligned journal. Figure 74 describes the bearing 
performance a t  this operating point for the range of bearing clearance shown; consideration was 
given to dimensional tolerances and the effect of expected temperature levels. Figure 75 shows the 
power loss, oil-film thickness, and oil-flow requirement for the road load speed-range and the 
maxintum power point. 
It should be noted that the total power-loss of the rear journal and the maln thrust bearing is 1.80 
KW (2.4 hp) at 70,000 rpm. This value is comparable to  the estimated power losses of the ball 
bearing previously considered for that location - 1.7 to 2.2 KW (2.2 t o  2.9 hp). Presuming 
satisfactory operation of these bearings, I:. .efore, appeared that optinized hydrodynamic 
btarings could have efficiencies comparable .., those of ball bearings (along with the improved 
noise-damping characteristics) during operation at high speed. 
93  fhr large speed range (9,000 t o  70,000 rpm) for the power-turbine shaft suggested that its bearing 1 -- pcfforinance and &aft dynamics be checked beke h&-sped engine operation. An existing test fixture capable of being driven by a dynamometer up t o  design speed was modified t o  accept a 1 .~ simulated Ujtgradtd Engine power turbine shaft. 
li 
i Six proximity probes wen lorated in  the  perpendicular planes a t  three positions along the  shaft t o  
- 1 monitor shaft defkction. This f i i t u n  shaft was &signed with preliminary values of turbine weight and inertia. in  addition, the  shaft #as not a precise copy of the  engine shaft, since the 
i 
mechanical design of tire engine shaft had not yet been c o m p k t d .  Therefore, some differences 1 
existed between t h e  fixturc and the engine designs, and the  cakulated critical speeds were not the 
same. Assuming rigid bearings, the critical spnd of the engine shaft was calcuhted t o  be 38.970 t - 
i 
tpm, whereas that of the fixture was 42,000 rpm. 
T h e  fixture was initially run with a rigidly-mounted oil-film bearing a t  the  point end of the shaft 
and rigidly-mounted 3-ramp k a r i n g  a t  the turbine end of the shaft. The  unbalance was low. and 
' t h e  3-ramp-bearing clearance was 0.038 mm (0.0015 in.). The latter bearing failed a t  45.000 rpm. 
Peak diamctral displacement of 0.002 inch was measured a t  t h e  turbine end of the  shaft a t  a speed 
of about 42,000 rpm. This corresponded to the value of critical speed cakubted with rigid 
bearing-mounts. 
T h e  >ramp bearing clearance was increased t o  0.046 mm (0.0018 in.). and the fixture was run 
with a n  oil inlet temperature of 120 C (240 F) to increase the oil flow through the  bearing. The  
c r i t ~ a l  speed decreased t o  40,000 rpm, which implied a higher film thickness and better damping. 
and the peak diametral synchronous shaft-motion dropped somewhat t o  0.0016 in. However. the 
shaft was generally very noisy, and shaft displacement was noted to increase. markedly with a 
rapid approach t o  45,000 rpm. The shaft was subsequently run  up t o  60,000 rpm with n o  bearing 
failure. 
A flexible, spring-mounted bearing was designed a t  the turbine end of the shaft t o  reduce shaft 
deflections, noise, and the critical speed. The assembly consisted of a three-ramptype bearing 
inserted intoa light carrier which was supported in the  housing by twocoil springs, each of which 
was formed into a toroidal shape. Passages in the  housing and in the carrier supplied the  
lubricating oil. 
Tests a t  240 F oil temperature and a t  gradually decreasing pressures from 100 t o  45 psi were 
successfdly completed. Maximum shaft speed, limited by fixture capability, was 60,000 rpm. Shaft 
displacements were measured using photographs of oscilloscope displays. Analysis by Lissajos's 
display was possible only a t  speeds below 13,030 rpm where the  display q not to  complex. At 
higher speeds, the picture complexity, combined with large niagn~fica- Jn, resulted in loss of 
display clarity. Standard display of pick-up signal versus time base was used a t  all other speeds. 
The  test results showed two frequencies of oscii~ation. O n e  was a synchronous frequency with a 
diametral amplitude of shaft displacement of 0.0006 inch. The  other  was a subsynchronous 
frequency of 0.1 shaft speed with a maximum amplitude of shaft displacement of 0.003 inch. This 
subsynchronous vibration might have been generated by the drive gear, which had a gear ratio of 
10:l. The existence of a well-defined critical sperd was not observed. 
Operation of the shaft a t  60,000 rpm did not present a mechanical problem that could be observed 
on the  oscilloscope or  could be heard. Shaft noise was much less than that with the rigid bearing 
mount. Consequently, these tests confirmed the mechanical design of the power turbine shaft and 
its bearing and bearing-mount configurations for the Upgraded Engine. 
9.3 The  selection of the reduction gear arrangement for the Upgraded Engine was based on previous 
Power Turbine studies considering high speed rotors (> 50,000 rpm) of advanced gas turbine engines. Based on 
k h ~ t i ~ n - G e a r  these studies (which included factors such a s  package size, cost, gear noise, gear manufacturing, 
Assembly and consideration of methods of driving vehicle accessories), a two-stage gear-set was chosen for 
the Upgraded Engine. A 15-to-1 gear ratio was specified from performance studies. This gear ratio 
gave a proper speed range for the transmission and prop-shaft with a maximum rotor speed of 
70,000 rpm. 
addition to the u s d  performance requirements, several interacting packaging factors 
constrained the gear Kkrti. These were as fdlom: 
1. & s i z e d  the pinion thrust washer a d  ih c k a r a m  t o  the second stage pinion. 
t The bearing mounting of the intermediate shaft and i ts  relationship t o  the flange opening i n  
the engim housing. 
3. The ccn-ter-to-center distal- from the power turbine shaft to  the transmission input shaft. 
4. The limiting s p d  of the mrsrory chain drive. 
A first-stage gear ratio of 5.6429 and a second-stage gear ratio o f  2.6489 (for an averall ratio of 
14.6909). allows for a design which m n t s  the abow consiraints. 
The analysis of the gears was performed wi th  the aid of several modified computer programs. The 
I l lodi f~at ions were made t o  inaxparate the lasttst theories i n  das t~h~drodynamic  oi l  fi lm 
thickness and stress wave interaction in the Hertzian contact area. Tooth profiies. generated from 
standard tooling, wen optimized for s t m s  (wrfacc and bending?. life. noise. and cost. 
Optimization studies of the two-stage reduction gears were completed and showed that both gears 
must h a w  combined action (recess and approach). and they both must be generated wi th standard 
%pitch and 200-pmsure-angle gear-generating hobs w i th  a 39-degree hr!ir ang!e. The helix 
angk OE the first- and second-stage gears is 39. for both stages. The helix angk of 30. was selected 
for  the first stage t o  provide the maximum possible elastohydrodynamic f i lm thickness for quiet 
operation at road load without excessive power loss at the p w e r  turbine thrust bearing. 7 he hc;ox 
angle o f  3 9 O  for  the second stage would also maintain the highest practical f i lm thickness without 
excessive tooth bending stresses at the 1-2 upshift point of the transmission. Figure 76 shows the 
peak speed ebstohydrodynam~ fi lm thickness and 1-2 upshift bending stress variation versus gear 
helix angle. 
Figure 77 shows the bending stresses o f  the optimized gear sets for the Upgraded Engine and for 
the &*line Engine. The high bending s t r e s w  o f  the optimized gears resulted from the reduced 
face width and higher unit loads. Figure 78. However, bending stresses were below the endurance 
l imit and not found critical for the second-stage gears o f  the Upgraded Engine. 
Figure 79 shows the elastohydrodynamic oi l  f i lm thickness of the Upgraded and Baseline Engine 
reduction gears at road-load.operating conditions. The peak film thickness of the first-stage gear 
was increased seven times, and the peak fi:m thickness o f  the second-stage gear w:s increased 4.5 
times compared to  the film thickness of the Baseline Engine gears. This was expected to result in  
quieter operation within the road-:oad range. The thicker oil f i lm i n  combination wi th the low 
contact time o f  the first-stage gears also allows a degree of isolation o f  high speed shaft vibrations 
(due to shaft unbalance, bearing irregularities and gear meshl t o  the supporting structure of the 
power plant. 
The degree of isolation varies wi th the speec' of the power turbine shaft as described in  Figure 80. 
Isolation would be considered complete when the contact time is less than that required for 
vibrations to pass through the oi l  f i lm at all points on the tooth. This is the situation above 42,000 
rpm. Below 22.500 rpm, this form o f  isolation does not exist and between 22,500 acd 42,000 rpm, 
the partial isolation would nelp to alleviate the transmitted vibrations. Of course some vibrations 
wi l l  be transmitted through the oi l  fi lm of the high-speed-shaft bevings to the engine housing, 
but  direct transmission from gear to gear (steel to steel) would no, take pltce ~t speeds above 
42,000 prm. Ref. I t  was used as the basis of this analysis. 
Figures 81 and 82 show the sliding velocities and the scoring factors o f  the Baseli*ie and U~graded 
Engine reduction gears. Lower sliding velocities along wi th lower scoring factor were goals of the 
gear design for quieter operation. long life, and torque-transmitting effictency. As shown ill Figure 
83 the total torque (power) transmitting efficiency of the two-stage gears is higher than that for 
the gears of the Baselin*: Engine. 
9.4.1 
Drive Su*1eaa 
A threedimensiond stress analysis was conducted for  the  gears of the  Upgraded Engine using 
50% greater tooth crown per inch oC face width than for the gears of t h e  Baseline Engine. This 
crown permits greater shaft defkctions and misalignment without b s s  04 conjugate action. The  
analysis indicated that rmnpresrion and shear stresses f F i u r e s  84 and 8s) will t lower than the  
corrc+ponding stresses of the  Sawline Engine gears throughout the operating ranee. T h e  surface 
tensik stresses win also b satisfactory. although the  stress kvcls a r t  somewhat )righer i.1 the 
second-stage g e a ~  d the  Upgraded Engine than those of the gears for the  &seli.,e Engine (Figure 
86). 
The quality of the Upgraded Engine reduction gears (36 normal pitch) was selected t o  k between 
ACMA G r h  I t  and 13 (precision grade). By comparison. the coarser B F s e l i ~  Engine gears (18 
pitch) with approximately t h e  same tokrance kwls a s  the Upgraded gears fall between Grade 12 
and Grade 15 (ultra-precision grade). This is k a u s e  a larger tooth of the  same grade level has  
proportionately lamer tolerances. (Note Grade 16 in AGMA Standards represents the ultimate 
(master gear) tokrances). 
T h e  hardness of the  Upgraded Engine gears (35 Rc) is the  same as that  for the gears of the Basdine 
Engine. H i h e r  hardness material would not be suitable for hobbing and shaving and would 
thereby require grinding. Final surf- treatment is Tufrt;~ding. 
Layout studies and evaluations were made of several actxssory drive arrangements and oil sump 
configurations t o  aid in  selecting the final design. Many factors ;were cwsidered in the  drsign of 
the drive system. A schematic of the accessory drive system selected for  she Upgraded Engine is 
shown in Figure 87 and described below. Table 11 provides a list of data o n  the  gears and sprockets 
used in the Upgraded Engine. 
Engine auxiliaries driven by the power turbine a re  a n  oil pump. ar. alternator and a n  air pump (far 
the  droplet diffu3ion combustor). Other  engine auxiliaries a re  the electrir starter motor and the  
eie=trically d r ivm fuel pump. The  vehick accessories driven by the power turbine are  the power 
steering pump and the  air conditioning compressor. The regemrator  is driven by the power 
turbine. but the design details .*re discussed in Section ; I .  
T h e  operating s p e d  range for the  auxi!iaries of a f ree rotor engine arrangement is determined by 
t h e  power turbine isle to  maximum speed ratio. The engine idle speed, 60c rpm (output of power 
section). is dictated by transmission pump capacity while the maximum engine speed. 4645 rpm, 
corresponds t o  the maximum a!lowable w w e r  turbine rotor stress spcca. If a governor is not used, 
the  accessories and auxiliaries must be able to  operate over this nearly 8-to-I speed range, but 
their r q u i r e d  d e s ~ g n  I ~ f e  a t  the maximum s ~ e d  is minimal since this maximum is reached only a t  
=hick speeds in excess of 100 mph. The  maximum engine output sVd "normally"experienced is 
limited to  rpm o r  less by the wide-open throttle gear shift paints, and the maximum steady- 
state speed is limited t o  a b u t  2500 rpm by the max'- ,~um legal highway speed of 55 mph. 
T h e  cost and complexity of the system was minimized whilt maintaining the life -equirements of 
a n  automotive engine. The  drive gears and shafts were located t o  meet certain mechanical 
requirements. There was a need for an adrquate drain angle from regenerator drive pinion bearing 
t o  the sump. The regenerator drive had t o  in positioned to mir.imize regenerator core h u b  loads 
within the space limitations imposed by the shape of the engine housing and vehicle compartment. 
An atr pump and drive were provided t o  permit use of the droplet-diffusion combustor as an 
alternate to  the lean. pre-mixed!pre-vaporized combustor concept. 
The  vehicle accessories and most engine auxil~aries a re  power turbine driven during normal engine 
o p e r a t i ~ n .  However. the start of power turbine rotation lags that of the gas generator by about 
one  second for a warm engine start-up and from five to ten seconds for a colJ engine, cold ambient 
start-up. T o  insure bearing lubrication pressure and adequate air pressure for fuel atomization 
during start-up, the pumps are driven thr tugh an alternate drive path from the rear of the starter 
through an electrically actuated clutch 
Driving the air and oi l  pumps during starting add, 4 complexity and mt r i c ted  the location o f  the 
drive system. The pump assembly bolts onto the  ducti ion gear assembly and is driven during 
starting via a quill shaft as shown in Fisure 88. This shaft spans the gap between the starter gear 
case output and the dutch  input. The shaft ends m of crowned hexagonal configuration t o  
tokrate misalignment between the members and transfer t o q u e  t o  the clutch. The overrunning 
clutch. provides the drive b te r  in the start cycle and during the normal run mode. 
9.4.2 A common shaft. keyed the ends. drives both puaps (Fig. 08). The shaft is supported at the front 
MW system end by a babbit bearing and at the rear by the cast iron oil pump housing. A simple integral 
k~riptiolr eccentric and counterbalance drives the air pump. The front bearing is direct pressure lubricated. 
and an annulus in the shaft directs o i l  to the air pump eccentric through an internal passage. The 
rear bearing is lubricated by  oil pump Meed back t o  the sump. The air pump is replaced wi th a 
sprccr housing when the premixed/prevaporizcd combustor is u d .  A ehaft without eccentric: 
counterbalance is also r r d  with the spacer housing. The clutch is an electromagnetic clutch 
having a torque capari,y o f  7.43. N-m (70 ic-lbs) t o  6.21 N-m (5s in-lbs) at 12 VDC over the 
spcc i f i i  air gap tderance. This capacity is t i  I , ,  *ha? ot the engine starting requirements. 
As tire engine accekrates through the start cycle. the regenerator drive w o r 9  cF~g. 87) increases m 
s-C unt i l  it can drive the air and oil pumps through the overrunning r!-:.:h. The overall ratio 
from the power turbine rotor to the regenerator core is 2188:l which includes the engine 
d u c t i o n  gear of 14.89:l. the auxiliary drive ratio 1.18:1, the worm gear drive 15:l and the 
regenerator core r ing gearlpinion of 8.26:l. The regenerator drive worm gear is supported by two 
bearings on a rigid shaft along wi th the regenerator drive pinion. The regenerator worm, the 
auxiliary drive gear and the oi l  and air pumps are al l  mounted in a forward extension o f  the 
reduction gear housing (Fig. 72) to maintain alignment for these components and minimize the 
number o f  bearings required. 
This relatively simple configuration is lower i n  cost as compared t o  some other systems studied. 
However, several parts require close tolerances t o  minimize regenerator drive pinion (mounted on 
the reduction gear sump) mislocation relative to  the regenerator drive r ing gear (mounted on the 
core supported from the engine housing crossarm). A n  eccentric adjust men t was provided at the 
core center bearing to control spur gear backlash at assembly. 
Alternate arrangements were studied which featured the regenerator drive mounted on the 
engine housing for reduced center distance variation wi th the rtgenerator gear. Designs w ~ t h  the 
sump integral wi th the engine housing were also evaluated. These arrangements, however, were 
generally more complex. Other schemes involving crossed axis gears, double enveloping worm 
gears, and conical ;nvolute gears were investigated but rejected. 
A preliminary evaluation was made of an arrangement assuming that the air pump would not be 
required and that the oi l  pump could be located on the engine output shaft (with delayed lube 
pressure during starting). The most promising design used a top rear regenerator drive wi th the 
worm driven through a timing klt lsprocket arrangement off the power turbine accessory shaft. 
This system is simpler than the selected Upgraded Enginedesign, would likely effect a cost benefit, 
and is worthy o f  further investigation. However, the reliability of a belt-driven regenerator, the 
availability of space at the upper rear section of the engine compar:ment, and the performance of 
bearings wi th no oi l  pressure during starts would have had to be thoroughly eva1ua:ed and proof 
test- before proceeding. 
The vehicle accessories are belt driven from a shaft (Fig. 72) wh~ch  is chain driven from a sprocket 
on  the intermediate shaft. The chain shown was selected for long life and quiet operation at the 
high chain speeds (7800 ftlmin.) which exist at maximum output speeds. 
9.4.3 Starter System 
Engine Auxiliaries The starter, (FIR. 88) rated at 2.01 kilowatts (2.7 hp! nominal, is a commercially available 
automotive starter modified for application to the Upgraded Engine. One end cap serves as a gear 
case half for the two-stage. grease-packed. spur gear a:l reduction gear assembly. The opposite 
end of the starter drives the high speed clutchigas generator thru a ~ .o : I  step-up pulleylpolyflex 
belt system. 
h- 
This pump is q u i d  only wi th the droplet-diffus~on combustor. I t  is a single-piston, double- 
acting pump of 6C.8 m m  (2.75 in) bore and 9.3 m m  (0.37 in) stroke. The aluminum p~itonlgraphite 
piston ring runs in a cast i ron cylinder which is piloted t o  the main housing. A simple bronze crank. 
pinned and free to  swivel on  the piston shaft, engages the eccentric t o  actuate the pump. Dual 
acting reed valves provide the q u i d  inlet and outlet porting. A surge chamberlorifice system, 
tuned to  the pump, damps out pulses to the fuel nozzle. This pump is a repackaged version of the 
Baseline Engine pump and has exhibited trouble-free operation over thousands of nours of 
combined test cell and vehicle applications. 
Oil Pump 
This autornotive-type pump, Fig. 88, has an internal capacity of 29.8 cmJ !1.82 inchJ)/rev. utilizing 
cast i ron housings and powdered metal rators. The lube oi l  pump displacement was selected to 
provide high speed rotor iubrication at the critical point during the engine start cycle when the 
starter has disengaged and the pump is being driven by the power turbine which has not yet come 
u p  t o  fu l l  idle sped. This conservative design approach resulted in excessive pump capacity at 
normal operating speed. The pump could be readily downsized by reducing rotor width, but no 
attempt was made to  determine the minimum pump size required to adequately lubricate the high 
speed rotor bearings during the start cycle. 
Alternator 
A conventional 12-volt alternator wi th a nominal 65-ampere rated output is used to supply the 
electrical requirements. In addition t o  the usual vehicle and engine electrical requirements, the fuel 
pump and control system are electrically driven as are the fans for air conditioning condensor and 
engine and transmission oi l  coder, and the water circulaticg pump for the passenger compartment 
heater system. 
F d  Pump And Cwrtni 
The electrically driven fuel pump has a nominal current rating of 6 amperes. Fuel flow rate is 
proportional to voltage, and the Electronic Control Unit (ECU) requires 2.5 amperes for operation. 
10.2 
Power Turbine 
Nozzle a d  
Actuator 
L 
T h e  interstage assembly, a s  shown in Fii. 89, consists primarily of the shrouds and the  variable 
power turbine v m n .  The  vanes are  retained in a nozzle support which also l&ates the  shrouds via 
t h m  struts. T h e  support is mounted on t h e  bulkhead flange of the engine housing and is coded 
with compressor outlet a i r  passing between the two walls of the bulkhead. Insulation placed 
between the  hot outer shroud and the support minimizes heat loss and permits the use of a 
relatively inexpensive ferritic stainless steel support casting The  shrouds a re  austenitic stainless 
steel t o  minimize distortion with long term operation. 
T h e  nozzle vanes are varied with a gear system, as  shown in Fig. 89. This consists of powdered 
metal sector gears used "as sintered" and mounted on  tapered squares machined on  the ends of the 
nozzle vanes. This design allows n o  backlash between the sector gear and nozzle vane stem. The 
sector gears mate with a ring gear which rotates on  the support and is connected t o  the  actuator 
through a flexible link. 
T h e  nozzk support is preoxidized after machining t o  provide a low-friction wear surface for the 
nozzk vane stems. A coating is applied for the same purpose on  the nozzle support a t  the pilot 
surface for the ring gear and on the retainer for the ring gear. 
T h e  three interstage s t ruts  support the  inner shroud through the  outer shroud. The s h u t s  are 
subjected t c  the compmsor-turbine exit gas load and the axial load due to the pressure differential 
Kr05S the  conical inner shroud. The resulting combined stress under these loads is 22,400 psi. This 
is well b e b w  the material (IN 713LC) yield strength a t  the estimatxt temperature of 1600 F. 
T h e  variable power turbine nozzle is made from a Chrysler proprietary superalloy identified a s  
CRM 18D. The  nozzle vane is subiected t o  gas bending stresses and the maximum stress is only 
2,300 psi. 
T h e  nozzle linkage actuating system is shown in Fig. 90. The linkage rod is designed to withstand 
the  compression and bending stresses as the  result of the load imposed by the actuator to rotate 
the  nozzle vanes. Under normal actuator operation the  rod will be subjected t o  a compressive load 
which will also cause bending of the rod as  the nozzles a re  rotated. 
The combined stress for this condition under maximum capacity load (88 Ib) of the actuator is 
26.000 psi in compression. This stress would occur from nozzle sticking. The  critical buckling load 
which can be applied if there is n o  bending in the  rod is 271 Ibs, which is well above the maximum 
capacity of the actua:or. 
T h e  calculated force required t o  drive the nozzles is 50 Ib based on an assumed ~xwfficient of 
friction of 0.3. This load is well within the capacity of the actuator. 
As shown in Fig. 89, t w o  ring seals a re  installed with the interstage assembly t o  provide leak path 
seals. These seals minimize leakage past the power turbine-seal (XI--and the high pressure side of 
the regenerator core --seal (Y). The seals are  machined t o  maintain ring compression in the bore 
throughout the range of operating temperatures. The pressure drop is relatively low across both 
these seals under most engine operatinb conditions and consequently the pressure forces are 
usually insufficient t o  slide the ring axially. Therefore, the ring groove width is set to  allow free 
ring movement, but still provide an e f fec t i~e  restriction t o  leakage. 
Ring seal (Z) is mounted in a groove o n  the compressor-turbine shroud and seats in a bore on  the 
front of the interstage nozzle support as shown in Fig. 89. This seal controls gas leakage pas: the 
compressor-turbine and. a s  such, is a major factor in engine performance. Therefore this seal, 
operating with the  pressure difference across the turbine stage, must always seat against both face 
"F" and diameter "I" despite relative movements between the compressor-turbine shroud and the 
interstage nozzle support. The ring designed as  shcwn in the inset has demonstrated reliable 
performance. The rear face is relirved, o r  pressure balanced, so  that the net axial pressbre force 
"P" will not restrain the  ring from sliding relative to F and seating on diameter I. 
Ir 4 
% The relief a t  the outside diameter allows an increase in radial pressurz force on the ring for better 
8 sealing on the outside diameter, while still allowing the ring to  slide axially. The relief on the 
outside diameter also inhibits debris from accumulating which can cause the ring to lift off the 
surface and cause a leak, thermal gradients in the ring, and possible excessive distortion. A special 
machining procedure is used for the outside diameter of the  ring so  that the ring will have a slight 
2 
-4 compression in the bore at all operating temperature levels, assuring sealing contact at the outside ! 
. b surface. 
$ : $ 
L 
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110 The  principal areas for the mechanical design of the  regenerator consisted of the core seals, the  
REGENERATOR drive and support system, the  stress analysis for  the  cover and the thermal analysis of the core. 
Except for the  latter, all of these areas a re  discussed in this section. The thermal analysis of the  
matrix used in the  Upgraded Engine was carried ou t  as  part of the Baseline Engine program for 
advanced concepts. S u b s q u e n t  testing confirmed the structural integrity of the matrix. These 
tests were conducted o n  cores having t h e  same material, wall thickness, and hydraulic diameter a s  
the matrix used on the  regenerator core for the  Upgraded Engine Temperature levels of tile 
Upgraded Engine were imposed o n  the cores in these tests, and results a re  presented in Volume 1 
of the Final Report. 
L t i 11.1 Rubbing seals and static seals a r e  needed to effectively seal the  high pressure side of t h e  
I ~~~ h 1  regenerator from the low pressure. Three rubbing seals a re  required: t h e  inner rim seal, the inner 
I b 4 W  crossarm seal, and the outer  " D  seal. Static seals a n  required t o  seal both the inner and the outer  
I assembly between the  rubbing seal and the seal platform on  the housing. T h e  static seals can be i 
L either the bridge type or the "L" typc. i 
The  clamping force between the high temperature graphite inner seal rim and the ceramic 
regenerator core was set a t  4 Ibf per inch of  seal in order to  minimize leakage while keeping wear 
and the torque required t o  turn the core a t  acceptable levels. Included in this analysis is the 
positioning of the static seal in such a rnan.ler so as t o  minimize the  overturning moment and t h e  
wear by evenly distributing the pressure. A similar pressure balance was done on  the crossarm seal 
which was loaded a t  10 ibf per inch of seal. In addition, the crossarm seal will warp when heated 
due to the difference in coefficients of linear expansion between the Inconel X-750 metal substrate 
and the nickel oxidelcakium fluoride  plasm^ coating. 
The  seal system is completed with a bridge seal o r  an L-seal (. ee Fig. 91). which is substantially 
simpler than the bridge type and is a small fraction of its cost. Once positioned in the groove the  
L-seal is held in place by a spring and the pressure differential between the  high and low pressure 
sides. Limited engineering tests using the L-seal showed it t o  have exceeded the performance of 
the  bridge seal. 
! f 11.2 The regenerator drive and support system consists of a worm and worm gear driving a pinion and 
Regenerator Drive that pinion driving a hub-supported ceramic core by its rim through a n  elastomer-mounted ring 
I 
j and support gear. A rim support was investigated but the hub  support was found t o  be simpler and lighter in 
i System weight. 
The regenerator core graphite sleeve center bearing load and the hub  load were minimized 
through careful analysis of the vector sum of the weight of thecore, the  force of the rubbing seal 
friction, the gear drive force, t h e  gear separating force and the external forces due to  the  
acceleration of the car. 
The high temperature Upgraded Engine incorporates a ceramic regenrrator thus requiring a 
silicone rubber elastomer to  accommodate the thermal expansion difference between the ceramic 
core and the metal ring gear. The elastomer was designed to transmit the drive torque while 
supporting the ring gear in the hot engine environment. When flexible mounts were successfully 
included to allow for elastomer shrinkage, (Fig. 92), the alternative, a mechanical ring gear 
support. was abandoned because of its complexity. 
The  ring gear and a conical pinion, with slight tooth crowning (see Fig. 93). are unlubricated spur 
gears designed to tolerate a 2-mm center distance variation. Thesr gears have been optimized. 
resulting in satisfactory contact patterns, lower sliding velocities, and lower gear tooth stresses 
than the Baseline gears despite higher loads. A flexible connection between the 14-pitch pinion and 
the  worm gear was considered, but the final design incorporated a rigid shaft. 
T o  complete the sizeable speed reduction needed to drive the slowly rotating regenerator, a 2O.S:l 
worm gear set was initially specified. The  engine lubricant is transmission fluid, MS 4228, and not 
a recommended worm gear lubricant such as Sun gear oil 7C; consequently during fixture tests 
excessive worm gear wear occurred. In order t o  provide better balance in the life of the two gear 
sets, the worm gear ratio was reduced from 20.5:l t o  15:1, and the pinion-ring gear ratio was 
increased from 6.21 t o  8 3:l .  Despite this change, the stresses in the pinion-ring gear set of the 
Upgraded Engine are still far below those of the Baseline Engine, as  shown in Fig. 94. 
11.a The regenerator cover was analyzed wsicq a finite-eknrent technique. Several alternate designs 
-a?- C m r  were studied as a m u h  of the highly stmsed otiginal a v e r  desQn. Large deflections in the center 
!am$ k l y d s  of the cover induced exctssive s tmses in q i o n r  with small radii of curvature; reducing that 
ckfkcti reduced the m u l t i q  stresses. 
Two designs wen punutd to reduce the locally excessive stresses cakuhted for the original cover; 
one incorporated ribs and the other i n v d d  a change in the radius of curvature at a highly 
s t t ~ d  rrc;t. The tibbd m e r  offered the greatest improvement as is seen in the following 
summary of finite-ckment results: 
Equivalent Stress (psiy Maximum 
Deflection 
Nakros 
-
Node 1- Node 465 
-
(ln.1 
Original 26,090 18,454 23,279 0.035 
Large Radius 
of Curvature 16,314 22,251 22,812 0.033 
Ribbed 11,788 7,057 7,350 0.021 
12.0 The  combustor of the Upgraded Engine is a fixed-geometry, lean, premixedlprevaporizcd (LPP) 
COM6USTOR concept. It  has a pressure tors between 2% and 3% and is capable of multi-fuel operation. Another 
concept considered was the droplet diffusion combustor. T h e  LPP combustor was selected 
however, since, on Baseline Engine testing, it had demonstrated the  potential to  meet the emission 
standards of 0.41 grlmi HC, 3.4 grlmi C O  and 0:O grlmi NOx in a ~SOo-lb vehicle. O n  t h e  other 
hand, the LPP combustor would r q u i r e  extensive development for cold starting at  -10 F and for 
combustion stability during and a t  the end of transient operations. Cost was another 
consideration. The droplet diffusion combustor with its air pump was estimated to cost 113 more 
than the LPP with its torch. 
Emissions from combusted hydrocarbon fuels can be controlled in the combustion process by 
limiting temperature a t  which the fuel is burned. NO* formation rate is temperature and time 
dependent. Since residence time is limited by engine design constraints the  reaction zone 
maximum allowable temperature t o  prevent NOx formation is 3200 F. Control of C O  and HC, 
however, require long residence time and a n  average minimum reaction zone temperature of 
approximately 2000 F t o  oxidize these emission species. The  Upgraded Engine combustor was 
configured to meet these constraints. 
The lean premixedlprevaporized combustor is comprised of three sub-assemblies. t h e  premixerl 
injector, torch ignitor and reaction chamber, as  shown in Fig. 95. Configuring the reaction 
chamber as  a separate entity which is not constrained by the premixer o r  torch makes it suitable 
for fabrication from ceramic materials. 
The premixerlinjector introduces the fuel through four tubes a t  a minimum pressure drop (< lo  
psi) into a zone of counterswirled air equivalent t o  approximately 33% of the engine mass flow. 
Except during the initial cold start, n o  burning occurs in the premixer, and consequently it may 
be fabricated of a lesser quality material, such as AlSl 304. Vaporization of the fuel discharging 
from the four tubes is dependent on the regenerated air. The  homogeneous lean mixture is 
directed into the  reaction chamber where the torch ignites the mixture. 
The torch is comprisec! of a simplex fuel nozzle, flowing approximately 2 lbslhr of fuel. 
Combustion air is supplied from a total pressure pickup positioned at the discharge of the 
compressor. This air (approximately 2% of the engine airflow) bypasses the regenerator and is a 
loss in fuel economy. Torch fuellair ratio is rich to  minimize NOx formation. HC and CO are  
consumed in the reaction zone. A conventional a u t ~ m o t i v e  spark plug is used for ignition; the 
torch remains on during all engine operation. 
The design of the reaction chamber introduces the fuel mixture tangentially t o  promote vortex 
recirculation for stable operation. Fuel:air ratio as  lean as 0.01 (0.15 of stoichiometric ratio) has 
been demonstrated on the Baseline Engine. A second consideration in the reaction chamber design 
was to  provide a wall constriction midway in the flow path to  redirect gases which may have 
accumulated on  the walls into the main stream. The reaction chamber is sized to provide adequate 
residence time to complete oxidation of the fuel. Its external walls are convectively cooled by the 
regenerator outlet air. Dilution holes are positioned and sized to provide good mixing. A 
comparison of reaction zone conditions for the Upgraded and Baseline Engines is shown in Fig. 90. 
13.0 
POWERTRAIN 
AND VEHICLE 
SYSTEMS: 
PERFORMANCE 
PREDICTIONS 
13.1 
Powertrain 
Systems 
The  Upgraded Engine was designed for installation into a compact vehicle --the two- and four- 
door 1976 Plymouth Volare and Dodge Aspen models. These are  six-passenger, front-engine, 
rear-wheel drive vehicles with a three-speed automatic transmission and lock-up torque 
converter. The  vehicles a re  equipped with power steering, power brakes and air conditioning. The 
Upgraded Engine is in the same relative location a s  the spark ignition engine which it replaces. 
The  powertrain system, as  defined here, consists of the basic engine with its auxiliaries, the 
engine-driven vehicle accessories, the transmission, and the drive line components necessary to 
transmit the engine power to  the  vehicle tires. The  engine auxiliaries are  those items required for 
basic engine operation such as the starter, engine oil pump, alternator, fuel control system, and, if 
required, the air pump for fuel atomization. The engine-driven accessories include the power 
steering pump and the air conditioning compressor. 
The auxiliary and accessory functional descriptions are: 
f 
1. Starter - 12-volt automotive type rated a t  2.7 hp. 
Oil  pump - 1.82 cubic inch per revolution Gerotor type. 
Air pump - Double acting, single piston with a 2.75 in. bore and 0.37 in. stroke. 
Alternator - 65-amp rating; 10.5-amp output used for engine ignition and fuel control system 
operation. 
Power steering pump - 0.94 cubic inch displacement per revolution vane type unit used for 
vehicle steering and braking assists as well as for the engine actuators. 
Air conditioning compressor - 10 cubic inch displacement per revolution with 4 cylinders 
arranged radially. 
The auxiliary and accessory drive power requirements are shown on Fig. 97 for operation at  the 
peak power condition for the various gas generator operating speeds. The air conditioning 
compressor power requirements a re  not shown since the air conditioning is not normaily used 
during engine or vehicle performance and fuel economy evaluations and because the pdwer 
requirements are  also highly dependent on the ambient conditions. The  power steering pump 
power requirements are also not shown since they are highly dependent on the system pressure 
demand, which varies significantly with the vehicle steering and braking maneuvers, as  well as 
with engine and vehicle speeds. 
Also shown on the figure are the drtve power requirements of the power turbine shaft bearings 
and the reduction gear train losses. These drive requirements are  referred to  as parasitic losses 
since they reduce the available output power of the engine. 
The estimated gross outpl!i power characteristics of the engine are shown on Fig. 46 for various 
gas generator operating speeds and VlGV positions. The minimum brake specific consumption 
characteristic for net engine output conditions is shown on Fig. 98. This represents the output 
power available to drive the vehicle accessories, transmission and vehicle. 
The vehicle transmission is a slightly modified three-speed automatic transmission with a lock-up 
torque converter designed for use with a six-cylinder spark ignition engine. The modifications 
include transmission valve body changes for modulating gear shift time as a function of engine 
output power level and for engaging the torque converter lock-up clutch in both intermediste and 
direct gear ranges. The transmission gear ratios are  2.45:l low, 1.45:l intermediate and 1:1 direct. 
'The transmission-to-engine carburetor control linkage used with the spark ignition engine is 
replaced by an electric position sensor connected to the engine Electronic Control Unit (ECU). 
6 The torque converter maximum torque ratio is 1.9:1, and the input (transmission impeller) speed S 
F is 2050 rpm at  stalled output wit5 a 200 ft-lb input torque. A lengthened drive shaft is required 
E with the somewhat altered transmission location in the vehicle. 
13.2 ' 
Vehicle Systems 
The rear axle ratio is 3.23:1, and the tires are  FR78 x 14, which travel 800 revolutions per mile at 
45 miles per hour. 
The  number and nature of significant vehicle system changes from the "normal" spark ignition 
engine vehicle installation are small. The basic structure and suspension a re  unchanged except for 
minor engine and transmission mount location changes; See Fig. 99. The  larger exhaust duct used 
with the gas turbine engine ~.equires vehicle underbody changes in the transmission and drive 
shaft tunnel area. The  single duct terminates ahead of the rear axle. The power brakes are 
hydraulically actuated, similar to  those used for diesel engine applications rather than the vacuum 
type normatly used with spark ignition engines. 
The most extensive changes are required in the passenger comfort systems--the heater and air 
conditioner. The components are essentially the same as for the spark ignition engine except that 
an electric motor driven fan is used t o  cool the air conditioning condenser since there is n o  engine 
driven fan, and a hot gas t o  water heat exchanger is used since the gas turbine engine is not water 
cooled. The heat exchanger, located in the engine compartment, uses power turbine exit gas to 
heat the water which is circulated through the normal vehicle heater by a n  electric motor driven 
water pump. The control and actuator functions are pressure rather than vacuum operated. 
The  engine-vehicle installation arrangement for a four-door sedan is shown on  Figure 99. The 
calculated vehicle fuel economy for the Federal Register specification for vehicle chassis rolls 
testing in a 3500-pound inertia weight class, with the specified dynamometer power absorber 
setting of 11.2 hp, and with use of unleaded gasoline fuel is: 
14.8 mpg. Federal Urban Driving Cyc!e 
25.7 mpg, Federal Highway Fuel Economy Cycle 
18.3 mpg, Combined Cycle 
The calculated vehicle acceleration time for an idle start up to 60 mph is 13.5 seconds. 
14.0 The Upgraded Engine is comprised of seven modular subassemblies that are  described below. The 
ENCINE modular configuration facilitates installation and removal of the subassemblies in the engine 
ASSEMBLY housing. Theassembled engine is shown in Figs. lOOa and 100b; an expanded engine displaying the 
subassemblies in their relative positions is shown in Fig. 101. 
14.1 The engine housing is a nodular iron single piece casting that contains the flowpath cavitiej for the bw H-ing compres5or and the power turbine discharge flows and for the c d n g  air to the power t~:bine nozzle 
assembly. The gas generator, power turbine nozzle assembly and power-turbinelreduction -gear assemblies 
are piloted into the housing to maintain radial alignment. Axial clearances are cont~l led by shims. 
'9 P 14.2 This assembly is built up as  a unit and installed into the interstage bulkhead of the engine housing 
i Power Turbine via a hot and cold pilot arrangement. Critical to engine performance is the vane-to-shroud Nozzle Assemb!y clearance which is closely held to  a minimum of 0.08 mm (0 q03 in?. The nozzle assembly hydraulic 
6 actuator is mounted externally and is controlled by the Electronic Control Unit (ECU). The nozzle 
f assembly is shown in Fig. 104. 
I i 14.3 The  gas generator assembly contains the aluminum bearing carrier and cover, impeller and 
Gas Generator compressor-turbine stage; see Figs. 105 and 106. This asmnbly is built up as a unit and piloted into 
i Assembly the forward flange of the engine housing with a steel pilot ring held concentric to the aluminum 
carrier with 9 radial pins. Critical clearance control of the aerodynamic components 1s essential to 
maintain component efficiency. Typical rotorlnozzle shroud radial clearat~ce is held to  0.1510.23 
mm (0.00610.009 in). Axial cledrance between the impeller front face and the mating shroud is 
0.2310.28mm (0.00910.011 in). The tiebolted rotor assembly is supported by an air bearing at the 
I turbine end and an oil sleevelthrust bearing at  the impeller. The rotor assembly is balanced to less 
than 0.005 oz-inches. Sealing around the rotor shaft is provided by three control gap carbon seals. 
14.4 
Power Section 
Assembly 
14.5 
AirlOil Pump 
As.; mbly 
14.6 
Variable Inlet 
Guide Vane 
Assembly 
The power section assembly is comprist ., of two components: the power turbine rotor assembly 
with an aluminum housing and a cast iron gear box wlth engine auxiliaries and vehicle accessories; 
see Figs. 11'7 and 108. The aluminum power turbine rotor housing assembly w h i ~ h  supports the 
power turbine rotor, pinion and bearings 1s the heat sink for the bearings, following engine shut 
down. Radial blade-to-shroud clearance 1s 0 3010.t5mm (@.01210.010 in). The gearbox contains the 
two-stage reduction gear, four auxiliary-drive gears for the regenerator and airloll pump drive, a 
sump for 4 quarts of oil and the breather blow-by jystem. When assembled the unit is piloted in'o 
the rear flange of the engine housing. An internal chain drives the pulley for the vehicle 
accessories. 
This unit is built separately and attached to the forward end 3 f  the reduction gearbox. See Fig. 109. 
The forward end of the assembly is aligned with the starter motor reduction gear box. During the 
start cycle, the starter motor dribes the ui i t  via an electric clutch to provide airloil pressure 
requirements. The reduction gear drives the pumps in the running mode through an overrunning 
clutch. 
This sub-assembly is piloted to the gas generator compressor cover. The assembled unit is shown 
in Fig. 110. A hydraulic actuator mounted below the intake actuates the 13 moveable vanes 
through a slotted ring. 
This pack:ge is made up of two sub-assernblres: 
The intake bowl asse nbly holises the starter clutch and driven pulley. The bowl is also 
flowpath for the entry of air into the VlGV assembly. 
The starter motor assembly is suspended benedth the intake bowl and drives the starter 
clutch. As mentioned before the starter motor also drives the airloil pump assembly via an 
electric clutch during the start cycle. 
The intdkelstarter assembly is shown in Fig. 111 
: 14.8 Linerless insulation IS used throughout the engine. The insulation is provided in preformed pieces. 
Insulation Minor alteration is usually needed to fit lt properly to the mating metal part. It is cemented to the 
mating metal part w ~ t h  igh-temperature adhesive and, when necessary, the f l o ~ p a t h  surfaces are 
restored with erosion resistant coatings. Figs. 102 and 103 display a typical engine housing with 
insulation installed. 
13.0 The following sections discuss details of instrumentation for four major test rigs, engine test cell 
INSTRUMEN- installation, and vehicie dynamometer testing. The test rigs were a compressor rig, a turbine 
TATION nozzle cold-flow ric, a power tutbine rig and a regenerator rig. Each facility is described and is 
followed by details of instrumentation type and location. Emphasis is placed on measurements of 
temperature, pressure, air flow, flow angle ~ n d  fuel flow. The test rigs are discussed first, follr-ved 
by the engine and vehicle test facilities. 
15.1 
Rig Testing 
15.1.1 A compressor test rig was designed, procured, built and checked out for component testing at  
1.26 Scale NASA-Lewis. The compressor was a 1.26 scale of the Upgraded Engine compressor. Rig 
Compressor Rig shakedown and five prrlliminary tests were conducted before shipping the rig to  NASA. 
15.1.2 
Turbine Nozzle 
Cold-Flow 
Facility 
Facility 
Power to drive the con:,.!res-or rig was supplied by a ?500-HP constant-speed DC electric motor 
Theovtput  speed of this electric motor was steppcd up t h ~ o * l q l ~  a 5: l  gearbox, the output of which 
drove an eddy-current clutch used for speed control. A further speed incrcase was obtained 
through a 21:1 gearbox, which was connected to the test r;g with a spliried coupling. 
Inlet air for the test rig was taken from the roof of the laboratory building, preheated, filtered, 
cooled and dehumidified and heated once again. The air flows through the second heater into a 
plenum, entered a straightening screen and then continued into an airflow measuring nozzle. The 
airflow nozzle was connected to the rig by a transition pipe approx~matelv 3-112 pipe diameters 
long (see FIR 7 12). The first test (1 26 scale) impeller is shown insta!lcd on the test rlg In FIR. 113. 
Instrumentation 
Cornprer.sor inlet pressure and temperature conditions were measured w ~ t h  six chromel-alumel 
thermocouples dnd six pressure taps in the Inlet plenum just upstream of the compressor. . I t  the 
compressor discharge, eighteen chromel-alumel thermocouples, ten tctai pressllre prcbes and six 
collector-static pressure taps are incorpxatea The total pressure n r o b  -rere constr.~cted of 
0.043-inch !I.Odmm)-diameter stainless :ubine. T h e ~ e  probes WP ! .* . nsensitlve to  flow 
angle as  indicated in Figure 114. 
In addition, the cornpressor rig had an arrav of static pressure taps on the impeller , l irod. r;ur!ace 
and on the difc .ser shroud wall. The locations of these taps are ill,*strated in Figures 115 and l i b .  
Rub probes were installed to sense impeller deflection. These probes conststed of a ccpper cor3 
with a ceramic sheath inserted into a com, 'ession type fittlnp. The tip consisted of a thin fiexlble 
copper shim that was the contact~ng element of the probe. After setting the shim a t  the desired 
height above the shroud, the probe t ~ p  section was encased in epoxy. I f  the impeller 5tr11ck the 
shim, a momentary electrical path to  g r r * ~ n d  ,atas established. An electronic neirbork sensed this 
drop in resistance and Ilt an indicator lamp. The tip clearance was known frorn the preset helght of 
the s h ~ m .  
Facility 
The nozzle cold-flow test facility consisted of a regulated alr supply, ASME airflow measuring 
nozzle, settling tank and plenum (Fig. 1:7!. The nozzle assembly under test was located in the 
plenum. The nozzle flow discharge into a duct which was routed through a silencer to the roof of 
the laboratory. Thr  nozzle cold-flow rig is illustrated in Fig. 118. 
Two general types of tests were conducted with t h ~ s  rig. The first type of test was for airflow 
calibration for engine data analysis. The second category of test work Included detailed flew/ 
surveys at the nozzle inlet and discharge plares. 
15.1.3 
Power 
Turbine 
Nozzle Flow Calibration 
Engine leakage flow estimates can be made if the  flow characteristic of the nozzle is known. A 
typical nozzle flow characteristic is shown in Fig. 119. The airflow rate is determined from a 
calibrated 2.25-inch diameter ASME nozzle. The temperature and pressure correction factors.e5 
and Gg, are computed from plenum temperature and pressure measurements. The nozzle 
discharge shroud pressure is determined from three taps equally spaced circumferentially a t  the 
trailing edge discharge plane. Leakage estimates in engine testing can be made by compu:ing the 
turbine mass flow from the corrected airflow obtained from the calibration curve at the measured 
nozzle pressure ratio. After many nozzles have been calibrated, it is possible toestimate the flow 
size of the nozzle from the mean throat measurement, Fig. 120. 
Nozzle Surveys 
The nozzle cold-flow rig was also used to survey flow-field conditions. A minature cobra probe 
was used for much of the survey work. This probe, illustrated in Fig. 121, is constructed of 0.01 
inch (0.254 mrn) diameter stainless tubing. The  probe diameter is progressively stepped up for the 
rigidity and compatibility with the actuator system. Three probe circumferential positions at  the 
nozzle inlet and exit were surveyed. These locations are illustrated in Fig. 122. Several static 
pressure measurements were made during the survey work. Included, also, are  nozzle inlet and 
exit taps at  the hub and shroud walls. For some nozzles, vane suction and pressure surface taps 
were included in the s t roud  wall, as  shown in Flg. 123. 
Test Facility 
A schematic of the facility u s z j  to  evaluate the performance of the power turbine is shown in 
Figu .e 124. Air was supplied from a c e n t r ~ l  powerhouse l o c ~ t e d  in the Chrysler Engineering and 
research complex. Airflow rate is measured with a calibrated 2.250-inch (57.15 mml-diameter 
AShlE nozzle located in the supply pipe upstream of the test rig. Supply pressure is controlled with 
a pneumatic valve and controller. 
Torque was mersured  sing a Lebow 300-pound-capacity load cell maunted to sense 
dynamometer restraining torque. Power turblne effic~encies in this report are  dynamometer 
based, rather ihan temperature based. Experience has shown that dynamonteter-based efficiencies 
are more consistent thar: temperature-based efficiencies. T h ~ s  is probabiy due to the difficulty in 
measuring the steep temperature gradients, typically present in small axial turbines, resulting 
primarily from heat transfer effects. 
Power Turbine Test Rig 
The power turbine test rig ~ncorpo~.ated a standard engine housing and power turblne reductinn 
gearbox. A special front housing replaced the standard gas generator. Thls housing consisted of a 
long burner, mounted axially, with a set of swirl vanes at  thedischarge t o  provide thedesired flow 
distribution. Figure i25 shows the power turblne rig installed in the test facility. 
This test rig can be operated at  cycle compressor turbine discharge temperatures if  a regenerator is 
incorporated. In this mode of operation, a separate flow calibration test must be conducted to 
establish regcnerator flow leakage. A second mode of operation incorporates a "dummy" 
regenerator core, which necessitates ambient inlet temperatures, but which has virtually no leak 
paths, since no slidirig seal$ dre needed. Regenerator leakage flow calibration data can be obtained 
when the r;a is in i i : ~ ~  second mode (cold inlet and dummy regenerator) of operation. 
The decision to build a regenerative power turbine rip was one of expediency and not a desire to  
have a power turbine rig with an additional element in the flow path. The expediency came about 
because the r;g used several engine components which were readily availab!e and did not requlre 
additional des~gn and procurement time. There were two additional advantages also: 
1. The engine asymmetrical exhaust diffuser d~scharge was dupllcaied. 
2. If the rig were run at ambient Inlet temperature, the disadvantage o i  having to es t~mate  
regcnerator leakage was eliminated. 
A crmsectinnal schematic of the power turbine rig ilowpath is illustrated in Figure 126. Also 
shown are the locations o f  instrumentation used during these tcs!s and the instrumentation-plane 
station identification numbers. Additional instrumentation in the exhaust plenum housing is 
shown in Figure 127. 
Shielded, aspirating thermocouples were i n c  orated at Station 6.0 because of the proximity of 
the burner. A l l  stationary total pressure , ..s w e n  of the kiel type, since they are q u ~ t e  
insensitive to  yaw angle. Figure 128 illustrate- ..re interstage nozzle assembly and the installation 
o f  these probes at Station 6.0. Static pressure taps were made by swaging 0.0312 inch (0.794 mm) 
diameter tubing into a 0.0292 inch (0.742 mm) diameter h d e  where wall thickness was not 
conducive to  a'co.ortnterbored hole. Where necessary, these tubes were ground flush wi th th r  flow 
surface, and all burn were removed. 
The swirl  vane assemMy was used t o  control inlet swirl to  the power turbine interstage. The 
intent of incorpohting these vanes was to  approximate the desired discharge ccndition from the 
r-mpressor-turbine stag*. Cobra type probes were used to  survey stations 6.0.6.3 and 7.0. Figure 
129 illustrates the location of these probes in the meridional piane. 
15.1.4 Figure 130 i l lustratw the method used to measure the airflow distribution at the regenerator iniet 
R-1- Flow face. This testing was performed I n  a partial engine assembly, in which a high-volume, low- 
Distribution Rig pressure Mawcr pumped cold air to  the regenerator cover, and through the matrix. w h e n  it 
dumped t o  atmosphere. Pressure drop through the mr t r ix  was maintaine2 - t  engine design levels. 
A sliding graphite button was manually positioned at various points on the dixharge face o f  the 
matrix. A static port i n  the button was connected wi th flexible tubing to an inclined water 
manometer. This system permitted measuring the stagnation pressure at the inlet of the matrix 
passages Mocked by the graphite button. The regenerator inlet pressure distribution was mapped 
by moving the button across the matrix. M&lling clay was used to  reshape the regenerator cover 
contours unti i  the desired uniformity of inlet pressure was atbined. 
Figure 131 shows the final flow-distribution fence developed by the above method. A temperature 
grid installed in  the engine verified the improvement i n  flow distribution. 
15.2 
Engine Testing 
15.2.1 
Dy~mometer  
Facility 
The engine performance characteristic.; were assessed under simulated vehic!e conditions and 
vehicle systems, as much as practical. The test cel! air delivery plenum system was adapted to  the 
englne filter box with appropriate ducting. .4 brass box reservoir jimuiated the vehicle tank 
environment of zero gage supply pressure and iuel system returnivent functions. 
Selected engine performance and vibration parameters were recorded on ,ps in  ir,.tial testing but 
discontinued as confidence and reliability were acquired. A block diagram 1s shown in  Fig. 132 and 
actual ins:allation and facilities shown in  Figs. 133 and 134. 
Engine A i r  Fiow 
Engine airflow was measlired wi th a turbine type flow meter. A conditioned srgnal oatput was 
displayed on solid state counterlevent displays. 
Engine Sfecd 
The traditional pulse generating devices wi th reluctanre-type pickups were used for both gas 
rorrerator and power turbine speeds. The steel inducer section o t  the compressor was used to  
produce gas generator speed pulses. Two indepfndent pickups provided a read+ avaiiable backup 
should either fall. The pickup for the Electronic Control Unit (ECU) was generally used 
independently, allowing the backup unit to be used for speed readout indications. Power turbine 
output speed was sensed at the dynamometer shaft. A 60-tooth signal generator ~ntegrated into 
the vehicle accessory drive pulley allowed an alternate (back-up) means of sensing speed. This 
speed signal is used i n  an ECU underspeedloverspeed routine, for vehicle application. 
F w l  Flow 
Steady-state fuel consumption is indicated on t. 5pe  flowrireters calibrated for both unleaded 
gasoline and dtesel fuel. 
Torque was registered on a Toledo scale via the conventional dynamometer cradl? k n ~ f e  dge link 
system. 
Temperature 
Temperatures were indicated on a digital solid state readout and manually recorded. 
P m s u m  were indicated on water manometers. Wallace and Tiernan gages andlor a Scani-Valve 
transdurer system wi th remote digital readout. 
Wrn Blow-By 
The blow-by discharge was ductcd t o  a calibrated sharpedge orifice system. The differential 
pressure was registered o n  an inclined manopeter The inlet temperature was also monitored and 
required in the computation of equivalent esgrne air by-pass. 
Engine Oil Tcaperaturc 
A n  automatic temperature control device wi th readout was ustd throughout the nrogram. 
Engine Oil Rcsrurc 
Auxiliary pressure gages at the engine supplemented the normal gage on the control console. 
These gages responded faster than the console gage and were used dunng engine starting. 
E lMron ic  Contml System Diagnostic 
The cells were equipped wi th a breakout box and diagnostrc module. This allowed any 
enginelcontrol function to be monitored or chacgd  from within the control room The diagnostic 
panel provided the means of monitoring ful l  time deduated parameters for troubleshooting and 
recording purposes. 
Emission Sampling System 
A remotely located system is u s d  to monitor steady-stateemissions (HC, CO. NO, N O x ,  CO: and 
0,). The equipment was constantly updated to  conform to  state-of- he-art improvement.-. 
Calculation ranges allowed very low values (near zero) to be monitored and registered. 
Power Turbine Nouk Angle 
Nozzle angle was read direct:y on  a digital readout, w i th  one vane coupled directly to an 
appropriate signal sending unit. 
15.2.2 Fig. 135 shob. s the engine station , and Figs. 130- l u 6  describe the standard instrumentat~on used 
Perfnrmance on all est cell engines during the development ?base of the program Chromel-Alume! 
instrumentation thermocoupl~s were used exclus~vely throughout the engine. Low temperature applications 
(under 600 F) used glass-on-glass material wt-ile the hot zones used commercially available lnconel 
sheathed <waged stock. Junctions were spot welded and hand dressed to keep the junction withrn 
wlrc size diameter. Commeri~ally available total pressure probes were used In the cold 
environments iless than 600 F) and in-house fabricated prcbes used for the hot mnes. Tempered 
Inconel600 tubing was used exclus~vely throughout the engine for all pressure parameters 
Engint airflow NaSUWmenh were nuie with an Autotronic Serics 100 airflow transducer. This 
is a low pn+sure drop turbine flowmeter suitable for installation at the engine inkt. A calibraticm 
check on i ts rm.rurrmtnt accuracy was made to  confirm the factory calibration. 
The test facility used to  calibrate the Autotronic flow meter is illustrated in Fi. 136. A n  ASME 
murk. l o r a t d  it1 a pipe upstream d the pknum. was used to obtain the reference f b w  
measurement. The output signal from the Autotmnic transducer for each test point was d i i y e d  
on an oscilloscope a d  photographed. Frequency cornparirons of the oscilloscope tract! a d  
electronic counter s h o d  good agreement. A t  some airflows the signal was unstable. and a 
subsequent investigation revealed sporadic random pulses. The error caused by  these pulses, 
however, was found to be kss  than 1%. 
The m u l t  of t k  calibration is shown in Fig. ? 37. The agreement between the ASME nozzk and 
Autotronic meter is good. The remaining doub~ is the effect of somewhat different inlet conditions 
o f  the meter installed in the test cell \-ersus thcrrlibration installation. I n  the tngine test cell. air is 
drawn directly f rom a plenum into the cylindrical flow meter. T o  eliminate m y  possible vena- 
contracts ermrs. a k l l m o u t h  was fabricated t o  insure good inkt conditions. 
Figs. 136 and 139 define the compmsor inkt probe positions. The circumferential locations were a 
compromise du? t o  the odd number of VIGV stators. The commemally available total pressure 
probes were placed sufficiently upstream to  be unaffected by VIGV kading edge. The 
thennomupks were plrcd at the eye of the i m p l k r  for an accurate indication of compressor inlet 
sialcc some minor inlet heating was experienced. 
Three temperature and totai pressure probes were centered in the 3 compressor discharge lobes as 
shown i n  Figs. 140 and 141. The average value of each p r o k  type was used to compute compressor 
perfornucce. 
Station 3 
One static pressure tap was located on ?he regenerator cover. Although station 3 is shown as the 
inlet to  the regenerator. thermwouples were placed near this cavity within the c?rsine housing at 
the bulkhead inlet and outlet cw l i ng  passages. These locations were used to  assess the bulkhead 
heat loss to the compressor discharge air. 
Station 4 
This area was not normally instrumented; however NASA-Lewis had an engine fully 
instrumented wi th station 3.4.8 and 9 temperature grids. 
Station 5 
Probe positions are shown i n  Figs. 142 and 113. One total pressure probe was placed i n  the vortex 
chamber to determine burner pressure drop and the compressor-turbine inlet total pressure 
Three thermocouples, equally spaced, were used to measure turbine inlet temperature. 
Three static pressure taps at station 5.5 equally spaced on the compressor-turbine nozzle shroud 
at the vane discharge are calibrated under colci flow conditions. Tne measurements from these 
taps w e r ~  used t o  calculate engine leakage and turbine inlet temperature. The locations are 
indicated or. Flg. 123 at the vane exit; actual installation shown on Fig. 144. 
A totd of 9 measurements were taken at this location. i.~., 3 static p m s u m ,  3 total pressures and 
3 totd temperaturn. the t h m  static m u m  we r q u a h y  spaced and p k e d  in the compressor- 
turbine noukoutcr shmud immediately aft of the compmsor-turbine rotor blading. Placement is 
&fined in Fi. 142. and xtd i n s a t i o n  shown in Fi. 144. 
The positions of the t h m  to td  pmrure and temperature probes, shown in Fig. 145, were 
aspmetr icdly  bcated d a t i v e  to  m z k  trailing edge position. These were also located between 
the support struts. The uyk d the probes was set a t  the &in  absolute exit angle of the 
campwsw-turbim rotor. 
Thm static taps shown in Fi. 145 were equally s p m d  circumferentially. Thermocouples placed 
at  .he exhaust diffuser discharge station 7.5 were originally used to set the cycle temperature. 
However. a temperature correction was later applied so that the calculated turbine inlet 
tempratu ic  was qu ivakn t  to the d w i n  value for which the turbine was designed. As such a 
better assessment of ~ n e l c o m p o n e n t  performance was possible. 
ThcrmcKoupks plmd adjacent to  the regenerator core face generally agreed well with the station 
7.5 readings. A static pmsure  measured at the heater flange cover represented an average value 
d power turbine discharge static pmsure.  
Engine exhaust temperatures and distribution were sensed by 4 thermocouples placed in the cell 
exhaust pipe in the center of 4 equal areas. These w e n  located in a circular cross section 
imn.ediately downstream of the rectangular-to-circular transition section. A total pressure probe 
centered in the circular section was used to calculate core pressure drop. 
Early in the program additional instrumentation was required to define deficient areas within the 
engi-P Special instrumentation was rquired to evaluate various compressor and compressor- 
turbine rotor configurations. Here the conventional methods were employed to gather the data. In 
addition, flow visualization'was used to aid in interpretation of the data and identify possible 
problem areas. Chromium oxide was tniected at the compressor inlet andlor compressor discharge 
for various engine operation conditions. Subsequent disassembly and examination revealed: bulk 
flow area; flow paths; stagnation and separation areas and leak paths. A more definitive approach 
for the compressor was the use of India ink andlor lamp black in a liquid. Here boundary layer 
effrcts, back-flow separation and bulk flow were evident. External shop air to the air bearing was 
rquired to prevent contamination. 
Compressor-Turbine Rotor 
Evaluation of the compressor-turbine rotor was accomplished by traversing the rotor discharge in 
the engine. This task represented a major effort and required fabricaticn, calibration and 
installation of a small cobra probe. The position of the probe is shown in Fig. 146. The probe was 
remotely actuated and used an L.C. Smith actuating system. 
Compressor surge was evaluated by injecting additional air at the compressor discharge and 
holding a constant turbine inlet temperature. This technique allowed surge to be evaluated at any 
ambient temperature level without exceeding absolute temperature limits within the engine. 
Excellent data correlation resulted between this technique and the method of increasing turbine 
inlet temperature. The additional amount of air was measured with a flow meter. 
15.3 Fuel economy and emission testing took place at the Contractor's Chassis Ro!ls Dynamometer 
Vehkle Facility. The standard vehicle instrumentation (gages and warning lights) was supplemented by a 
control panel which had two full-time analog meters displaying gas generator speed and engine 
temperature. Induator LED'S (light emitting diode) on this panel display discreet control system 
functions. A connector which teed into the ECU harness allowed in-vehicle evaluation of the 
control system using a diagnostic box. The diagnostic box was quipped with two digital 
voltmeters to monitor the 0-10 VDC programmed diagnostics. Rotary switches allowed any two 
of the assigred diagnostics to be monitored. In addition, banana plugs allowed access to multiple 
parameters to be recorded during vehicle mad evaluation. A multi-pen recorder powered by an 
inverter was used for preliminary control developnrent. 
15.3.1 Fig. 147 depicts the emission test set up. The three-bag system normally used by spark ignition 
Emission Testing vehicles was not applicable to the turbiee due to the higher exhaust mass flow. As such, emissions 
were determined by integrating the emission tapes and recording gas generator speed to calculate 
engine air flow. 
The emissions were recorded simultaneously on paper and FM tapes. The paper tapes allowed a 
real time reference to determine emission conditions. The FM tapes were processed through a 
computer program for computation of emission species mass r. te. 
In addition a modal analysis computer routine coupled to the emission analyzer printed out and 
recorded, on a cassette tape, average emission levels at 2-second intervals throughout the Federal 
Emission Drive Cycle. The modal analysis routi-~e was used as a first approximation of emission 
mass rates. 
15.3.2 
Fuel Economy 
Tests 
Fuel economy tests for cold '75, hot '71 and FEC were conducted on the chassis rolls dynamometer 
for an inertia weight of 3500 pounds. The dynamometer power absorber setting was 11.2 hp, as 
specified by the Federal Register. The fuel used was unleaded gasoline, and fuel consumption was 
determined by directly weighing the fuel. 
16.0 This  section summarizes t h e  development work carried o u t  t o  achieve t h e  final engine 
ENGINE performance. T h e  original power and SFC goals were not achieved, but significant progress was 
PERFORMANCE made over the Baseline Engine SFC values. Initial testing showed that the engine power was 40% 
DEVELOPMENT k l o w  goal a t  80% speed, which was t h e  development program reference speed. The principal 
problems w e n  efficiency deficits in the  aerodynamic components and larger values of leakage and 
heat loss than expected. Minor changes t o  the compressor and t o  the  compressor-turbine, along 
with r t d u c t i ~ n  in leakage, reduced the power deficiency t o  32%. The  deficiency was reduced t o  
13% with major d e s i g n s  t o  the compressor-turbine and t o  the  power turbine. The following 
subsections review these development highlights as  the performance levels improved. 
16.1 Figure 148 shows original and revised program goals, the power-scaled performance of the 
xn&id Test Baseline Engine and the  initial test results of the  Upgraded Engine with asdesigned turbine 
R e d h  confi~urat ions but the rig-developed compressor configuration. The  revised goals were 
established as  a result of a re-assessment of the  component efficiencies t o  values that were 
thought t o  be more likely in turbomachinery of this size. The power-scaled performance 
characteristic of the Baseline Engine is shown as  the reference against which improvement in SFC 
can be measured, both for  the goal values and for the  values actually achieved. T o  obtain the 
characteristic. t h e  Baseline Power levels a t  different engine speeds were reduced by the ratio of 
maximum unaugmented power of the  Upgraded Engine t o  the maximum power of the Baseline 
Engine. 
As the  figure shows, the initial test results showed performance poorer than that of the power- 
scaled Baseline Engine. At  80% speed, the output power was 29.3 HP versus the goal value a t  this 
speed of 48.6 HP. In the  test program, it was necessary to  select some appropriate off-design speed 
for  reference. anti 80% speed served this purpose. This was done for two reasons. First, the engine 
could not be operated satisfactorily at  design speed with the original compressor-turbine. 
Secondly. it was possible a t  this speed toevaluate turbine modifications with machined parts made 
from material with !ower strength than that required a t  design speed. 
?'I $ 16.2 
z. En* g 
h Development 
1 - Summary 
! 
Figure 149 shows five test results that highlight the engine development effort. The engine build 
configurations a re  distinguished by the build identifying numbers and letters shown on the figure. 
The  change in engine power at  80% speed is displayed on Table 12. 
The  test results of build 2 - 3 4  represent the performance achieved with the final diffuser 
modification to the original compressor, which had a splitterless 24-blade impeller. The diffuser 
modificatio~s were underraken as  a result of a 5-point drop in compressor efficiency between 
test-rig data and engine-installed data. The final diffuser modification restored about 4 points in 
efficiency, and the engine performance shown on this figure shows a small increase in 
performance relative t o  Figure 148. At 80% speed, the power increased 9% (Table 12). 
The  next compressor configuration had an impeller with 18 full blades and 18 splitters and a radial 
diffuser with 40% increased area ratio. This was combined in Build 3-9X with a compressor- 
turbine in which the rotor blade shape was an 0.8X scale of the Baseline Engine compressor- 
turbine rotor blades. The test results in Figure 149 show little change in engine performance. As 
shown on Table 12, the power increased 4%. 
Test rig data analysis showed extremely low values of rotor hub reaction for the power turbine at 
engine operating conditions. To  increase reaction, the blades were twisted closed 11" at  the tip, 
diminishing t o  zero twist near the  hub. While this could not increase reaction a t  the hub, it was 
hoped that whatever increase could be achieved over the rest of the span would increase 
performance. The engine build with this change is 3-9Y. and the test results on Figure 149 show 
improved performance. Table 12 shows a power increase of 5%; the SFC reduction on Figure 149 
at  80% speed is 7.5%. In addition to  the powe* turbine change, baffles were installed on the 
regenerator cover to improve the cold side flow distribution, and the exhaust diffuser exit area 
was increased to help hot side flow distribution. These two changes improved heat recover\.. 
which contributed to the SFC reduction. 
*. 
w 
After extensive in-house data analysis and reviews with aerodynamic consultants, it was decided 
, c: that the compressor-turbine should be completely re-designed. The revised design was identified 
+- as Mod 3. The engine build with this turbine is indicated as 10-14M on Figure 149. The compressor 7. ,., . 
rotor used in this test was the o r i ~ i n d  24-bhde impeller. The diffuser was the same as in Build 
3-9Y. The test m u l t s  showed a s@nifkmt increase in power. At 8096 speed, the power increased 
17% flabk 12). and ?he SFC reduced 17%. 
Finally, with consultant concurrence, the power turbine was alto redesigned. The revised design 
was identified as Mod 1. The ensine build with this power turbine and with the Mod 3 
compressor-turbine is indicated as 3-131 on F i u n  149. The compmsoi was restored with the 
18-blade splitter impeller for this build. The test m u l t s  showed a small gain in performance. At 
80% speed, power increased 4% with no change in SFC, which must be attributed to some heat 
transfer loss. At design speed, 91 HP was achieved at an SFC of 0.533. 
The development program ended a t  this point. At 60% speed, the engine power was 13% below 
goal and SFC was 21% from goal. Achievement of goal power would require further development 
of d l  the turbomachinery components. Achievement of goal SFC would require completion of 
efforts toward improving heat recovery and reducing heat loss. To isolate these effects and 
accurately evaluate the development problems which remained a t  the close of the program, a 
detailed cycle analysis was conducted on Build 10-l4M, and the results are presented below. 
16.3 
Theflnal Loss 
Assessment 
The test results obtained with a specific engine build wen analyzed using the design-intent engine 
characterization model, as described by Tables and 2b. The purpose was to identify the 
component contributions to the deficit in overall engine efficiency and output power. 
The test data used for the analysis was from engine Build 10-l4M. with engine efficiency 
measured as brake specific fuel consumption, BSFC. At the specific gas generator speeds identified 
in the characterization, the engine BSFC ranged from 19 to 38 percent high, and the output power 
ranged from 15  ta 21 percent low. Figure 150 shows a graphical comparison of the engine test data 
to the characterization values of BSFC and output power. 
The measured values of compressor mass flow. rate, pressure ratio and efficiency and the 
analytically determined values of compressor-turbine and power-turbine efficiency were 
substituted for 'he characterization values. The net effect of the actual aerodynamic component 
parameters on the engine output characteristics is identified on Figure 150 as Curve I. The actual 
and goal values of component parameters are listed on Table 13. Use of the actual component 
performance values results in essentially duplicating the measured output power of engine buila 
10-14M. However, this accounts for only a portion of the BSFC discrepancy from the design intent 
at the lower engine speed points. 
The influence of actual internal engine heat transfer was assessed using temperature 
measurements from another engine build 3-9Y. These measurements indicated that the actual 
heat transfer from the "hot zones" of the engine to the compressor discharge air is from 3 to 6 
times the values intended in the engine design. Adding this increased heat leakage to the actual 
aerodynamic performance accounts for most of the discrepancy between the measured and design 
intent engine output characteristics, which is shown on Figure 150 as Curve 11. The residual BSFC 
discrepancy could be eliminated by either attributing it to a single component, sa;. the regenerator, 
or by distributing the loss to increased parasitic power, heat and flow leaks as we!l as to lower 
regenerator effectiveness. A 2-point reduction in the design values of regmerator effectiveness 
would, by itself, account for the BSFC discrepancy. This particular engine had air flow baffles in 
the regenerator cover to promote good regenerator effectiveness by reducing air flow 
maldistribution. In a previous test, these baffles reduced the engine BSFC about 5 percent; thus, a 
further improvement in this area would appear to be feasible since the baffle configuration was 
not optimized. 
16.4 In summary, Figure 150 highlights the performance arsessment of the engine. The difference 
Final Performance between Curve I and design intent represents the effect of the turbomachinery performance on 
Assessment the miss in engine performance goals. The difference between Curves I and I1 is due to the amount 
of heat loss that was actually measured. The difference between Curve I1 and the actual engine 
test results is due to a possible combination of a small miss in regenerator effectiveness (2 points or 
less) or of larger values of parasitic loss (such as windage), heat loss or flow leakage. 
The miss in engine performance due t o  the turbomachinery is mostly due t o  missed efficiency 
targets a t  all speeds and partially due  to  missed mass flow targets. The miss in mass flow ranged 
from 2.5% t o  5% along the operating line for Build 10-14M and from 1.3% t o  2.2% o n  Build 3-131 
(cf. Figure 149). T h e  miss in operating line mass flows is a result of adjusting the  enpine operating 
line t o  achieve approximately 90 HP a t  design speed. The reason for this adjustment was due t o  the 
fact that the  pressure ratio a t  design mass flow was significantly below target. This was a 
consequence cf attempting t o  design the impeller close t o  choke at  design speed in order t o  provide 
a wide range of surge-fret flow a t  50% speed. Significant gain in surge margin was made a t  50% 
speed, but a slight adjustment could be made (impeller cutback) t o  obtain a better compromise 
between dtsign-point conditions and 50%-sped surge margin. The  program ended before this 
optimization was undertaken. This modification would allow Curve I of Figure 150 t o  continue t o  
parallel the design intent up  t o  design speed. 
The  next diffuser configuration should be restaggered 1' t o  iscrease design-speed surge margin. 
This same amount of restagger was required on the original compressor configuration for the 
same reason. Time did not permit implementing this change. Because of the small surge margin a t  
design sped,  there was n o  attempt made to augment power with the  variable inlet guide vanes. 
T h e  misses in target turbomachinery efficiencies are partially due t o  installation effects and 
partially due to  size effects. T h e  compressor efficiency dropped 5 points from a 1.26X-scale rig 
configuration with a symmetrical exit plenum to the engine configuration with a n  asymmetrical 
collector. T h e  loss could be due  to  the difference in discharge geometry, t o  clearance differences 
resulting from shroud, thermal, o r  structural distortion differences between rig and engine c r  t o  
heat paths that exist on theengine that did not exist on the rig. The low specific speed (about 70 in 
English units) could also have contributed to difficulties in achieving installed performance. 
The  miss in turbine efficiency is due primarily to  the small size and secondarily to  installation 
effects on  clearance. Substantial data exists which corroborates the difficulty in achieving good 
efficiency with turbines with blade heights of about 112 inch. Although running clearances were not 
measured, estimates from thermal growth calculations gave computed clearance values of about 
3% for both turbines, which amounts t o  about 6 points in total-total efficiency. While these are 
large values of clearance, they are  values to be expected for this size of engine due to 
manufacturing tolerances and to geometrical changes in parts as a result of thermal growth and 
structural elongation. 
However, even if the componeilt efficiencies could not be improved, but if the impellerldiffuser 
matching of the compressor were improved such that Curve i in Figure 150 parallels the design 
curve up  to design speed, the'engine performance would be quite close t o  design intent if, as  well, 
the  heat transfer losses were reduced and heat recovery improved. Although some work was 
performed In these areas, it was not pursued with the same level of ettort as was the 
turbomach~nery development. Heavy work in these areas had only begun at  the close of the 
program. 
Lastly, it should be mentioned that a great deal of effor: was spent on control of flow leaks around 
t h e  regenerator and turbine seals. In addition, the mechanical design of the power turbine 
structure and the effect of thermal growth make it difficult to  control clearances for the power 
turbine. Likewise, because of the size effect on the  efficiency of axial turbines, a radial turbine 
should be considered in a future design. The experience obtained in this development program 
would lead to a recommendation to consider a single-shaft engine for a future engine design. Even 
for a 2-shaft engine, efficiency of the compressor-turbine could be improved with use of a radial 
turbine provided that response time could be resolved with use of ceramic material or by control 
logic. 
17.0 
COMPONENT 
PERFORMANCE 
DEVELOPMENT 
17.1 The compressor development program began with test-rig evaluation of scaled hardware. The I ! c q n r r ~ r  plan was to obtain r compressor map of a scale of the original design, identify any necessary 
Dmhpmnt correction, and test redesigned andlor modified hardware prior to engine parts release. A scale size 
of 1.2588 was selected in order to adapt to the NASA Baseline Engine compressor test rig and to 
facilitate testing with existing V E V  hardware. The test rig was designed, procured and built at 
Chrysler and shipped to NASA after mechanical shakedown and some initial development testing. 
NASA continued the rig testing with scaled versions of the final configuratior~ released for the 
first engine build. Subsequent rig testing evaluated additional modifications to the rotor and 
diffuser. 
The following sections discuss the rig and engine test results, the performance differences 
between rig and engine, and the development program carried out to try to bring the engine- 
installed performance up to the rig performance. 
17.1.1 
Initial Results 
from 1.26-Scale 
Test Rig 
A cutaway drawing ,f the test rig was shown in Fig. 115. Flowrate was measured using a 
calibrated inlet bellmouth. Inlet conditions were measured by total pressure and temperature 
probes located upstream of the impeller nose fairing. Exit conditions were measured at the 
positions shown on the discharge collector. Static pressure taps were installed along the rotor and 
diffuser shroud surfaces to track the static pressure rise through the compressor system and to 
obtain impeller efficiency. 
In addition to the as-designed hardware, a 24-blade impeller was i~lcluded in the test program. The 
level of the aerodynanric blade loading of the 18-blade impeller was reviewed in light of current 
Chrysler advanced compressor development work. This work suggested that the velocity 
difference between suction and pressure surfaces might be too large to achieve program goals of 
pressure ratio and efficiency. Therefore, a 24-bladed rotor was to be tested in addition LO the 
original design of 18 blades. The velocity difference with 24 blades is consistent with past 
successful designs. There was a small possibilitv that design flow might be missed by about two 
percent. This was expected to be rectified, if required, by slightly cutting back the leading edge of 
every blade. Fig. 151 shows a photograph of an engine-size impeller. NASA alsoexpressed concern 
about the aerodynamic loading, and carried out the design for a splitter-blade version of the 
impeller. 
The performance obtained with the as-designed hardware is shown on Fig. 152. The miss in 
efficiency was due to the diffuser; checks on impeller efficiency showed that the rotor met or 
exceeded plcgram goals. Figs. 153 and 154 show impeller efficiency versus mass flow rate at 50 
percent and 90 percent speeds, respectively. The results show higher efficiency and work 
coefficient with 24 blades than with 18 blades; however, intended efficiency values are met with 
both values of blade number. 
Static pressure data showed that the diffusion from the channel diffuser exit to the compressor 
exit was only about half the intended amount. Dye traces revealed separation at the point of 
maximum camber ~i the deswirl vanes. 
To improve the static pressure recovery, an alternate vane profile was configured with an NACA 
65-(18:06 section. The two profiles are compared in Fig. 155. The performance results are shown 
in Fig. 156. The stage efficiency increased 2-3 points over the speed range from 50 percent to 100 
percent speeds. 
The first test configuration evaluated at  NASA consisted of the 24-bladed impeller, the original 
14-channel diffuser with the vanes restaggered + l o  (to lower surge flow at design speed), and the 
revised deswirl vane design. The results are shown in Fig. 157. Performance is presented for two 
values of clearance at design speed. The lower value scales to 0.0087 inch, which is the equivalent 
engine-size dimension. Engine test experience subsequently showed that running clearance at 
design speed may be as low as 0.003 inch. 
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17.1.2 
Initial Results 
from Engine 
Testing 
The  test data on Fig. 157 for the lower clearancevalue was considered to be essentially indicative 
of performance t o  be expected for the engine-size compressor. The  difference in clearance of 
0.0057 between the scaled rig value and the engine value should amount to  almost two points in 
efficiency. This was expected to be more than enough compensation for the effect of the 1.26 
scale. This rig performance characteristic was used in all subsequent comparisons between engine 
and rig results, even when modifications were made t o  the engine rotor and diffuser hardware. 
T h e  test rig results show that the efficiency goals were met at  50 percent and 60 percent speeds; 
efficiency was close to  goal a t  70 percent speed and missed the goals by one point from 80 percent 
t o  design speed. The  surge line is essentially as desired except at design speed, where the surge 
flow is about two percent high. Choke flow at design speed is low but acceptable. 
Figure 158 shows a comparison of the installed performance of the compressor versus rig data. 
The  results show 4.5 points lower efficiency. Rig values of work coefficient were used to compute 
efficiency because of heat transfer effects influencing temperature-rise measurements. There is a 
significant impact on the surl; line, but it should be noted that surge pressure ratio is more 
affected than surge flowrate. Engine surge data was acquired by injecting shop air into the 
collector. The engine surge line is only approximated at the 90 percent-speed data point since 
audible surge was not encountered before the air supply limit was reached. 
Examination of the data showed higher compressor exit Mach number than observed for the rig 
data. Fig. 159 compares the exit Mach number levels computed from engine and rig data, together 
with the measured difference in total and static pressure measurements. Total pressure was 
measured by a chamfered impact probe, aligned to the axial direction at  the plane of the diffuser 
exit. Static pressure was measured in each of the three lobes of the collector. As the figure shows, 
the exit Mach number for the engine installation is almost double the level obtained on the test rig. 
T h e  lack of diffusion accounts for one point of the four-point difference in static-total pressure 
ratio between engine and rig data. (Data taken later on the compressor test rig showed closer 
values of Mach number between rig and engine results. The initial conclusion was drawn from 
limited data sampling on engine testing in contrast to vane-to-vane total pressure sampling on the 
rig.) 
The absolute value of the Reynolds numbers of the rig and engine configurations would show no 
change in loss, based on published data. If, however, it is assumed that the loss were to  vary as the 
one-fifth power of Reynolds number, the scale effect would be only one point in efficiency. 
Consequently, other effects were reviewed to determine the difference between rig and engine 
efficiencies. 
There were three differences, other than size, between rig and engine compressor configurations. 
The rig inlet was axial; the engine inlet consisted of the vehicle intake system including filters. The 
rig rotor had integral blading; the engine rotor blading is split a t  approximately 15 percent of the 
meridional distance from the rotor leading edge. The engin .onfiguration was split to provide a 
reel inducer section for water injection during augmentation. The  rig had a circumferentially 
uniform exit collector (cC. Fig. 115); the engine collector has three discrete lobes of unequal area. 
T w o  of these lobes discharge flow to the regenerator; the third lobe discharges flow to the 
bulkhead for cooling. A fourth influence was heat transfer to  the aluminum housing on the engine 
that differed from the steel housing on the rig. 
T o  determine the sensitivity of compressor performance on inlet arrangement, tests were 
conducted with (1) an axial and (2) a modification t o  the standard air intake assembly. These 
configurations are shown in Fig. 160. For the axial inlet tests, the standard intake assembly was 
replaced with a bellmouth-type inlet and bullet nose, similar to the compressor test rig. For the 
other  test, the modification to the standard air intake consisted of removal of the hub-piece of the 
inlet flowpath. The purpose was to  see i f  this piece was interfering with the eltry-flow instead of 
providing controlled guidance as intended. 
The results on compressor efficiency are shown in Fig. 101. For the axial inlet, t h ~ r e  was less than 
0.5 point increase in efficiency at 60 percent and 80 percent speeds; a t  70 percent speed, there was 
a n  increase of 0.8 point. The trend was siniilar to that found when clearance was varied in the rig. 
For the modified intake, there was less than 0.5 point increase at all speeds tested, but the results 
were clouded by the fact that the inlet pressure measurements were unstable. The results were 
further obscured by data uncertainty, with the standard intake measurements varying from 0.1 to 
0.6 point in efficiency. 
17.1.3 
Collector 
Modifications 
O n  the average, the effect of the engine intake is about one-half point. Consequently, the test 
results show that the intake configuration is not a strong contributor t o  the efficiency difference 
between rig and engine hardware. 
T o  investigate the  influence of the inducer-impeller gap, a test was run on engine hardware with 
the  gap filled. The results were compared to data obtained with the unfilled gap and are  
summarized on Fiz. 162. Except for 50 percent speed, the gap reduces efficiency less than one 
percentage point. 
Table 14 summarizes the breakdown of the estimated total-total efficiency lose between rig and 
engine ~nfigurations. The total loss is two points if viscous loss is included. Added to this is one 
point loss in static-total efficiency due to the  exit Mach number differences between rig and 
engine. This accounts for three of the 4.5 points lost. The  unaccounted loss was assumed t o  be due 
t o  the influence of the difference in exit collector configuration between rig and engine. 
The  development program which followed consisted of tests with modifications t o  thp: 
1. Collector - tn  reduce the influence of t h ~  compactness of the engine collector on compressor 
performance. 
2. Diffuser - t o  reduce the exit Mach nurnber and t o  reduce the flowpath size relative to  the 
collector. 
3. Rotor - tocompensate for the efficiency deficit by improved rotor efficiency by adding splitters 
to  reduce blade loading near the rotor exit. 
It was assumed that the compactness and asymmetry of the exit collector were affecting the 
recovery of the diffuser system as well as  possibly causing the unaccounted loss of 1.5 points in 
total-total efficiency. To aileviate the compactness to  some degree, the collector was enlarged 
locally as shown in Fig. is:). The test results are shown on Table 15, within test accuracy, there 
was no change in efficiency. In another approach, deflectors were installed at  the lobes shown in 
Fig. 164. The test irsults are shown on Table 16. The randomness of the efficiency changes at 
various engine speeds indicated little or no change in efficiency. 
An incompressible flow analysis was conducted to get some theoretical insight into the influence 
of the collector on the value of Mach number achieved at  the compressor exit plane. The 
streamline pattern or  s e  flow leaving the diffuser and passing out the middle-wed lobe is shown 
in Fig. 165. This pattern yielded a static pressure recovery in the flare diffuser that is virtually 
identical to  that expected for axial discharge to  ~nfinity. Since the regions between lobes pass flow 
circumferentially to the lobes, the true pattern is the result of the interference of the flare exit 
flow fie!d and the passage of flow between lobes. This interference was simulated as  shown in Fig. 
166. Line "x" indicates a line source for circumferential flow passing radially into the lobe. 
Calculations were performed for values of circumferential flowrates equal to  and twice the value 
of f!ow rate discharging from the flare. The results on shroud static pressure recovery are shown 
in Fig. 167. The increase in streamline curvature due to the ~ i r c u m f e r e n t i ~ l  flow field reduces 
shroud recovery. At the hub  surface, extremely large recovery was computed (=I); it was assumed 
that separation would occur before tlrese values could be achieved. 
The results of the analysis showed that asymmetry can cause the exit static pressure to  be lower 
than that of a symmetrical collector. The selected proximity of the collector wall to  the compressor 
exit plane was not found to affect the exit static pressure. I f  these theoretical results correctly 
modeled the physical case, then simply enlarging the collector wc*~ld have n o  influence oh, 
performance, and this was confirmed by test. Rather, it would be necessary to  eliminate the 
asymmetry in order to  arhieve the performance obtained on the rig. 
In order to  further resolve the difference in engine versus test rig performance, a detailed 
investigation of the static pressure rise through the elements of the engine compressor was 
performed. Twenty-eight static pressure taps were installed in the compressor, many of them in 
locations identical to those used for the compressor test rig. Thc results showed recovery in the 
channel and deswirl vanes virtually identical to  that of the rig. 
Fig. 16b compares typical engine performance with the rig performance for 80 percent gas 
generator speed. Results are  shown for the original vane shape for the 14-channel diffuser. Fig. 
169 reveals that the rig performance is achieved if the ordinate ir shifted to  let the engine impeller 
data fall on the rig impeller data. Similar results were obtained for ot::er gas generator speeds. 
The  low impeller strtic pressure corresponds to  about 2.5 points in efficiency. This is one point 
larger than the unaccounted loss of 1.5 points. If there were truly no Reynulds r. mber effect (cf. 
Table 14), then the unaccounted loss would be 2.3 points. This suggests that perhaps about 2.5 
points of the  riglengine efficiency difference are due solely to a reduction in impeller efficiency, 
with n o  contribution bq viscous effects. 
Besides the asymmetry of the engine collector, the deflection of the engine housing due to heat 
transfer could be another influence. For two points to be attributed to  additional shroud clearance, 
the clearance would have t o  increase 0.010 inch. There may be some difference in clearance 
characteristic between rig and engine configurations, but it was considered improbable that 
clearance alone could be the cause of the efficiency deficit. Only test with a rig-type collector 
would identify the impact of the difference in collector configurations and clearance values. 
17.1.4 It was thought that the small engine collector was adversely affecting the diffuser recovery 
Diffuser through a back- pressure effect. To  counter this effect, measures were taken to minimize the effect 
Modifications through improved diffuser exit conditions and through aodifications to  the diffuser itself. 
A second cascade was installed behind the deswirl vane to  remove the remaining swirl and Icu:rr 
the exit Mach number to  values obtained on the test rig. The feasibility of this approach was 
explored with a simple flatplate cascade. A proper cascade configu~ation was &signed to ach~eve 
the Mach number reduction with a net gain in static-total efficiency. In addition, reductions were 
made in the  channel diffuser vane trailing edge thickness to minimize the width of the wakes 
discharging into the deswirl vanes. It was hoped that thinner wakes would contribute toward 
minimizing the back-pressure effect. Furthermore, a 28-channel diffuser with much thinner. vanes 
was designed by NASA and tested. Vane setting ang!as of +I0 and +zO from nominai were tested 
along with the nominal setting. The alternate angles were selected on the basis of providing 
adequate surge margin in case the nominal setting adversely affected the surge line. 
The configuration of the tandem deswirl vanes is shown in Fig. 170. Design parameters are listed 
on Table 17. The first row is the revised profile discussed in the section on rig testing. Fig. 171 
shows the modifications made to the ~r ig ina l  ]&channel diffuser, the shape of the 28-channel 
difcuser and the modification made to it. 
The ti st r ~ s u l ~ s  are shown in Fig. 172. Tandem deswiri vane Increased static-total efficier~cy 
slightly t0.5 - i.i s tint). Reduction of trail~ng edge thickness on the 14-channel diffuser increased 
efficiency in a range from 0.4 - 1.4 points, dependmg on speed. The 28-channel diffuser was tested 
with t a n d e ~ .  deswlrl vanes and without VIGV. No appropriate base without tandem deswirl vanes 
was available for this data. The data show increased efficiency with increased setting angle. This 
would be expected as  the pressure-ratio characteristic shifts t o  hlgher flows with decreasing 
setting angle. 
Figure 173 summarizes the results of this series of tests. The best diffuser configuration consisted 
of the 28-channel diffuser in combination with the tandem deswirl vanes. The test results with 
this configitration are  compared to the test results with the original design configuration, the test 
rig results and the program goals. The static-total efficiency increased from three points a t  8 0  
percent speed t o  four points a t  50 percent speed, due to  the diffuser modifications. The installed 
efficiencv was still approximately one point less than the test-rig efficiency. 
The f ~ n a l  attempt to minimize the collector backpressure effect consisted of a configuration with 
increased area ratio on the channel diffuser. The vane-shape of the 28-channel diffuser was 
retained (no trailing edge taper). The exit width of the flowpath was increased to be 40 percent 
larger than that at the throat. This increased the channel area ratio from 2.23 to 3.12. With the 
40-taper at the trailing edge, the area ratio was 2.45. The h e ~ g h t  of the first deswirl vane-row was 
increased t o  match the exit width of the channel diffuser. This incrtased the aspect ratio of the 
vane from 0.16 to 0.22. The second row of vanes were removed, and the ~IOWP..I;I terminated at  
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the  firrt row vane trailing edge. The change in exit-plane position put the plane 7.5 exit-widths 
from the collector wall. The exit plane for the tandem deswirl vanes was 6.0 widths from the 
collector wall. 
The  test results are  shown a n  rig. 173. There is improvement in static-total efficiency over the 
14-channel diffuser wit!: a sir& deswirl vane-row. However, the difference between total-total 
and static-total cfficienc; values \,tied from 2.2 points a t  50 percent speed to 1.4 points a t  95 
percent speed. This is in contrast to  ti-e results obtained with the origiiial 28-channel diffuser 
configuration with a tandem row of des virl vanes. For the latter, the totai and static efficLency 
difference varied from 1.1 points at 50 percent s; ?ed t o  0.4 point a t  95 percent speed. 
T h e w  results were obtained wit!, the 24-blade impeller. The  static-total efficienc.~ differences 
between the  two diffuser configurations were reversed with another rotor configuration. These 
results are discussed in the next section. 
T o  reduce the aerodynamic loading on the rear half of the blades, a rotor was configured with 18 
full blades and 18  splitters. The test results are shown in Fig. 174. There was an efficiency increase 
of one point at 50 percent speed but no change from 60 percent and 80 percent speeds, with the 
change in blading and with the  original 28-channel diffuser rc~figurat ion.  When the splitter- 
bladed rotor was combined with the 40 percent increased-area-r.etio d~ffuser, there was 0.5 point 
efficiency increase from 6( ' 3  percent speeds and about a two-point increase a t  Pq percent speed. 
The  difference between total-total and static-total efficiencies varied from 2.9 points at 50  percent 
speer to  1.8 points a t  90 percent speed. 
This difference is 0.7 point and 0.3 point higher a t  50 percent and 90 percent speeds, respectively, 
than the  differences with the 24-blade rotor. It would appear that the replacement of the second 
deswirl vane-row would yield the efficiency level achieved on the test rig at 70 percent and 80 
percent speeds. The efficitncies at 50 percent and 60 percent speeds exceed rig values up to one 
point. 
The  final compressor performance is compared to ;he rig map of the origina! compressor 
configuration in Fig. 175. Note the large differences between the surge lines of the two 
configurations. In contrast to the engine surge line for scaled rig configuration, the suige flows for 
the  final configur.cion are  about five percent higher than the rig values at 80 percent and "' 
perrent speeds. This shows that the 28-channel diffuser should be rotated +I0. This may tend to 
lower the operating line pressure ratios at  these speeds since the choke flow is set by the diffuser. 
However, maximu.n power could be increased since maximum flow at  design speed is determined 
by the rotor. Alternatively, some measure of VIGV augmentation could be achieved. 
During the  development program the efficiency assessment of the ~~\ .~ .pressor - tu rb ine  was 
determined solely from data taken from engine measurements. Assessmenr WLS made primarily at 
80% speed. This was high enough in speed t o  minimize measurement uncertainty and low enough 
t o  evaluate modifications with machined parts made from lower-strength mater~als than those 
used for engine parts. 
Data showed that the turbine efficiency was between 3.5 and 7.5 points below the goal of 0.845 at  
80% speed. Survey data taken at the nozzle inlet and exit showed from 3 t o  7 degrees added 
incidence angle and from 6 to 9 degrerls lack of turnicg s t  the tip and h ~ b ,  respectively. Vane-shape 
redesigns were performed to better match the inlet conditions, but no etticiency gain could be 
identified outside ?f experimental and analytical uncertainties. 
Design-review meetings between NASA and Chrysler personnel and three consultants concluded 
that the efficiency of the turbinecould be as low as  indicated by engine data aralysis. It was stated 
that the major reasons for the miss in goal efficiency were: 
1. the lifc requirement nf l C O O  hours, .w ich contributed to the blade height selection, 
2. the endwall effect. caused by the inlet plenum, and 
3. the diffusion l i ~ ~ i t s  selected for the blading (Publ~shed NASA limit IS 0.25; consultant 
recommended 0.10 or  less). 
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It was recommended that the turbine be redesigned wiih 
1. b m r  i n k t  wrticity, 
2. larger W e  span. 
3. lower diffusion ] h i t ,  
4. a contoured shroud for the noisle, and 
5. a variable work distribution for the  rotor. 
A w-cond turbine was redesigned, built and tested. The  enginebased assessment showed nc 
change in total-total effiiency; however, the  power turbine efficiency increased 9 points. The  
results showed that the  benefit achieved with the  redesign was an improvement in inlet conditions 
t o  the power turbine. 
The  compressor-turbine development program ended at  this point. The  following sections 
summarize the program highlights. 
T h e  need for a development program was based on  estimates of low efficiency from early engine 
test data. The  estimate of compressor turbine efficiency was based on compressor work (computed 
from test rig data), and calculated bearing power. Inlet temperature and pressure were measured, 
but three methods were used t o  deduce the average outlet total pressure. The first method was a 
pitchline loss analysis which used simple radial qui i ibr ium and rotor exit tip static pressure to  
compute an average total pressure. The second method employed full radial equilibrium with 
v a r i a k  loss. The third method used the mean-radius total pressure measurement. 
The  first method is approximate since the flowfield may not be precisely a free vortex. The  second 
method is better but still depends on  assumptions of deviation angle and blockage. The third 
method depends on the quality of the  data sampling to obtain a n  appropriate average total 
pressure. Initial estimates of turbine rfficiency came from the first method. Later estimates by :he 
other two methods came after more data was available. 
T o  obtain the data needed for the analysis, instrumentation was installed on  a special engine build. 
This consisted of inlet total temperature and pressure, nozzle exit and rotor exit tip static 
pressures, and rotor exit total pressure at  the average radius between hub and tip. The  efficiency 
was deduced from an offdesign vector diagram analysis computer program. The  magnitude of the 
loss model in the program was artificially increased by a multiplier until the  computed rotor static ' 
pressure closely matched the experimental value a? the required work 
A number of data points were reviewed for pitchline analysis. The one which typified the  results is 
shown on Table 18. The nozzle exit tip static pressure could not be matched precisely, since the 
computer program coding did not permit individual adjustments of loss multiplier t o  the nozzle 
and rotor. As the table shows, the estimated efficiency at  the 80% speed operating point was 0.775. 
Since this was seven potnts below goal, experimental and analytical work was begun to investigate 
the miss in efficiency. The test program began with diagnostic probe surveying of the nozzle and 
rotor. This information was used to check the efficiency estimate from full radial equilibrium 
calculations and t o  check aerodynamic loading of the vanes and blades under test conditions. 
The results of the nozzle probe surveys are shown in Fig. 176 and Fig. 177. Fig. 176 st. vs  the lack 
of vorticity delivered by the vortex chamber at the hub and tip. Fig. 177 shows the r-dlal variation 
of nozzle incidence angle and exit f l o ~  angle. The lack of vorticity in the hub and tip reglons gives 
rise to  iarge values of positive incidence angle, which could contribute to  the large miss in nozzle 
exit air angle at the hub and tip. 
It was concluded that the vortex chamber vorticity should be increased to provide a more favorable 
variatton of incidence ang:e. To  investigate a vortex chamber with increased vorticity, clav was 
installed in an existing chamber; and a test was conducted on the nozzle flow rig. 
Fbw tests of the increased-wrtidty vodex chamber showed S to 8 degm change in air amgk a t  
mid-rpan with snulkr values in the upper Wf d the rprn and larger values in the l o m r  half. 
Within the data scatter, there was not much change in thz inkt tntrl-prruure iorr distribution. 
The exit data showed littk change in a i t  air an&, despite the large reduction in incidence amk.  
w e n  m a r  the endwalk. Consequently, the endud w.dcsections were not o r ig id ly  a t  incidence 
indicative of nuximum tu- or st&. 
This is confirmed in Fa. 178 in pkh of turning angk versus i* an&. Pbrs are p m m t d  a t  
every 10% vane height from the hub. fhc values of turning increase virtu& linearly with 
inci&ncc angk. This indicates nearly m s t m t  deviation an&. a d  hence. no indication of stall a t  
the higher values of e n c e  a*. On the other hand. t h m  is a bdr of turning angk indicated 
near the d w & .  which suggests larger values d -tion angk than expected. 
The dashed lines on Fii. 178 indicate the turning-mngk values expected a t  the hub and tip b a d  on 
the c h a m  in u m b e r  angk relative t o  mid-span. The lowtr 30n of the span is m U  below the 
expect4 turning. In &ti ,  turning-rngle values in the upper half d the vane fad to  achieve 
values higher than t h o u  a t  mid-span. The section a t  90% height is significantly below expected 
turning. One interpretation of these m u l t s  is that the endwalls strongly affrct bra1 turning as  
well as total-ptessure lass. 
In an alternate approach;it was d e c i i  to  redesign the norzk vane shape to  match the measuml 
inlet conditions. Two such noukr were configured. Howeyer. no significant change in efficiency 
could be detected. Tabk 19 shows efficiency values based on radial quilibrium cakuhtions and on 
mean-radius total pressure meuurements (methods two and three described a h ) .  No radii1 
equilibrium cakubtion was performed for the Mod 2 ncwzk. The m u l t s  show an average stage 
tad-total  efficiency from about 0.76 t o  0.78, depending on the cakuhtion. Comparison of Run 
128 with Run 140 shows a possible uncertainty of 1.4 points. 
The results of the radial quilibrium cakuhtions were used to compute the aerodynamic loading 
on the blading of the original &sign and of an 0.8 scale version of the Baseline Engine rotor 
Mading. The results showed larger diffusion gradients on the suction surface of the Upgraded 
Engine bhding. Chromic oxide dye injection showed heavy deposit on the suction surface of the 
Upgraded Engine blading but not on the Baseline Engine blading. Since this corroborated the 
aerodynamic analysis, a sca ld  version was machiced and identified as  Mod 1. A mean-radius 
effiiency comparison L.tween the original and Mod 1 configurations is shown in Fig. 179. The 
test results show about a two-point inrwaw in effic~ency with tne Mod 1 blading. 
A sumfiary of mean-radius effiimcy values for combnation of nozzles and rotors is shown in Fig. 
180. The plot shows an efficiency loss of about four points with the Mod 1 nozzle. However, it was 
d i scoved  that the total pressure probes were located in different circumferential positions 
relative to the trailing edge of the vanes of the two nozzles. Measurement showed a relative 
position difference of one-half pitch. Such positioning suggests that. relative t o  wake pitch 
spacing, high efficiency data could come from between-wake sampling and low-efficiency data 
could come from near-wake sampling. Consequently, it was not possible with the data available to 
precisely determine the efficiency of the compressor-turbine from pitchline total-pressure 
measurements alone. 
Taking the average of thedata sets in Fig. 180. the efficiency could be anywhere from 0.77 to 0.81. 
This range is consistent with the values obtained by the other methods, as shown on Tables 18 and 
19. This concluded the engine-based assessment of the original compressor-turbine design. 
At this point, reviews were made by two consultants. These reviews were conducted to obtain 
independent estimates of the efficiency potential of the original design. 
17.2.3 The analysis of Consultant 1 wzs carried out a t  90% speed and was based on overall design 
Con~ultant Review parameters, such as specific speed and Reynolds number. An efficiency of 0.815 was estimated for 
the original design, excluding the vortex chamber loss. This was based on the Reynolds number 
and aerodynamic loading of the blading and possible endwall effects on the low-camber nozzle in 
ccmbination with the vortex chamber. If the blade loading of the rotor were reduced, the 
efficiency was estimated to increase to 0.825. 
The anaiysis d Consultant 2 was carried out at 1- speed and consisted of a detailed 
examination of the b;rdc b d h g  wi th  h i i l y  distorted flow from the vortex chamber. A n  
rtfici- of 0.77 was estimated for the blading as designed. As exprted, b&& Wing estimates 
w i th  h i i h l y  distorted vertex fbw were higher for both the nozzk a d  rotor Wing. With blade 
h n ,  i t was crrt imatd that the best tkcfficiency d be was 0.81. To  improve the efficiency. 
it was further mommedd that rextion should k increased. the nozzk i n k t  vortuity shouid be 
d u d .  the n w z k  shroud be contwnd. and the bhde span should be increased 15%. 
The faults found wi th  the vortex chamber were the & t i d y  high inkt Mach number (q.122) 
and the Mrrowntss d the flowplth from the vortex charnber t o  the nozzk leading edge. The 
h e r  was criticized fo r  king a strong boundary &yer generator. This point was made by both 
consultmts. I t was recommended that the vdume be increased and the nozzie inlet flowpath 
widened. It was also recommended that the nozzle shroud be c o n t o u d  to  provide good boundary 
layer control at the shroud. 
Tht recommendations to  increase the blade span and reduce the work factor were also nude by 
NASA at the time of the design. However, Chrysler specification o f  stress limit and rotational 
speed dictated the resultant blade height. On the other hand, published s t u d m  show significant 
gain in c f f ' i  at !ow values of f low coefficient. for a rotor aspect ratio of 1.0. Consequently. for 
a redesign, it was decided t o  accept the i m a w  in stress for the sake of e f f ~ i e m y  improvement. 
The decisii was mudc t o  perform a h g n  based on the consultant recommendations. The 
sections below discuss the W i n  mule and the efficiency assessment f rom engine data. This 
mahgn was identified as Mod 3. 
The flowpath d the Mod 3 design is shown in Fi. 181. The rotor Made shapes are ccmpaml w i th  
those of the original W i n  in F i i .  182 and 183. Rotor geometric parameierr a n  displayed on Fig. 
1 M  and wmdynamir parameters o n  Fig. 185. The plastic f low visualiut ion model of the enlarged 
vortex chamber is shown in Fi. 166. The no rzk  meridiond and front views are shown o n  Fig. 187 
and the vane shapes on Fig. 188. The geometric and aerodynamic parameters are shown on Fig. 
189. The vector d i i r a m s  for design speed and 50% speed are shown on Figs. 190 and 1"'. 
mpectively. Nozzk-exit cakubtions used 8% blockage; rotor-exit cakulations used zero bla.,.ige 
to  represent mixed-out conditions. 
The efficiency estimate for this design is 0 . ~ 5 ,  based on cakulattons performed by Consultant 2. I t  
was estimated that 0.6 point was due t o  improved inlet conditions as a result of t h r  redesigned 
vortex chamber. The mt is due to the features incorporated into the turbomachinery design. 
A n  attempt was made t o  obtain an independent assessment of tne efficiency potentirl by 
reviewing availabk published test results of small turbines. A summary of this review is shown i n  
Fi. 192 i n  a plot o f  total-total efficiency versus work coefficient. Data points are shown for 13 
turbines w i th  blade heights f rom 0.22 to  1.14 inch and true-chard aspect ratios varying f rom 0.53 
to  1.7. The data band indicates an expected effiiiency between 0.81 and 0.835 at the design work 
coefficient o f  2.06. 
The data band shown on the plot contains most o f  the data poifits. The three low points were left 
out. since there were points at similar asprct ratios but higher efficiency. The highest efficiency 
points shown could be an indication of the potential to  be obtained wi th  an exceptionally good 
d-ign. On the other hand, i ts high design pressure ratio suggests vector diagram conditions 
somewhat dissimilar from the other designs. I t  could also be interpreted that the Consultant 2 data 
indicates the plausibility of higher efficiency w i th  improved design features, small clearances loss, 
and well-fabricated parts. 
Despite lack of agreement o n  the estimated efficiency potential, the design incorporated the latest 
advances available i n  today's turbine technology. As such. i t  represented the best attempt for 
performance improvement. 
~ k ~ d t h c ~ o d ~ ~ f r c g a v r r d l ~ & t a u n k ~ r h u ~ h  
t l n t r r t ~ t ~ ~ o n T a b # ) . % t . b l t ~ h ~ i n ~ p r r a ~ d t h  
ttw in ampmaor- -. The demnm ctmfigurrticur conristrd d the 
Mod 2 nozzle and the 0 . 8 ~  s u k  of the &wlinc En@e rotor. En@w pomr increased 12% with a 
nmrponQins 1- duction in M. Power hvbinr &&nq i n c ? e d  9 points. but 
--turbine &icienq dmppa 0.6 point. Suwc the pressure ratio of the compressor- 
turbine dunged only 0.2%. it is likely that thc &ted actual work is the m u l t  of the 
tlrmrtrinticr of the d turbine mass fbw. rather than any red brt in efficiency. Assuming 
that thsirtnw.tke-yinirdwtorcductiondinMmhbCt.VCCn turbinm 
rather than any gain ia tot&otd dfk imcy  fa thc --turbine. 
The &ta from the air in- w t ~  rhow about the same dfkkncy results. Note that the net 
power with air injectkm is 97% d goal. This wduatton is a lit* artificial since the pomr was 
obtained at an &ciency 10 poinh kbw god a d  a mart flow 69b above god. Power turbine 
pm~lrc ratio at god e f f i c h q  h 1.SS. The data showed a prcuure ratio of 1.56. 
Detailed effort was expcndcd to estimate efk imcy  from pitchline analysis and from radial 
equilibrium analysis. Idukd in the andysis was m wdrution of the uncertainty of the vdues 
chained due to nozzle mas fbrr measurement, widage, and dwiation uyk~auumpt ion-  The 
adyses yielded an cffirimlr range from 0.784 to 0.628. In the cakuhtions, a windage estimate 
was added to the temperature-rirtmeasurcd i n p l k r  d. If this windage work is not added (as 
was true in the amlyur of the original &in). the u p p r  limit b 0.814. This gim an average value 
of 0.60. estimated efficiency range for the origind design is 0.76 to 0.81. which rovers d l  the 
estimating methods. The average efficiency of the original design is 0.785. The comlurion is that 
the total-total r f f i i n c y  improved 1.5 points with the Mod 3 design. Only a comparison of tat-rig 
results can confirm this. 
It was not possible toobtain a ckar performance evaluation of the power turbine from engine data. 
b r g e  discrepancies existed between results from ana1ytical estimates bsed on static pressure 
measurements and mean-radius total-pmsure measurements. To get a ckarer resolution, a test 
rig was W i n e d  and built. This rig had uniform inkt conditions of temperature and pressure and 
a guide vane to  simulate compressor-turbine exit swid. 
The m u l t s  s h d  that the basic & i n  was down 6 points from goal. &cause of the uniform 
inlet conditions, it also showed that enginebased efficiency values were lower because of the exit 
conditions from the original compresw-turbine design. This condition was rectified with the Mod 
3 &in. The m u l t s  also showed that dfkiency might be increased, if the rotor blades w m  
twisted closed to increase rotor reaction. This modification made a small but significant increase in 
engine power. This was the only modification made to the original design. 
A consultant was engaged to review the design. As a m u l t  of that review, it was recommended 
that another stage be designed with much iomt flow coefficient. This redesign was built and 
tested; but no performance difference from the modified original design could be detected from 
power or other engine data. 
The follorvlng sections summarize the program highlights. 
17.3.1 The power turbine system consists of interstage and exhaust ducts as well as the bladed stage. 
Initial Efficiency Performance assessment was made at 8096 gas-generator-speed conditions. Efficiency estimates 
Estinute h were made with pitchline vector diagram analysis and with mean-radius total-pressure probe 
Engine Tests measurements. 
17.3.2 
Test Ri  Results 
The initid cffitiwy estimate came from vector diagram analysis. The input to the analysis was 
pmvkkd by the cdruhtedoutput codi t ions fmm tkcompresww turb i~ana lys is .  The results a n  
shown on Fi. 193. No bu mukipliw was applied to the program lor, d. The data point shows 
dose wmnnnt &tween test a d  arulysis. The m a l t s  show peak efficiency t o  be about five 
pbints lomr than pe.L dfk imcy for the program god. The difference is due to the low pressure 
n t i o  avaihbk to the pomr turbine, brought about by the Jow o u t k t  pnrsure  f rom the original 
compressor turbine. Thii analysis showed that the only deficit in the power turbine cf  fiiiency war 
due to thc deficit in compmror-turbine cCfirimy. 
The analytical muk was checked by artificially inwing air into the engine at the compressor exit. 
This provided a check on power at 80% speed wi th  the -1 pressure ratio applied across the 
turbine. The results a n  shown in F i g .  la(. With goal pressure ratio (total-static) applied. the 
power goal could not be achieved. The efficiincy implied by this m u l t  is 0.63; this is seven points 
bwer than the estimate from the vector d i i r a m  analysis. 
A third method of determining effiriency was t o  use the measured output and mean-radius 
total-pressure L t a .  This was computed automatically on  every data point as part o f  the data 
d u c t i o n  process. The efficiency k v e l  was generally between 0.54 and 0.57. This is about a 
F i n n - p o i n t  discrepancy wi th the analysis. 
2.1 a subsequent analytical check, engine power could not be matched analytically without tripling 
t?e duct losses. This suggested :hat the analytical discrepancy may be due in part to data 
uncertainty and to  possibiy a distorted velocity p ro f ik  from the compressor turbine. 
T o  more dearly identify the power turbine performance. a test r ig was built. 
The rig was configured to  test the entire power turbine system wi th  uniform inlet conditions of 
temperature and pressure. Compressor-turbine exit swirl was simulated wi th fixed guide vanes. 
The results from this r ig  were expected to  isolate the influence o f  the compressor-turbine exit 
mnditions on power turbine performance. A drawing o f  the r ig is shown in Fig. 195. 
A summary of the test results at 80%-sped gas-generator conditions is shown i n  Fig. 196. Tests 2 
and 3 were conducted at the prescribed cycle pressure ratio for the quivalent  gas generator speed 
of 80%. Test 3 was run at cycle turbine inlet temperature, while Test 2 was wi th ambient turbine 
inlet temperatures. I n  Test 5, typical pressure ratios observed i n  engine tests were set. Engine 
simulation was attempted by duplicating not only pressure ratio and temperature but corrected 
gas flow rate as well, by <losing the nozzle setting by 2 O .  
There are four efficiency levels: program goal; that obtained at intended 8096-speed pressure ratio 
and nozzle angle; the efficiency obtained wi th r ig simulation o f  the rngine conditions; and. finally, 
the efficiency obtained wi th measurements taken during engine tests. The degradation i n  
performance can be categorized into three general areas: 
1. A miss i n  stage efficiency of approximately six points due to stage design (goal vs. tests 2 and 3 
i n  Fig. 196). 
2. A n  additional five point loss due to stage flow mismatch and deficient gas generator 
performance, both o f  which cause the nozzle to  operate more closed (tests 2 and 3 vs. test 5 i n  
Fig. 196). 
3. A further loss of six points in  engine performance, presumably because of less favorable inlet 
conditions (test 5 results vs. engine test results in  Fig. 196). 
Detailed surveys were conducted at the stations indicated in  Fig. 197. Fig. 198 illustrates the power 
turbine nozzle inlet survey results. A severe shroud separation is occurring, as evidenced by the 
highly tailgential flow near the shroud. Measured i low angles near the wall were greater than 90°. 
.%*: 
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.>- A t  the rotor exit, examination of the vector diagrams revealed a separated flow condrtion. + 
>. 
Computed relative flow angles are illustrated i n  Fig. 199. Also shown is the rotor blade exit angle 
f =  
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distribution. 
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One would expect that, for unseprattd flow, the difference between the exit blade angle and the 
exit relative flow angk would change very littk from hub to tip. The results show that this is not 
the case. Apparently, the flow is separated at the hub and tip regions. The severity of the 
separation decreases at the hub as the nozzle is closed. The increase in effiiiency as the nozzle 
opens. therefore, must be due primarily to increased stage reaction. The closed norzk condition 
does not improve conditions i t  the tip, however. The tip flow condition is probrMy k i n g  
wrava ted  by the s tp ra ted  f b w  at the node inkt tip section. There is also a high amount of 
deviation at the mean section, about twice the estimate obtained by using Carter's ruk. 
Recovery v d u o  for the interstage and exhaust ducts a n  summarized on Tabk 21. Comparison is 
made t o  program @ at  80% sped. The inters- duct recovery is about tight points low. The 
exhaust diffuser recovery b about nine points bw. 
Hub reactions wtre computed (tip reactions m r e  not available) to gain an insight into the reasons 
for the dramat~ally different performance kvek. Results are illustrated in Fig. 200. As expected, 
reaction increased as the nozzk vanes wtre opened. Note the low (-12%) hub reaction obtained 
with the engine simulation test which is certainly a detriment to performance. Onedimensional 
computations indicated that a 5' twist a t  the power turbine blade a t  the meanline would increase 
reaction by 11%. A blade bending fixture was dtsagntd and fabricated to  accomplish the required 
bend. Back-to-back testing with the same gas generator showed a power gain of 4.7% and an 
effkiency gain from 0.543 to 0.575 with the twisted blade configuration, at M)96 speed. This was 
the only modification made to the blading. 
The design review carried out by Consultant 3 is described b l o w  in an excerpt from the review 
report. 
A critical appraisal of the power turbine section of the ERDAlChrysler Upgraded Engine is 
made, and a comparison with NPT tested designs is given. The scope of this appraisal has been 
widened to cover the gasifier section because of the critical influence this component has on 
the power turbine section. 
This is consistent with NPT's normal approach to good automotive turbine design, which 
involves analysis of the total system, i.e., from combustor outlet to heat exchanger inlet. This 
approach to aer.Aynamic design involves optimisation of every aspect of the flow path to 
obtain a high overall system performance within all the constraints e.8.. low cost, durability, 
response, life and part load performance. 
NPT have proved over many tested turbine systems that this design method produces a 
balanced good level of performance in each section, without compromising the overall 
performance due to over design in any one component area. 
Criticism af the Upgraded Engine turbine system is covered in three main sections: 
a. the overall design concept 
b. the analytical modelling 
c. blading design parameters 
Following are the recommendations made by the consultant. 
In order to achieve significantly improved performance from the Upgradcd Engine, it is 
important that the total system design approach should be adopted. Further, the following 
steps must be taken: 
a. The gasifier turbine inlet duct should be changed from the vortex chamber type to the 
semi-plenum type. 
b. Good incidence tolerance should be designed into the gasifier turbine nozzles to cope with 
recommendation a. 
c. The Row coefficient and st* fretor of t L  gasifier turbine should be reduced and 
tkrebctkminrcsrad 
d. 'Itat fbw codf ieht  of the power turbine rhorJd be reduced and the design total-to-static 
crricimylorlr.bcd. 
e. The M. ratio of thc inhrrtage duct should k increased to 2.5 to 2.8 in order to 
ucornmobte rrcomnmwlrtkns c and d. The duct kngth should be kept to a minimum, 
mwistent with an acceptable kwl of lorr. 
f. The Umr.ckd Engine axhl to d i a l  power turbine exhaust diffuser be replaced by an axial 
to dump diffuser. 
g. The a d y t i u l  thermodynamiclaerody~umic &Ding kading to the design velocity 
triangles should include estimates of radial distribution of losses throughout the turbine 
system and should rbo include work variation with radius for the turbine rotors. 
17.4 
Combustor Testing 
An alternate p o m r  turbine was wried based on the consultant's recommendations. it was 
identified u the Mod 1 design. The rotor blade shapes are compared with those of the original 
design in Fi. 201. The not& vane shapes are shown in Fig. 202. The flowpath of the Mod 1 pomer 
turbine b shown in Fig. 203, in combination with the flowpath of the Mod 3 compressor turbine. 
The a d y n a m i c  parameters a t  dtsign point are shown in Table 22; the geometric parameters are 
shown in Table U. Design-point, mixedout vector d-rams a n  shown in Fig. 204. 
Performance comparison of the Mod 1 design versus the original design is shpwn in Figs. 205 and 
206. The power and SFC characteristics are compared in Fig. 205; within data scatter, there is no 
difference in performance. The performance achieved relative to goals is plotted in Fig. 206. Power 
is approximately 80% to M% of the original goah SFC is high by 2096 to 40%, depending on the gas 
generator speed. 
Included on both plots are curves identified as corrective development goals. it became clear after 
significant amount of ;-sting in the development prograin that the original turbomachinery 
efficiency goals might not be met. Revised engine pel formance estimates were made, based on 
what was thought to be achieved with the final compo. .-t hardware configurations. 
One of the expectations was tnat the power turbine would come within two points of the original 
goals. However, mean-radius probe measurements show an efficiency of 0.66 for the original 
design with the blade twist. From the overall power comparison, it must be concluded that there 
must not be a significant change in efficiency with Mod 1 power turbine design. It remains for rig 
testing to explain why all the rwisions which were made to both turbine stages made no difference 
in total-total performance of the compressor turbine o r  in the total-static performance of the 
power turbine, despite the application of all the latest aerodynamic concepts and design 
techniques. 
Initial testing of the lean, premixedlprevaporized combustor indicated incorrect proportioning of 
air to the premixer and to the dilution zone as evidenced by high NOx levels, a flashback condition 
and excessive metal temperatures in the reaction tone. The primary zone of the combustor was 
too rich, causing fuel droplets to burn in the premixer and resulting in the high NOx levels and 
excessive metal temperatures in the reaction tone of the burner liner. Two iterations were 
required to achieve the desired air proportions for emission control and lower metal temperatures. 
Table 24 shows good emission control at steady-state speeds with the use of gasoline fuel. 
Pressure losses are close to target values of APIP - 3% with turbine inlet tempetature gradients of 
approximately 125 F based on four thermocouples. Final tests of the combustor showed pressure 
losses reduced to values approaching 2%. Cold starting at ambients 60 F with gasoline fuel showed 
that pressure loss and combustor stability were within acceptable limits for a developing engine. 
The engine program ended with the development of the combustor system left incomplete. This 
was due to lack of available time caused by the amount of program time consumed to develop the 
engine power and fuel economy. 
17.5.1 
Flow Dirtribtion - 
w-n 
Side 
17.5.2 
Flow Distribution - 
Low Pressure 
Side 
17.6 
Engine Braking 
h l y s i s  of test data from initial engine runs showed a deficit of 4% in regenerator effectiveness. 
To determine the effect of engine flow distribution on regenerator performance, studies were 
conducted for each half of the core, with an outside sub-contractor evaluating the low pressure 
side (as discussed below), and with Chryder testing the high pressure side. 
The test rig shown schematically on Fig. 130 for testing on the high pressure side was used. it 
consisted of an engine housing with a blocked opening for the variable nozzle, a gas generator 
without a turbine and a ceramic regenerator with seals. A regenerator cover completed the flow 
path. Since only the high pressure side of the regenerator wzs investigated, the discharge air from 
the core was allowed to escape to atmosphere. The air was pumped by an electric blower to 
duplicate engine Reynolds number and pressure drop. Typically, data surveys were taken at 
conditions duplicating idle, 80% speed and design speed. 
The instrumentation consisted of plug probes on the downstream surface of the core which 
measured the stagnation pressure at  the upstream core surface. An initial survey indicated 
deficient flow near the rim. Modifications to the cover to uniform the flow were made using 
modelling clay as a filler. Fig. 207 shows the final flow baffle chosen. It consists of a circular wall at 
the 200 mm (8 in.) radius, 20 mm (314 in.) wide and extending to within 16 mm (518 in.) of the 
matrix surface. Flow distribution before and after modification is shown on Fig. 208. 
From the clay f o r r ~ ,  molds were made, and a duplicate baffle was cast from Sylgard 186 (the 
elastomer used to mount the regenerator drive gear) into a regenerator cover. An A-B-A engine test 
sequence was then run to evaluate performance with and without the baffle. ?here was a slight 
loss of power on the last test, but this was later traced to two broken regeperator seals. The results 
are shown on Fig. 209, and the data clearly show a 5% improvement in BSFC as a result of the 
cover change. 
Testing of the low pressure side of the regenerator core was performed on a scale model at Creare, 
Inc., Ref. 12. The turbine exhaust diffuser and the collector in front of the core entry were 
modeled, and the flow distribution and exhaust diffuser recovery were measured for five diffuser 
inlet swirl levels. A schematic of the test model is shown on Fig. 210. Tests were conducted with 
and without a free runner at the exhaust diffuser entry to model the presence of the turbine 
blading. Instrumentation details are shown in Figs. 211 and 212. 
The test data showed the majority of flow in the area of the exhaust diffuser shadow on the 
regenerator core. Some results are shown in Fig. 213. 
The top of the figure shows contours of local velocity relative to an average velocity computed 
from the mass flow, local density and flow area. The bottom of the figure shows the variation of 
mass flow distribution with radius. The mass flow percentages indicate the local percent of mass 
flow passing through a ring of width 2.5 mm (0.1 in.) at any given radius. 
The plots indicate improvement in core flow distribution as swirl angle increases. Test results 
showed nochange with or without a free runner at the inlet to the exhaust diffuser. However, the 
results did show an increase of exhaust diffuser recovery from about 0.20 to about 0.30 in the 
absence and presence of the runner, respectively. 
Engine braking tests were conducted during the development program on an engine which had the 
compressor and turbine modifications available at the time of the tests. The results and the 
component descriptions are presented in Fig. 214. The engine performed wet throughout the tests 
with no mechanical problems. The LPP combustor was used on these tests, and there was stable 
combustion throughout the testing e.- .n though the power turbine exit temperature was as low as 
1000 F. 
16.a 
ENGINE 
MECHANICAL 
DEYELOPMENT 
18.1.1 
Centerbolt 
Relative Motion 
18.1.2 
Engine Housing 
Temperatures 
Initial engine testing revealed an  apparent thermal expansion problem in the regenerator 
centerbolt area. A .ON in. gap w u  obaerved to form, during warmup, between the regenerator 
cover and the centerbolt washer. The gap gradually closed a t  higher speeds, and was fully closed 
above 80% Ngg. This occunnce was a matter of concern for two reasons: 
1) A loss of .050 inch of operation clearance would impair proper functioning of the regenerator 
seals, and possibly m u l t  in matrixlocal damage. 
2) A distortion of this magnitude tlsewhere in the engine could affect performance through 
restriction of seal ring movement and misalignment of aerodynamic flow paths. 
Investigatron of the problem led to extensive documentation of cover and housing temperature 
gradients and shovred the probable cause to be inadequate cooling of the center portion of the 
housing crossarm. 
Measurements made with dial indicators showed that the centerbolt tip moved out (relative to 
engine center line) a maximum of 0.052 inch at  idle, and then gradually moved inward at higher 
speeds. The cover did not move inward but gradually deflected outward in response to increases in 
compressor pressure. To eliminate thermal growth of the centerbolt as a factor in the 
measurements, the bolt was drilled to the plane of the crossarm seal platform, and a glass-ceramic 
rod of extremly low expansion coefficient (4.4 x 10-'IF) was installed. With this change, housing 
deflection was still 0.035 inch. This confirmed that the bulkhead deflection was the primary source 
of the problem. 
To determine the influence of housing thermal gradients on bulkhead distortion, an engine 
housing was instrumented with 21 skin and internal metal thermocouples. The measured values 
were significantly lower than ex; ected, particularly in the bulkhead area. The results showed 
excessive heat rejection to the bulkhead and inadequate crossarm cooling. 
18.1.3 Another check was made with a 24-point thermocouple grid at the regenerator inlet (cf Fig. 131). 
Regenerator Inlet The results are shown in Fig. 215a; the temperature readings at the corners (where the bulkhead 
Air Heating cooling-flow cavities are) show values that are up to 80 degrees above the average value inlet 
temperature and 120 degrees above the compressor exit temperature (T,). 
To reduce the heat input to the regenerator inlet, baffles were installed at the corners. The 
tetuprature measurements with the baffles installed are shown in Fig. 215b. The results show a 
reduction in maximum temperature of 38 degrees in one corner and 79 degrees in the other. While 
:he regenerator inlet thcrmal distribution was reduced by the presence of the baffles, the heat 
rejection to the bulkhead cavity still remained, and the problem was not resolved before the 
program terminated. 
18.2 Engine testing with the air bearing spanned three years in seven engines and three vehicles; some 
Air Bearing bearings accumulated 150 hours and 700 starts. The development problems that occurred were: 
1. Fatigue cracking of the top foil at the spot-welded joint, 
2. Partial spacer foil movement, 
3. Dry film coating wear, and 
4. Lack of repeatability of foil surface contour and axial flatness. 
The fatigue cracking problem of the spot weld was relieved by improved spot welding techniques 
and by better quality control. Examination of bearings at the end of the program showed improved 
uniformity of welds and spacing. Alternate foil attachment methods were studied to improve the 
mechanical design, but no alternate design was carried out before the end of the program. 
18.3 
Variable Inlet 
Guide Vanes 
(VIGV) 
18.4 
Power Turbine 
Thrust Bearings 
18.5 
Parasitic Losses 
Spacer foil axial movement was corrected by relocating the spot welding zone from the ends of the 
foil to the center. This eliminated the thermally induced stressts at the edge points. 
Loss of'dry film lubricant coating occumd adjacent to the weld zone at the end of the foil and at 
the rear third of the foil, generally 180' away from weld seam and migrating circumferentially 
toward the seam. A small improvement was achieved by changing the coating from commercial 
resin bonded Mo S2 to HL-800 cadmium oxide-graphite sodium silicate bonded coating. However, 
wear continued to  k the major cause of bearing replacement and refurbishment at the end of the 
program. 
Local variations in foil contour were caused by local contact with the journal, which accelerated foil 
wear. The problem was corrected by improved assembly and inspection procedures. The problem 
with axial flatness was the fact that many bearings Here made with flatness values 3-5 times 
larger than mint tolerance. This problem was corrected by improved fabrication procedures and by 
flatness checks at  final assembly by the vendor. 
A troublesome anomaly in the inlet guide vane development program was the inability of the local 
casting vendor to produce the stator casting. The support is comprised of the 13 stator vanes, and 
inner and outer shrouds. It is located just forward of the moveable vanes. Consistently poor vane 
fill, shroud contour deviations and nonuniformity, part to part, dictated a vendor or 
manufacturing change--possibly away from the present sand casting method. Contact with other 
casting vendors revealed that sand casting would not supply satisfactory parts and investment 
casting was necessary. 
Investigation into synthetics disclosed that glass reinforced thermoplastic polyester had the 
thermal and structural qualities necessary. Furthermore, parts could be made directly to final print 
dimensions, eliminating the need for finish machining. This method was selected, and the parts 
received were dimensionally excellent. At the end of the prcgram 309 hours had been accumulated 
on these parts with no distress. 
The design of the power turbine thrust bearing was reviewed subsequent to failures during 
vnhicle operation. Maximum bearing loads were encountered at wide open throttle during the 
transmission upshift. The oil film thickness at this condition was close to the minimum for the 
range oi operrting conditions encountered in a vehicle. However, this condition did not normally 
occur in test cell operation. Initial vehicle tests showed the originally designed bearings would !ail 
in less than t o  miles of normal driving. 
The film thickness at the maximum load condition (during transmission upshift) was calculated to 
be 0.0048 mm for design bearing geometry and 250 F oil temperature. This film thickness is lower 
than the original calculated value of 0.0081 mm, probably because of conservative as;umptions 
made in applying idealized analytical data in the literature to the design of a working bearing. 
Testing the original bearing under minimum film thickness conditions verified the design to be 
marginal. The diameter of the bearing was increased from 38.5 mm to 47 mm to obtain a calculated 
film thickness increase from 0.0048 mm to 0.010 mm. 
Vehicle tests while cycling between power and braking (where load cycles between thrust and 
anti-thrust surfaces) showed that oil pressure supply to the unloaded surface would go to zero. 
The oil supply system was revised to increase oil feed line size and restrict oil leakage from the 
anti-thrust bearing supply. The above improvements were incorporated in an engine which 
accumulated 2697 miles of vehicle operation without incident. Vehicle road tests showed good oil 
supply pressures to both thrust and anti-thrust bearings at the conditions tested. A flat support 
for the thrust bearing was alsr substituted for the spherical seal of the original bearing. The effect 
of this change, however, was not documented. The flat support thrust bearing is a simpler, lower 
cost configuration. 
In an effort to verify the design estimates of parasitic losses, an engine was modified and coupled 
to an electric dynamometer having absorbing and motoring capabilities. The engine modifications 
included removal of all the blades from the power turbine rotor and documentation of all bearing 
clearances and rotor disc fore and aft shroud clearances. A power turbine shaft without a disc was 
also tested. Oil temperature into the engine was controlled at 100, 150 and 200 F. A standard gas 
18.6 
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18.7 
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18.7.1 
Regenerator Core 
18.7.2 
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Development 
#enerator was run ai steady state while ttie power turbine speed war varied through the operating 
speed range. The results showed that: 
1. Upsrrdcd Engine parasitic losses showed nrronabk agreement with design estimates, 
2. Turbine disc windage losses were not exmsive, 
3. Heat rejected to the oil was within anticipated values, and 
4. The Uperaded Ensine power deficiency could not be associated with parasitic losses. 
Metal temperature surveys w e n  documented for the variable power turbine nozzle assembly. 
Start-up, steady-state, and soak-back temperatures in the power turbine nozzle assembly were 
recorded and are shown on Fis. 216,217, and 218 respectively. Fig. 217 shows the thermocouple 
locations. 
The first 15 regenerators tested were of the thinwall (.003") LAS composition, identical to the 
matrix design endurance-tested over 500 hours in the Baseline Engine program. Because of the 
susceptibility of LAS to premature failure when ex 3sed to fuels of high sulfur content, the 
Upgraded Engine testing was confined to unleaded gasoline. The final three program regenerators 
were identical in structure and fabricated from the more sulfur-resistant AS composition. These 
AS cores showed identical heat transfer performance to the LAS type and could be used for any 
future work with diesel fuel. 
The el;stomeric mounting system generally functioned satisfactorily, except for a few isolated 
incidents of partial tearing of the outer layer of matrix. One comp!ete gearlmatrix separation 
occurrd, but this was attributed to moisture absorption during previous cold-flow rig testing with 
this matrix. Partway through the program the manufacture of Sylgard 187 Elastomer was 
discontinued, forcing a change to Sylgard 184. The 186 was said to be identical to 187 except for 
the absence of the graphite colorant, but differences in mixing and curing properties suggested the 
need for further study of its long-term strength properties. 
The sealing system for the ceramic regenerator was unchanged from the Baseline Engine design. 
The inner rim and outer " D  sealing elements continued to be fabricated of high-temperature 
graphite, which has the advantages of low weight, low friction, and freedom from distortion. 
Extensive operation at regenerator inlet temperatures as high as 788 C (1450 F) was well tolerated 
by this material. The most critical seal element, the inner crossarm seal, consisted of an Inconel 
X-750 substrate with a plasma-sprayed coating of 85% nickel oxide and 15% calcium fluoride. 
Problems in the continued development of this coating system are discussed below. 
Other sources of continued difficulty were the diaphragm-type seal baseplate assemblies that 
retain the rubbing seal elements, hold them in intimate contact with the matrix, and provide 
sealing between the rubbing elements and the engine housing. These baseplates requircd frequent 
rework to maintain cold leakage measurements below 6%. Factors contributing to this problem 
include: 
1) As shown on Fig. 219A, the diaphragm-type seal is a complex weldment and mechanical 
assembly of varying thicknesses of stainless steel sheet. It requires extensive tooling and great 
skill to assemble properly. Due to the loss of key personnel, the vendor for the Baseline Engine 
seals could not do the job, and a new fabricating vendor had to be developed for the Upgraded 
Engine parts. 
2) The larger size and higher operating temperature led to severe distortion of early seals, 
necessitating doubling the thickness of the main component of this assembly. This led to even 
greater difficulty in seal fabrication. 
19.7.3 
Crossarm Seal 
3) Welded assembly of this part made replacement of the diaphragm foils extremely difficult. 
These diaphragms arc fragile and subject to buckling and denting during the frequent 
terrdowns inherent in a development program of this type. 
in an attempt to overcome these problems, an alternate seal system was designed, as shown in Fig. 
219b. This highiy simplified design consists of a narrow strip of Rene 41 sheet, 0.08 mm (0.003 in) 
thick, bent to a l o O D  angle. The "L" elements are retained in rectangular channels milled in the 
engine housing (or regenerator cover). r*. .tpiral back-up spring of the same stock is used to retain 
the "L" seals during assembly; the elements and springs are heat treated to impart proper spring 
properties. The rubbing seals are restrained from rotation with simple sheet metal retaining clips. 
The "L" seal concept has several advantages: 
1) One mechanic can easily fabricate a tull engine set in an hour's time. The only tooling required 
is a simple, hand-operated roll-forming tool for the curved sections, a sheet metal bending 
brake for the straight sections, and a tack-welder for assembling them. The spiral spring is 
formed by wind~ng strip stock around a stainless steel rod and heat treating as wound. 
2) Eecause cost is reduced by a factor of at least 10, damaged elements are more economically 
i -placed than repaired, 
3) Sealing is inherently improved throcgh a reduction of leakage paths. 
4) The "L" does not have the disadvantage of being exposed to the gas stream, and is thus 
protected from contamination and high thermal gradients. 
5) The enclosed location also protects the elements from handling damage. 
6 )  Baseplate distortion is eliminated - a principal cause of graphite seal breakage. 
Over 300 test hours were run on "L" seals in engine 3, proving them to be relatively trouble-free 
and equal to the diaphragm-type in leakage. Virtually no development has been done on "L" seals 
due to other program priorities, so their full potential has not yet been realized. Furthermore, the 
Upgraded Engine was not sixed with sufficient casting stock for full-sized "L" seal grooves. This 
forced use of "L" seals only half the size of those initially tested in the Baseline Engine. The only 
problem noted in the test program was minor buckling of the "L" elements where they contact the 
spiral spring. This problem could be fixed by replacing the spiral spring with a knitted stainless 
steel wire sleeve, of the type used to reinforce exhaust pipe gaskets. This material has adequate 
resilency, and should apply more uniform loading to the "L" element. 
The crossarm seal consists of an lnconel X-750 substrate coated with NiCrAIY alloy bond coat and 
a mixture of NiO (85%) and CaF, (15%) to provide a low-friction, wear-resistant top coat. Although 
this coating was used on the Baseline Engine, the 25% longer seal length for the Upgraded Engine 
seriously accentuated the following effects: 
1. Seal bow due to ditferential thermal expansion of coating to substrate. (The increased length 
caused a 90% increase in this effect.) 
2. Seal waviness due to temperature gradient along seal length. 
3. Seal distortion due to oxidation of metallic nickel in the top coat during engirte operation. (Up 
to 30% of NiO is reduced to Ni during plasma spraying.) 
4. Seal distortion due to effects 1, 2 and 3, abb~e ,  coupled with a top coat thickness that 
represented 28% of the total seal thickness. 
5. Cold start sealing problems caused by the above distortions being permanently set in the seal 
due to hardening of the X-750 substrate during engine operation at 760 C (1400 F). 
The fdlowing factors have rtductd the above problems to the point that less than a 0.26 mm 
(0.010 inch) bow is in the seal after processing and after many hours of engine use: 
1. After substrate machininh the X-750 is overagcd at 671 C (1600 F) for 20 hours. This 
prevents substrate hardening during engine operation. 
2. The substrate is prebowed 13 mm (0.50 inch), convex, prior to coating. 
3. The top coat thickness has been reduced to only 9% of the total seal thickness. 
4. The wal is pre-oxidiztd at 760 C (1400 F) for 70 hours before finish grinding. 
5. After finish grinding, the seal is oxidized for 20 hours at  788 C (1450 F). This is the maximum 
running temperature. 
6. Final straightening at 760 C (1400 F) is done re needed on a pre-loaded and pre-countourer! 
fixture that forces the X-750 to creep into a flat and relatively stress-free state. 
Although these seals meet flatness, wear, and friction rquirements for long term durability, 
consideration must be given to the formation of corrosion products resulting from reaction of the 
Car, with the bond coat andlor the X-750 st~bstrate. It is fell that this corrosi#>n is accelerated 
during the processing step 5, above, since the processing is performed at temperatures higher than 
engine operating temperatures. 
19.0 The  electronic control system for the Upgraded Engine has full authority over engine operatio~i. It 
CONTROL is a four function system. The  fuel control modulates engine power by governing gas generator 
SYSTEM speed according to driver's command and accessory load, provides overspeed protrcrion, and limits 
acceleration temperature and burner emissions. Variable power tur i ine norr ,c  (PTN) control 
01. ?ires part-load fuel economy by mai.~taining the highest allowable cycle temperature, and 
provides engine br..king. Variable inlet guide vane (VIGV) control minimizes idle fuel consumption 
by r e d u c i n ~  compressor work and o u t p u  power and provides design speed power augmentation 
with negative preswirl. 
The  free rotor concept necessitated the use of a non-mtchanicd sensor for speed qoverning and 
overspeed protection. The  unit performed fuel, power turbine noz dcs, i n k  guide vane, water 
injection, and automatic start sequencing control functions. All Upgraded Engine control functions 
were integrated into a single system incorporating an electronic controi unit (ECU) as a central 
controller. 
Control system hardware and e~gine-related components are  shown schematically in Fig. 220. 
The  ECU receives input signals from various sensors and switches to  monitor operator commands, 
engine operating status, vehicle speed, and ambient conditions. A fuel flow sensor dnd a power 
turbine nozzle (PTN) actuator po2itl.m sensor also provide feedback to the ~ c . ~ t r o l  system. The 
ECU then converts all i r ~ r - t  signals to  a voltage proportional t o  the value of the measured variable. 
These voltages are then used to compute the current requirement of sn:er?' electro-mechansal 
actuators. The  ECU supplies o r  "ri*tputs" the required current t o  actuat. .*  in ,he fuel, power 
turbine nozzle, and starting s y s t e n ~ ~ .  A detailed description of the basic r ,  , ~ t r o l  unit can be found 
in Refs 13. 14 and 15. 
Ease of operation and passenger safety were not comprc.;.; sed. Sa 'era1 fallsafe o r  "limp honle" 
modes of operat~on to limit the effect of potentidl engine or control system failure were provided. 
On-board instrumentation and dealer service diagno:tics can easily be accommodated. 
The  following discussions &scribe se,;.nc-nts of the Upgraded Engine control system: fuel control, 
sensors, I'TN control, VIGV control .-!A' automatic start sequencing. 
19.1 
Fuel Control 
The  fuel delivery system developed for the Ic . emission premixedlprebaporized cornbustor is 
shown in Figs. 221 and 222. The m o t v  driven, positive displacement fuel pump is mour~ted on the 
tank and draws through a standard screened p ~ c k  up. It is manufactured in volume production for 
fuel injection systems. Output  pressure is limite, by an internal relief valve set between 75 and 80 
psig. 
T h e  fuel passes through a 10 micron, low pressure drop ( . 5  p s ~ d  at 100 pph) kilter to  the fuel 
shut-off solenoid valve. A relay in parallel with the starter solenoid energizes both the normally 
closed shut-off valve and the fuel pump during the start sequence. Once the englne is runnirg, 
three safety switches in series keep thc fuel relay engaged only above r~rn imum fuel, oil, and 
collector pressures. T is shuts  off fuel flow in the event of fuel line ruptrrre, loss of bearing 
lubrication, o r  power turbine or  gas generator underspeed. 
Fuel then passes the torch igni!er, al!owing the torch suffic~ent time during start to  develop a 
flame before fuel reaches the main injector. A pressure atomiz~ng fuel nozzle w ~ t h  integral sc-een 
is used, delivering apnroxinlately 2 pph fuel under all engine operating conditions Air fnr the 
torch (up to 2'0 of tbial) is bled from the collector The igniter for the torch is a standard side 
electrode resistive spark plug with a gap set a t  .050". Excitation is provided by a transistorized roil 
at 130 Hz. 
Metered fuel for the main injector is accomplished b!r a pressure compensated variable flow 
control valve. See Fig. 223. The unit is vendcr supplied and adapted from aircraft and industrial 
rpplications. A fast response differential pressure r e g l a t o r  provides a consiant 20 psid for 
metering and torch nozzle atomization, and discharges excess pump flow to the tar.; return h e .  
The 0.125-inch diameter metering nozzle is pressed in line with the inlet fitting with 70 micron 
tilber and outlet fitting. Adjacent to the nozzle outlet is tne flapper. A s e a l ~ d  torque motor works 
against a torsion spring to modulate flapper displacement and fuel flow. The nominal performance 
charxterictic is linear with a range of 0 ppb a t  0 ma to 100 pph a t  300 ma. Specified tolerances are 
3 pph maximum k b  fiow a d  * 10% at  full range. E u h  unit is k n c h  checked to establish 
calibration constants programmed into d used by the ECU. 
A turbine typeekct.mnic fbwmehr at  the outkt  of the fuel metering valve supplies the ECU with 
a signal frequency p m p r t b d  to fuel flow. Temperature control during rotpr accelerations is 
achieved by precise fuel metering. The fkwmettr  hrs provided an accuratecheck of fuel metering 
valve performance a d  was a vital link in developing an alterrrate "close loop" fuel flow control 
routine. 
Four 0.032" i-d. injutor t u b e  distribute the metered fuel in the combustor premixer. To maintain 
low fuel line pmsure, pressure drop through the injector is low, approximately 4 psid at 100 pph. 
Although nc atomizing air is required in this &in. a slight compressor air b l ed  rods  the injector 
manifold. preventing fuel line v a ~ i z a t i o n  and reducing burner flash back. . 
During steady speed or  deceleration conditions. a portion of the metered fuel bleeds through a 
0.020" port in the injector, through a bked solenoid valve to drain. This added flow assists in 
cooling the injector and improves idle fuel governing. An added benefit is the overall decrease of 
system response, dtsirabk for steady state operation, once the high system gains for good 
transient response have been established. 
The normally open bled deno id  valve is energized during rotor accels, stopping flow through the 
injector Meed port. This aids in NOx control, providing a step change in combustor fuel flow from 
lean to rich. Also, acceleration temperatures are limited by direct fuel metering and optimized fuel 
schedules. During duels, the Meed remains open, purging the injutor of fuel, which otherwise 
would contribute to hydrocarbon emissions. 
A line back to the tank returns fuel from the bleed valve and metering valve regulator discharge. In 
conjunction with the fuel shut-off valve exhaust port and a set of check valves, the return line 
purges the injector. the torch nozzle, and metering valve of fuel during engine shutdown. 
Fig. 224 depicts the test cell electronic fuel control block diagram. A corrected speed reference is 
computed from a schedule. Inputs to the schedu~e are accelerator pedal position !a) for the 
driver's power requirement, power turbine (Na) underspeed proportional governor to prevent loss 
of regenerator, 01: ump, and vehicle accessory drives, and a neutralldrivS idle reference. The 
difference between the speed reference and gas generator speed (Ngg) corrected to ambient 
temperature ( I I ~ )  results in a speed error signal ( ~ N g g )  to the isochronous range governor 
which establishes a steady state fuel flow command signal (Wfd). The gas generator overspeed 
governor iimits mechanical speed to 75% in neutrallpark and 100% in drive gears. 
The fuel flow command signal is limited to a 0 pph below 10% Ngg, 100 pph above 10% Ngg, 25 
pph above 100% Na, and to a startlaccel temperature limiting schedule, a function of ~ ~ ~ l l @  An 
additional 12 pyh increment of fuel is allowed for cold atarts. 
Fuel metering valve calibration constants are then applied to the limited fuel flow command signal 
to yield an overall 15 pphlvolt static system sensitivity. The signal is then directed to the analog 
output. This output, a current driver having a linear outputlinput characteristic of 50 ma'per volt, 
drives the fuel metering valve toque  motor. 
The gas gecrrator speed (Ngg) sensor is mounted in the compressor cover. Gas generators with 
steel inducers are fitted with a small magnetic pickup assembly generating a 2 to 6 volt peak to 
peak waveform with .015" clearance to the inducer tip. An auxiliary prorimity sensing system 
requiring a separate power supply has been a?-nted for test cell use with at, iuminum impellers. 
The power turbine speed (Na) scndor is idt : t i 4  a,  co the Ngg sensor. It is mounted on the reduction 
gear cover, excited by a 60-tooth accessory dm e pulley sheave. 
Chromel-Alumel exposed junct~on thermocouples are used for sensing turbine tnlet (T,) and 
turbine outlet (T,) temperature. This scheme requires signal conditioning with cold junction 
compensation. Thermocoup!c life a t  station T, is generally less than 100 hours. Thermocouples 
a n  thus a n  undesirable candidate for automotive pmduction applications but have provided the  
accuracy and fast response required for control system Lvtlopment. 
Ambient temperature sen- (T,) generates the correction factor 1 M f o r  computing comcted  
gas generator speed utilized in the range governor and the  start-acceleration fuel schedule. It is 
also used for a partial correction on turbine outlet temperature. A nickel iron temperature 
sensitive mis tance  wire sensor is mounted in t h e  air  filter housing t o  supply the ECU with a n  
inlet air temperature signal. 
Two sensors a n  involved in monitoring c o n t d  subsystems. A fuel flow transducer with integral 
photo-ekctronics produces a linear frequency ou t ru t  a s  a function of fuel flow (W ) It is primarily 
used a s  a diagnostic tool but has been a control clement in a n  optional c l o d  Imp &el flow control 
for improved rotor response. The  power turbine nozzk actuator design dictates ECU knowledge 
of trim piston position (8). A iow cost conductive plastic linear resistance potentiometer has been 
proven in service. 
.4 t..~nsmission governor pressure switch signals the ECU to  disable the PTN actuator braking a t  
low car speeds t c  prevent power turbine stall. 
Driver controls consist of a n  accelerator pedal position ( a )  rotary cermet resistance potentiometer 
and production transmission neutral safety and ignition switches. 
19.3 
Power Turbine 
Nozzle Control 
All of the  above sensors are  ECU inputs. Independent control elements activate heaterlair 
conditioner, fuel supply. and charging systems by oil, fuel. and compressor discharge pressure 
switches, and field & load relays. Transmission shift pattern is mechanically controlled from the 
acceierator pedal. Shift quality is modulated hydro-pneumatically by compressor discharge 
pressure regulat~ng transmission line pressure. 
Inordinate fabrication and assembly difficulties, unacceptable response time, and instability 
experienced with the original design power turbine nozzle actuator warranted a reevaluation of 
this concept. An intensive eftort d i ~  not result in satisfactory actuator operation. A new modular 
design concept was initiated and i j  described here. 
8 
The  actuator is comprised of an inner and outer piston which can be locked hydraulically in t0*e 
retracted o r  extended position. In the retracted position, Fig. 225, (inner piston locked against the 
outer piston) the actuator will modulate the power turbine nozzle vanes in the power o r  driving 
mode. When oil prcssure is directed such that it causes the inner piston t o  separate and lock in the 
extended position (referred to  as  the braking position), the actuator can be modulated in the 
braking mode, Fig. 226. Modulation is accomplished by an electromechanical device (linear 
solenoidlnull valve) which applies pressure on  a trimmer piston directly coupled t o  the innerlouter 
piston assembly. 
The signal for the linear solenoid is sourced in the electronic control unit which processes an 
engine temperature signal (thermocouple), in this instance turbine outlet temperature. A feedback 
potentiometer attached t o  the trimmer piston positions the power turbine nozzle vanes so that the 
desired (closed loop) engine cycle temperature is maintained. 
In the event of an oil pressure failtire, springs are provided t o  return the innerlouter piston t o  the 
startlfailsafe mode position (low engine cycle temperature) as  a fail-safe feature. Should a power 
loss occur in the electronic control system, the electromechanical system will also return the 
innerlouter piston assembly to the startlfailsafe mode. 
Two units were assemu~ed and successfully applied to a test cell powerplant and to a vehicle (4000 
miles of driving experience). Since additional power turbine nozzle actuators would be required for 
the progr,m, the design of the unit was revised. The modular concept was configr~red as  an 
integral unit and a feature was incorporated which hydraulically reverses the null valve logic of the 
trimmer piston such that increasing the linear solenoid voltage will increase engine cycle 
temperature in both power and braking modes. Reversing of logic v\,ihin the ECU would require 
an external switching and fail safe system which could not oe provided for without a great deal of 
complexity. 
-. Two units were prr;cured, the actruton were arwmbkd and bench tested. Their functions were 
.- 
rho rrtirfutody dwnnrtratcd in a d d  & m k .  One unit is schedukd for application to  the 
NASA transient test tngine, the 4 unit will ultimately be programmed for vchictt use. 
Note the simplified a t t d m e n t  to t k  power turbine nozzle mechanism as shown in Fig. 225. An 
adjustabk stop on the valve contded by transmission governor prrrwrr can b cdibratcd to vary 
the slew rrh and redm actuator response when shifting from the power modc to braking mode.. 
Fii. 2%. Thii procedure will reduce the excessive engine braking fed experirnrcil with the 
units. Fii. 227 shows tbc u r tmbkd  actuator ready for engine hslaikticn 
Although theMintegrd" units have only been bench tv ted  a t  the time of this writing, th& SUCCC*~, 
is assured by the experkme rmmulated with the "modular~contrpt. 
The design and fabrication of the five vendor supplied units was contracted fo t  and delivtrtd in 
1977. Slow response and external oil leakage problems warranted a developmental period 
extending th-L 1978. L e a k  problem were d i y  controlled utilizing Lot-Tite 290 sealant. 
Actuator mponse, however, could not be readily corrected due to the inflexibility of the csting, 
i.e., porting size. traverse limits of the linear solenoid. etcetera. Therefore the function of the unit 
was compromised 2s a fixed. 2 pasition device, - +M)* at idk and O* from 52% to 10096 speeds. 
An additional control requirement was that of engine runaway during shutdown. This condition is 
particulrrfy owtionable  after high speed vehicle operation. Control can be implemented by 
throttling airflow at the air inkt or at the variable power turbine nozzles. The fast response, 
twc+position actuator is configured such that the VlGV move to the throttling mode (+60°) after 
engine shutdown, thus minimizing engine runaway. The simplicity of the control logic dictates 
that the VlGV be used to perform this function. Several units were so modified and are shown 
shematically on Fig. U8. The pragram was concluded utilizing the 2-position actuator. 
19.5 A flowchart depicting start sequencing and engine safeties is shown in Figs. 229 and 230. Start fuel 
S t a S q t ~ d n g  is delivered above 10% Ngg as a function of corrected speed and Initial engine temperature. The 
md%fttit~ light-off detector allows fuel flow for a maximum of ten seconds if combustor temperature rise is 
not sensed. A twenty-five second timer limits starter engagement. Either condition shuts off the 
fuel metering valve, disengages the starter, and trips an abort timer. A re-start is not allowed for 
thirty seconds, allowing midual fuel to drain. 8 
~ o r m a l  starter cut-out occurs at 35% Ngg, after which fuel flow is modulated by the gas generator 
range governor. Overrides are provided to limit gas generator and power turbine id:e and 
maximum spee~!-. Accekration temperatures are limited by a corrected speed fuel schedule. A 
back-up safety shuts down the engine in the event of a two second over-temperature condition. A 
flame out allowing gas generator speed to fall below 32% shuts off the fuel solenoid valve. 
The power turbine nozzie subroutine tests the two T, thermocouples for open circuits and selects 
the higher of the two signals for controlling. In the event thrt  both T, sensors a n  open circuit, the 
power turbine nozzle actuator reverts to the start on failsafe position. 
A bank of indicator lamps display golno go conditions as well as sensor status. A separate safety 
circuit (not shown in Fig. 230) energizes the fuel pump and main shutoff valve above 35% Ngg. 
The circuit rquires minimum fuel, oil, and compressor discharge pressure to maintain fuel 
delivery. 
20.3 
Endurance Cycle 
Testing 
20.4 
Fuel Economy and 
Emission Tests 
Powertrain b m b p m m t  consisted of the work required to match actual engine .ad transmission 
pnfotmmnce characteristics. to dm&p the engine control system to pcrfornr endurance testing 
and to obtain the emission and fuel ceonoary data of the kvclopcd hardware at h e  end of the 
Pmy.'". 
A production high-statl torque converter was used in the program vehicles and was modified to 
lock up in the 1-2 upshift. Transmission shift quality was . c h i  after the usual experimental 
valve body work r e q u i d  to match the transmisrion~o the engine. C m p  torque was found to be 
commcmaUy mcptrbk; r vehick speed of only 16 mph in 3rd gear was achieved with the power 
availabk at idle speed. 
Cantrd  development centered around the power turbine nozzk actuator, nozzk angle scheduling 
a d  fuel flow scheduling. After normal dewlopment, the modular nozzle actuator, discussed in 
Section 19. performed satisfactorily. This actuator accumulated 226 hours and 4078 miles of 
troubk-free operation. 
Two nozzle rngk  mutines were waluated in a vehiile with the aid of a keyboard programmer. In 
one routine, the nozzle position was scheduled with gas generator speed at steady state, with an 
additional 4O opening at each speed during acceleration. In the other routine, nozzle position was 
determined by a xhcduk of power turbine exit temperature with gas generator speed by means of 
closed loop logic. During acceleration. the nozzles are opened an additional 4" from steady-state 
values. The latter was the selected routine used at the end of the program. 
A dual fuel schedule was needed to start the engine. A single scheduk was too kan for &-engine 
starts at engine temperaturn kss  than 50 F and too rich for engine temperatures greater than 700 
F. Cold light-off capability with the dual schedule was improved down to 30 F. with the droplet 
diffusion combustor. Successful ambient temperature (=70 F) starts were achieved with both the 
droplet diffusion and LPP combustors. 
The endurance cycle included both freeway and city traffic driving under actual road conditions. 
This testing was combined with transmission shift quality evaluations and nozzle actuator 
response tests. 
The endurance cycle specifications are given below: 
Number of Starts: 10 
Distance: 119 km (74 miles) 
Driving Time: 140 minutes 
Total Time: 2m minutes 
Average Speed: 51 kmlhr (32 mph) 
Fuel consumption characteristic tests for both cdd '75, hot '74, and FEC were conducted on chassis 
rolls for an inertia weight of 3500 pounds. Fuel consumed (gasdine) was weighed directly. The 
best combined economy was 15 mpg with gasoline. The test results of November 9,1978 (without 
engine brakingi were used for this calculation. See Table 25. Steady-state fuel economies (chassis 
rolls) for 1'-hicle U-2 yielded the following results: 
Economy 
MPG 
Gasoline (3900 A) 
Details are shown on Table 25. Steady-state emission tests for both the droplet-diffusion and 
premixed, prevaporized combustors are tabulated on Table 26. 
The intended gas -tor response time was 1.1 seconds. Fii. 231 shows the intended m p o n w  
c u m  of the Upgraded Engine, the response c u m  from &ta taken on a Baseline Engine, and the 
actual mponrc c u m  from data taken on m Upgraded Engine. The actual mponse  time for the 
Upyadtd Engine is approximately twice the value of the intended acceleration time. The 
measured p d r r  moment of inertia d the aas generator shaft is 0.01331 in-lb-sec*; a value of 
0.0117 in-lb-rcc~ was the design intent. Since the actual value is only 14 percent higher than 
intended dcuhtions were performed to investigate if the miss in m p o n s t  time was due to failure 
to meet goal power and possibly due to d i f f t n n m  in xctkration power as a percentage of design 
speed output power. 
The change in m p o n s t  time due to change in engine output power was obtained from Equation 7 
in Appendix B by scaling the value of the &ration powel. The output power from PP 10-14M 
was 87.38 HP, and the average ~ c c k r a t i o n  power was It.% HP, or 14.8% of the maximum output 
powtr. If the goal power of 101 Hp had been achieved, and if the same percentage is used for 
accckration power, the value of mckration powtr would k 15-42 HP. The m p o n w  time would 
reduce from 1.82 seconds to 1.53 seconds (1996 change). The calculated acceleration powtr for the 
Baseline Engine was 17.796 af its output power. If the Upgraded Engine had the same percentage, 
the rrrponst time would reduce from 1.53 seconds to 1.28 seconds (19%change). Thus, even if the 
p l  value of pdr r  moment of inertia had been achieved, the mpons t  time of the Upgraded 
Engine would k 19% longer because design p o m r  was missed and another 19% longer because 
the accekration power is a lower pemntage of output power. 
The lack of power is due to the difference in turbine efficiency between values deduced from 
engine data and the goal v a l w .  At 80% speed, for instance, the ratio ot the product of the 
compressor and turbine efficiencies, using deduced values from engine data and the goal values, 
accounts for 15 of the 19 percentage points. Time did not permit investigating the reason for the 
lower value of acceleration power as a percentage of output power. 
20.6 The program ended with seven engines, whose disposition at the end of the program is shown on 
E m  Status d Table 27. The definition of a retrofit engine includes: replacement of the original compressor- 
Retrofit S&dde turbine with the Mod 3 design, installation of a droplet diffusion combustor, and replacement of 
the power turbine with o m  of the foUowing configurations: 
Mod 1 - Noel Penny design power turbine, Fig. 232 e 
Mod 2 - Original power turbine with the blade trailing edges closed 11° and modified power 
turbine exhaust diffuser, Fig. 233. 
a1.0 The find swine performance with dl ntro-f i t td  r3mponents showed a value of 91 HP at des*n 
~ U S I o N  speed in contrut  to  the W i n  value of 104 P?. Thc design-s ,d  SFC was 0.53 versus the goal of 
0.44. During the program the Wnd gods were revised as a m u l t  of a re-assessment of the 
component efficiencies to values that were thought to be more likely in turbomachinery of this 
rite. This resulted in revised design-point ~ d s  of 95.6 HP at an SFC of 0.49. Detailed cumination 
of final e n ~ i n e  data indicated that even the revised turbine efficiency 8-1s could not k met in this 
size. Full evaluation would take place on component rig tests at NASA-Lewis. 
Cyck analysis showed that, at low speeds, most of the SFC deficit came from heat loss. At 60% 
speed at constant power, for example, 73% of the SFC deficit was due to heat loss. Of this hgure, 
56% was attributed to hck of heat recovery due to bulkhead-cdng heat loss the m t  could be 
attributed to a miss i t  regenerator effectiveness of 2 points. 
Vehicular fuel consumption tests for both cold '75, hot '74, and FEC w e n  conducted on chassis 
rolis for an inertia weight of 3500 pounds. Fuel consumed (gardine) was weighed directly. The 
best combined cycle fuel economy was 15 mpg. The Baseline Engine achieved 8 mpg (gasoline) 
with a 4500-lb vehicle. For this same weight, the Upgraded Engine fuel economy calculates to be 
11.7 mpg. Even though the goal of 18.3 mpg was not achieved with the Upgraded Engine, there 
was an improvement in fuel economy of 46% over the Baseline Engine, for comparable vehicle 
inertia might. 
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TABLE 1 
UpCrwkaEnaine Cemrrt 
Dcrctiptb 
Type: Regenerative gas turbine 
'Rated Output: Power - 9&W (123 hp) @ 3280 rpm output shaft speed 
Torque - 460 N.m (355 Ib-ft) @ zero output shaft speed 
Augmentation: Variable inlet guide vanes and water injection 
Weight: 180 kg (400 Ibr) 
Engine Configuration: F m  rotor, designed for compact vehicle installation 
Maximum gas generator acceleration, idle-to-full speed: 1.1 su. 
Fuels: Unleaded gasdine, diesel fuel, kerosene, JP-4, etc. 
Comp~xIenh 
Compressor: Backward Curved Centrifugal with variable inlet guide vanes 
Compressor Turbine: Axial 
Power Turbine: Axial, variable geometry stator 
. i 
t Regenerator: One rotating ceramic disc 
Burner: Fixed Geometry 
Design Point Characteristics 
Maximum gas generator shaft speed: 58,500 rpm 
Maximum Power Turbine Speed: 70,000 rpm 
Maximum out2ut speed (after reduction gears): 4,700 rpm 
Maximum Regenerator Speed: 31 rpm 
Compressor Pressure Ratio: 0.61 kglc (1.34 Ibls) design 
0.69 kgls (1.52 ibls) augmented 
Compressor Turbine Inlet Temperature: 1052°C (1925°F) design 
Power Turbine Outlet Temperature: 748°C (1378°F) 
'Ambient Conditions: Temperature 29°C (85°F) 
Pressure 1.013 bar (14.696 psia) 
Table 1 
TABLE a ao.r%, 1.013 bu 6 1  Units) 
i Gas Cknerator Speed, RPM 29 2SO 35 100 40'950 46 800 52 6SO 55 575 58 500 
FRACTION 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 0.95 1.0 
Pow& Turbine Speed, RPM 26000 34600 40600 44500 SOOOO 52000 SOOOO 
": 
Compressor Pressure Ratio 1.498 1.788 2.177 2.700 3.383 3.770 4.185 
Component Efficiency 
Compressor, 1-2' 
. Compressor Turb;. . ,5-6 
Power Turbine, 6-8 
Burner 
Regenerator 
Parasitic Loss, kW 
Gas Generator 
Power Turbine 
Output Power, kW Net 
Fuel Flow. kglh Diesel 
Specific Fuel Consumption, glw-h 
Gas Flow, kgls 
Station 1 
3 
4 
5 
6 
8 
9 
Pressure, kPa 
Station 1 
2=3 
4 
5 
6 
8 
9 
Temperature, "C 
Station 1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7.5 
8 
9 
z 
ri- b: 'Numerics reter to station notation 
. $ 
. e. 
t 
f 
r' 
$ Table ZA 
-ll.TrruP.r-,---,.. -.I' ' - - - - - .. . 
TABLE U (cont.) 29.4°C, 1.013 bar (S1 Units) 
U w d d  Engine Flow Leaks, kg/kg Compressor 
Characteristics Air Flow 
Station i to j 
ij = 20 
25 
34 
36 
38 
39 
46 
48 
68 
Heat Leaks, Jlkg Compressor 
Air Flow 
i j  = 30 
40 
43 
50 
60 
63 
80 
83 
TABLE 2B 8S°F, 14.696 PSIA (Edirh Units) 
- - - - - - -- - - -  - - - 
u y  b g h ~  Gu h e r a t o r  Speed, RPM 29,250 35,100 4Q.950 46,800 52,650 55,575 58,500 c UICtwiutfon FRAC IYON 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 0.95 1.0 
Power T urbim Speed, RPM 26,000 34,000 40,600 44,500 50,000 52,000 50,000 
Compressor Pressure Ratio 1.498 1.788 2.177 2.700 3.383 3.770 4.185 
Component Efficiency 
Compressor, 1-2' .769 .784 .798 .804 .804 .797 .795 
Compmwr Turbine, 5-6 ,832 .836 .841 .843 .846 .847 346 
Power Turbine, 6-8 .719 .719 .741 .755 .764 .76a .762 
Burner .998 .998 .999 .999 .999 .999 .999 
Regenerator .957 .948 .939 .928 .916 .911 .905 
Parasitic Loss, HP 
Gas Generator 
Power Turbine 
Output Power, HP Net 6.53 14.33 27.77 48.60 76.04 90.50 104.34 
Fuel Flow, LblHr Diesel 5.49 9.05 14.44 22.49 33.43 39.72 46.33 
Specific Fuel Consumption, LblHgHr .842 .631 .520 .463 .440 .439 .444 
Gas Flow, LblSec 
Station 1 
3 
4 
5 
6 
8 
9 
Pressure, PSIA 
Station 1 
2=3 
4 
5 
6 
8 
9 
Temperature, "F ' 
Station 1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7.5 
8 
9 
- - -- - - 
'Numerics refer to station notation 
Table 2B 
TABLE 2B (cont,) 8SeF, 14.696 PSI4 (English Units) 
' U rckd Engine Flow Leaks, lbllb Compressor 
~Eacteristica Air Flow 
Station i to j 
ij = 20 .00242 .00251 .00257 .00266 .00280 .00285 .00286 
L 25 .00431 .00360 .00308 .00270 do242 .00230 .00218 
34 .00251 .00220 .00199 .00170 .00152 .00143 .00135 
Heat Leaks, BTUILB. Compressor 
Air Flow 
ij = 30 
40 
43 
50 
60 
63 
80 
83 
s Table 28 (cont.) 
TABLE 3 
E W  
Churcterizrtion 
schcmrtk 
Station Notation 
Intake & 
Upgraded Engine 
Heat Leaks Compressor 
'r' Flow Leaks 
I Regenerator 1 
Exhaust Pipe Q 
Table 3 
1 
TABLE 4 Turbine 
Inlet Compressor Compressor Output  
Engine VIGV t e m p r r a t u n ,  Presmre Air How, Power, 
Characteristics Angb Fa Ratio W hp 
at Maximum Gas 
Generator speed Design Point* 0° 1925 4.18 1.335 104. 
Power Augmentatio.~ 
VlGV Only -30' 1925 4.55 1.450 113. 
VIGV & Water Injection -30" 1925 4.94 1.521 123. 
'Ambient Conditions: 85F dry bulb, 51F wet bulb 
14.696 psia 
TABLE 5 Abs. Air Ang., b e g  53.1 52.2 50.2 48.3 46.5 44.9 44.1 
Hub-t~-Tip Radius. Inches 1.750 1.801 1.898 1.989 2.073 2.152 2.190 
Variation of 
Nozzle Inlet Ab5. VeI., Fps 932.0 916.9 894.5 879.2 868.0 859.5 855.8 
Design Parameters 
Abs. Tan. Vel., Fps 745.7 724.5 667.5 656.2 629.5 b06.4 595.9 
Abs. Mach .407 .400 .390 ,383 ,378 ,374 ,373 
Mer. Vel., Fp5 55 561.9 572.4 585.0 597.6 609.1 014.2 
B 
i TABLE 6 Engine Equivalent 
Operation Condition 
t Power Turbine B Design Operating I~blet otal temperature. T', K 1154 tf3.2 1, Values Inlet total pressdre, p', NicmZ 19.55 10.13 
Mass flow, kglsec 0.590 0.624 
Spec~fic work, Ah, Jlg 
Turbine rotative speed, rpm 
Rotor blade speed (mean section). U, mlsec 
f Work factor AhxlOJ/ Um2 1.247 1.2,47 
8, 
Total-to-total p,.essure ratio, p1,lP', 1.678 1.712 
Total efficiency 
Static efficiency 
a 
r.. +.+ T a b l a  4,s and 6 
TABLE 7 IWB %upkc (1UlcLlad From B l d n )  C. L a d ,  Much 1)76 
M W  m u -  Ct-1 
Ropcrtkrd 
MM 002 1w H*. 1000 k. 
T~huc 'c ("n  W8 0 kP8 (hi) 
TABLE 6 Coarpmrnt d Drrctqtion 
(;rr centlatar S u p p o r t - c a s ~ h x  
c~~ Material: Aluminum ca,!:. , 
spdiiutionr Pilot Ring of steel pinned to S u p p r t  a r d  mach iad concentric. 
Circular pilot wi th ensine housing. 
lnterna assages lo r  oil, air and oi l  drain. 
Mounts *?rate turbine wheel air bearing carrier and compressor 
o i l  bearing camer. 
M f f w r  - c o . ~ p m r w  
Material: Aluminum 
1nteg;rl machined vanes 
Pibts into cover 
cover-C8sGenerator 
Aluminum Casting 
Intermittent piht with Support 
Cdlects compressor ou tk t  air and routes it into t h m  integral lobes which 
discharge into englne housing. 
Provides mount for VlGVs and air intake housins. 
Air  Beariug Carrier 
Mateh i :  Cast Iron 
Pilot: Long "finger" t o  cope w i th  thermal gradients. 
Alternate: Provision for oi l  bearing. 
Sub-C3mponents: Bearing assembly. 
Graphite seal aswmb;ies. 
Tables 7 urd 8 
TABLE 9 nSw Acturtbn Piston Vaae Toque Per 
Vane ~~~ Motion,aua Piston Force, mar 
VlGV Control -@a From Ref. From Ref. (1 V-1 
TABLE lo Rc~. (1) Oil Oil 
Net Oil Min. Oil Power Temp Inlet 
POW- Turbine P1W Thnast Flow Oil Film Film Loss Incr. Temp 
Thrust Eearing Definition RPM Ngg %I Lbs CPM Micro In Ratio HP O F  O F  
Performance 
"ak 70060 100% 83 .78 1020 1.55 .63 10 275 
sped (2) +VIGV+H,O .73 938 1.70 .56 8 300 
102 52500 100% 576 .25 358 2.60 .95 41 275 
Uphitt +VIGV+H,O .22 315 2.85 .85 40 300 
Peak 46150 10096 190 .33 590 2.00 .47 16 273 
P w e r  .30 530 2.10 .42 15 300 
Road 1 cud 39000 68% 66 .00 878 1.65 .25 ? 275 
Point .35 799 1.70 .21 6 300 
Peak 27500 10096 344 .12 332 2.75 .30 24 275 
Sta!! .I1 293 2.95 .25 23 300 
Rapid 19000 90% 250 . l o  319 2.80 .15 17 275 
Accell .08 283 3.05 .I2 17 300 
Thrust Runner 
OD = 1.43 In .  
ID = 1.00 In. 
hm ,, No. o f  Pads = t. 
011 f i lm ratti? - h,,,., Ramp Siop=.00(?7710015 Inlln 
Ramp Depth=.ooo~!.0~.8 In 
(1 i Required oi l  f low t o  fo rm the E I  .D action (varies + I  2% with t l w  rar,ip slope: 
(2) Power losses double i f  the o;i :'low decreased *o .so GPFA 
Note: Analysis assume effective are* 80% and parallel surfaces. 
Tables 9 and 10 
. . . . . -  . . . . - . , . . . - . . -. . . , ..-,.xa ..... , 
TA&E 11 Face No. ?Itch tmm. 
Mu. WUrh d DIL An#le 
6ud No. - APM MiWd la. Teed8 In. De& Lmtka 
Spr#k+t- 
A PowerTurbine 70,000 SAE 6150 1.1 28 1.0 20 P.T. 
Pinion Steel Reduction 
B Intermediite 12,405 SAE 6150 1.0 1% 5.65 20 P.T. 
Gear Steel Reduction 
C lntermediite 12,405 SAE 6150 1.2 72 2S9 20 P.T. 
Pinion Steel Reduction 
D EngineOutput 4,701 SAE6150 1.1 190 6 .  20 P.T. 
Gear Stcd Reduction 
E Auxiliary Drive 4,701 Nodular 0.8 66 4.12 30 Auxiliary 
Pinion Iron Drive 
F Auxi l i ry  Drive 3,978 SAE 1010 0.7 75 4.88 30 Auxiliary 
G a r  Steel Drive 
G Worm 3,978 SAE 8620 1.75 6 .84 20 Accessory 
Steel Dri\.r 
H WonnGear 265 Manganese .62 90 3.99 20 Accessory 
Bronze Drive 
I Regenerator 265 SAE 1046 1.0 38 2.71 20 .4rccessory 
Pinion Steel Drive 
J Regenerator 32 Gray Cast .62 315 22.50 20 Regenerator 
G a r  Iron 
K V.P.T.N. Sector -- Stainless .3 20 1.1 20 Interstage 
Gear Steel 
L V.P.T.N. Ring - -- Graycast .6 150 8.2 20 Interstage 
Gear Iron 
M Driver Sprocket 12,405 SAE I141 .5 21 2.4 -- P.T. 
Steel Reduction 
N Driven Sprocket 5.210 S4E 1045 .5 50 60 -- Ancillary 
Steel Drive 
0 Starter Pinion 6,825 SAE 8640 98 16 .44 20 Accessory 
Steel Drive 
P Starter l d k r  4.748 Sintered .70 23 .64 20 Accessory 
Gear Bronze Drive 
Q Starter Gear 1,285 SAE 8640 .83 85 2.36 20 Accessory 
Steel Drive 
TABLE 12 W I d c n t i f .  
G a l  48.60 100.0 
TABLE 13 Design 
Characterization Engine Build 10-l4M 
Engine Component 
Characteristics Gas Generator Speed, Design 0.5 0.8 1.0 0.5 0.8 1 .O 
Speed Fraction 
Output Power, hp 6.53 48.60 104.34 5.18 40.58 87.38 
Specific Fuel Consumption, lblhp-hr .842 .463 ,444 1.166 .559 537 
Compressor 
Air Flow, IbIsec. 
Pressure Ratio 
Efficiency 
Compressor-Turbine Efficiency 332 .813 .846 .74" ,800 .ST0 
Power-Turbine Efficiency .719 .755 .762 ,680 ,740 ,740 
Tabla 12 and 13 
- .  
TABLE rr LO#- miah ~ m t  
&#kdownd R@r No. 0.8 (Based oa 115th Power Model) 
btinuted 
-w Intake 0.4 
Totrl-T 0t.I 
Ufkhncy I.- Inducer-tmpdkr Cap 0.8 
-- 
4 R b  Totab 1.2 (Without Reynolds No. Loss) 
c-P=- 
ctmfigMt&m~ 2.0 (With Reyndds No. Loss) 
TABLE 1s 
comeuisonof 
c- 
Efficiency With 
Or%inrld Gas Generator 
Increased Spnd% 
Collector Vdumes 
50 
60 
70 
80 
90 
Original Cdlector 
Configuration 
Enlarged Colkctor 
Configuration 
- -  -- 
PP3-I AH 
Runs 337-340 
TABLE 16 
: t 
' F 
: 1. comparioon of c-pmu# 
Efficiency With 
- 
F 
and Without 
. j; Deflectors in 
6 collcct~r 
Efficiency 
Original Collector 
Configuration 
M u t o t s  
Installed at Lobes 
PP 2-3H 
Runs 62-69 
PP 2-X; 
Runs W-59 
Tabla 14.15 and 16 =, -$ z 
TAB#,€ 17 1st Row [NACA 65-(?8)06] 
Dowirl Vane lnkt  Air Angle, Degmr 60.6 
Doign Parameters Exit Air Angle, Degrees 24.6 
c Inlet Mach Number 0.34 
a ,  
Diffusion Factor 0.65 
Widity 1.67 
Aspect Ratio 0.16 
lnlet Air Angle, Degrees 
Exit Air Angle, Degrees 
lnkt  Mach Number 
Exit Mach Number 
Diffusion Factor 
Sdidity 
Aspect Ratio 
N.B.: Velociticr computed with assumed blockage of 21% 
TABLE 18 Engine PP 2-3, Run 41 
uplplad- 
Compressor- 
Ttublnt Pamntter 
Comparhns at 
mspccd 
#S ' 6  6 6 b 6 (Mean n i p )  (Tip) 
(BTU Rdius) 
LEI (PSIA) (PSIA) (PSIA) (PSIA) 
- 
O f f - w i n  Estimate 13.99 1.601 23.99 21.46 25.39 38.37' 0.843 
Test Data 15.625 1.762 21.41 18.66 21.80 3?.75 0.791 
(Mean (Mean 
Radius) Radius) 
Computer Match on 15.590 1.782 21.18 18.67 22.10 37.75 a.775 
pS6, 2~10~ 
5 - Nozzle Inlet S - Static 
55 - Rotor Inlet T - f otal 
6 - Rotor Exit 
TABLE 19 
Compressor- 
Turbine Efficiency Type of Cakulation 
Estimates at 60% - 
Spnd with Radial Equilibrium Calculation 
Original Rotor 
and 3 Nozzle Mean-Radius Total Pressure 
Configurations 
PP 2-3, Run No. 
Nozzle Configuration 
Mod I 
Original Mod l (Repcat) Mod 2 
7 - 
0.763 (1.754 0.760 
- - - 
Tabla  17, ld  and 19 
TABLE 20 
hdbrtOO%Spccd 
Power Plant 
Run Number 
Comp. Turb. Config. 
Horse Power 
BSFC, LbslHP-HX 
Sta. 2-5 Leakage, % 
Comp. Flow, LbdScc. 
Comp.lCT Pr. Ratios 
W S p t  
Plastir VIGV, 18/18 IMP., 28- c b n .  diff. with 49% incr. exit area. 
singk-row desrvirl vanes. 
Original design with loo t i p k n d  and enlrrg -d exhaust diffuser. 
Modified regenerator cover, air pump on power turbine accessories. 
PP 3-9Y 
251 
Mod 2 Nozzk, 0.8 scak rotor 
31.70 (34.65) 
0.705 (0.674) 
2.06 
0.911 
2.65711.686 
0.78710.575 
Air Injection Test ~ l t r  
Run Number 267 
Air inj., Lk.lHR 400 
HP 41.97 (46.17) 
BSFC, LbslHP-HR 0.568 (0.541) 
Leakage, % -13.82 
Comp. Flow, Lbslsec. 0.816 
Comp.lCT Pr. Ratios 2.76611 585 
I)rth)pt 0.78310.556 
PP 10-12B 
15 
Mod 3 Design, 1.012 size nozzle 
36.04 (38.94) 
0.611 (0.588) 
3.41 
0.911 
2.64811.682 
0.77910.664 
TABLE 21 
C o ~ c o n o f  
Durt Rccovtrkr 
with Rogam 
Gods 
Nozzle Position 
CDLgm) 
28 
' -7  Cp Exhaust 
i ters tage Diffuser 
-- 
. > .39 
Goal 32 .58 .47 
- i  
% 
: 5. 
.. - 
, I 
r $ 
. e 
I .  
Tables 20 and 21 
. i 
TABLE a Design Mus Averaged Pitch Unc Data 
Up ,dd WIX Gasifier speed 
Power Turbine 
Mass Flow 
Temperature 
Pmsure  
Meridional Velocity ftls 148 
mls 45.1 
Swirl Angle o -34.0 
Expansion Ratio 1.15 
Power Turbine Aerodynamic Cocffuients at Design Point 
Stage Loading (Mean) 
Flow Coefficient (Mean) 
Specific Work (Mean) 
Reaction At Rotor 
AT Stage 
Hub 
Mean 
Tip 
Absolute Gas Angle Stator Out 
Rotor Out 
Blade Speed 
Outlet Abs. Velocity Head 
(Mean) mls 346.1 
Throat Reynolds Numhr 
(Hydraulic Mean Dia.) 
(Mean) Stator 18,240 
Rotor 13,100 
-- 
Table 22 
TABLE 23 NolrJL Rotor 
uplpdedm Scctba Unitr Symbd Hub Mcsn Tip Hub Mean Tip 
PomrTirrbinc -------- 
Bld insm Scaion Rdim m t .W .0721 .0834 .0608 .072l .0834 
No. of VumlBlades n 33 47 
BLdc Pitch m s .OM6 .0197 .02S .00813 .009645 .0111 
Blade chord m c .0193 .OU9 .0265 .0113 .0121 .0146 
Maximum T h & m  m t .00332 00394 .W56  ,00343 .00288 .00068 
SIC .859 .859 .859 .72 .800 .76 
tk  .I72 .I72 .I72 .304 .238 .0466 
, Leading Edge R d u s  m .000691 .M0800 .000902 .000' .0005 .COO19 
Trailing Edge Ridius m .000116 .0001?1 .000151 .00023 .00023 .00023 
Trailing Edge 
t Thickness m te .000232 .000268 .000302 .00046 .00046 ,00046 tels .0140 .0136 .0133 .0407 . O W  .0315 
I E Throat Opening m CJt DO527 .00625 .00723 .00307 .00322 .00357 
' t As* Ratio 
f (Blade Height) hlOt 3.76 7.00 L.E. Included Angle o 60 60 60 62 72 19 E T.E. Included A..gk o 8 8 8 11.5 10.5 1.0 I n k  Angle o -12 -10 < I  HublTip Ratio .729 .865 1.00 .729 .86S 1.00 
I f Blade Back Turning o 5.6 5.0 5.0 16.5 18.5 13.0 
-- 2 Blade Back Radius m e .0650 .0768 .0888 .022 .0260 .060 
r t  sle .256s .2565 .ZSS .369 .41s .IBS 
- i Axial Chord m 
5 
Cax .00832 .00987 .0114 DO973 .00920 ,00797 
a { 
5 
1 t 
E- 
f g TABLr U (Raw-Not Corrected For Inlet) 
5 
i 
i U P W d  W n e  m AP 
I Emisdons -,% 
. ? 
- .% 
%NlB "=6 CO NOx P 
- - - - t 50 0.8 202 4.2 3.2 
B 
60 0.3 31 3.5 3.2 
70 0.2 12 3.0 3.15 
' P 80 0.2 12 2.8 3.1 
Inlet 
Conditions 
$? 
p 
<. 
Tables 23 and 24 
___ --". _.-,--~_. ._-. . _ . .- . * . _ _  . . . . - -  " . , . ..-..- 
. 
TABLE 28 V&ck Ua-Teat Inertia-3500 Ibr. 11.2 Hp (No Air Conditioniry) - Fucl: Gasoline 
Summuy 
Fud Economy 
Date Test Schedule 
Comp. Fuel 
Inlet Lbr. Cycle 
Test Cycle T. (3900A) Mpe. 
- 
-- 
10127178 Heater Disconnected Hot 7.1 (1371 See.) 87 3.95 11 .80 
Tires F78 x 14 Bias 
Belted (G.Y.) 
10127178 Heater Diuonncrtcd FEC 
T i n s  F78 x 14 BUS 
Belted (G.Y .) 
10131/78 VlCV Reprogrammed to Hot 74 86 3.. . . ?.9S 
Pedal Position 
(+60° Closed Throttle) 
10/31/78 VlGV Reprogrammed to Hot 74 89 - 9 -  -,. I  r 12.43 
Pedal Posttion 
(+60° Closed Throttle) 
10131178 Same as Above-Change Hot 74 89 3.70 12.61 
Driver 
11101178 By-Pass Blow-By to Cold 75 67 Initially 
Atmosphere At 505 Sec. 79 2.45 9.13 
At 1371 Sec. 89 4.70 9.92 
At 505 Sec. Hot 84 1.65 12.43 
11/01/78 By-Pass Blow-By to FEC 
Atmosphere 
11102178 By-Pass Blow-By to Cold 75 64 
Atmosphere At 505 Sec. 78 2.4 9.32 
At 1371 Sec. 77 4.6 10.13 
At 505 Set. Hot 79 1.6 13.56 
11/02/78 Increase T, Ref. for Hot 74 89 Initially 
Part Throttle At 505 Sec. 84 1.55 14.43 
Operation At 1371 Sec. 84 3.55 13.13 
11/02/78 Reset T, Ref. Back to Hot 74 
Orig~nal Setting At 505 Sec. 
At 1371 Sec. 
11/08/78 Increased Braking Hot 74 
Stroke At 505 Sec. 
At 1371 Sec. 
At 505 Sec. 
At 1371 Sec. 
11/08/78 Change Tires-FR 78/14 Hot 74 
At 505 Sec. 
At 1371 Sec. 
i 
FEC 83 3.07 20.73 
Hot 74 
At 1371 Sec. 83 3.60 12.95 
3 
t - L' & Table 25 
~ ... ". . .-- . - -  . - . ----_- * .- < _  _.-, /&. _, , _._ 
(I 
TABLE 28 (cont.) Vehklc Ua-Test Inertia-350u Ibr. 11.2 lip (No Air Condltionin3 - Fuel: Cardine 
srunmu~ Comp. Fuel 
Fuel Economy Inlet Lln. Cycle 
Date Test Schedule Tmt Cycle T. (3900A) Mpg. 
- -- 
11/09/78 Re-install Original Hot 74 
Tires F7U114 At 505 Su. 79 1.55 14.03 
At 1371 Su. 92 3.60 12.95 
FEC 91 3.00 21.21 
11/10/78 Active Braking Back In Hot 74 
ViGV's Lock at 0° At 505 Sec. 79 1.60 13.60 
At 1371 Sec. ' 83 3.65 12.77 
Eliminate Braking Hot 74 
This data used to At 505 Sec. 92 1.45 15.00 
compute combm4d fuel At 1371 Sec. 94 3.55 13.13 
economy 
FEC 83 2.95 21.57 
Hot 74 
At 505 Sec. 83 1.50 14.50 
At 1371 Sec. . - 3.60 12.95 
FEC 84 3.05 20.87 
11110176 VIGV's Active- Hot 74 
Reshimmed for At 505 Sec. 91 1.60 13.60 
+SO0 at Closed Throttle, At 1371 Sec. -- 3.63 12.84 
-lo0 at Open Throttle 
By-Pass Filters Remove Hot 74 
Covers At 505 Sec. 97 1.55 14.03 
At 1371 Sec. - 3.65 12.77 
FEC 92 3.00 21.21 
-- - - - - - 
NOTE: Rear Axle Ratio 2.94 Hi-stall Lock-Up Converter 
. . 
P- i k & T*le 25 (cont.) 
8 TABLE 26 Rc-WRr-VlpoJJudC&tw Dropiet-Diffusion Combustor 
Sttady State TI T % HC NOx CO C u  CO .NOx HC % T, T, 
Chsds l&IIs 'F "F Speed Ppm Ppn Ppm Speed Ppm Ppm Ppm Speed OF O F  
Emidon ------------- 
vchitk u-2 76 - 45 2.5 2.0 166 Idh - - - - - - - 
FucUClr~lh~ Park 
76 - 50 4.5 1.0 170 idle 3:. 13 4.5 50 1288 86 
Drive 
78 1350 54.8 16.0 Indi- 283 20 20 14 4.5 54 1361 84 
cation 
TABLE 27 Exlgim No. Retrofit I.E. Power Turb. MOD Status 
i -- - 
,I Engine Status and 1 R1 1 Chrysltr Test Cell 
f 
r' 
Retrofit Schedule 
2 R4 2 Vehicle U 1 a 
2 NASA Test Cell 
Orig. NASA Tejt Cell 
Orig. Vehicle U 3 (DisplaylDemo) 
Venicle U 2 
1 N A S A  Test Cell 
Tables 26 and 27 
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Front View 
Figure 1B 
Rear View 
Figure 1C 
Left Side View 
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Upetaded Engine 
Power . ain Vlcwr 
Figure ID 
Top View 
Alternator I AIC Cqmpressor 
Figure IE 
Upgraded Engine Installation 
-.-. -- 
Figures 1D and 1E 
Figure z 
Cross-Section of 
Up~raded Engine 
as Originally 
Figure 3A 
Upgraded Engine 
Modular Division 
of Engine Design 
Figure 38 
Upgraded Engine 
Flowpath of 
Original Compressor 
Design-taken from 
NASA TM X-71719 
All Cimensions Shown 
are Me+ric 
Axis of Rotation 
- - - 
Figure 4 
Upgraded Engine Inlet 
Design Point 
Velocity Diagrams p 4 9 . 5 0  
Impeller Velocity 
Diagrams 
v=133.1 
pl=Total Pressure 
Tl=Total Temperature 
U, V, W=Velocities in mls 
Taken From NASA TM X-71719 
U=155.6 
Hub 
Tip 
Exit Mean 
Figure 5A 
Upgraded Engine 
&.gn Point 
Velocity Diagrams 
(concl'd) 
Diffuser Velacity Diagrams 
Inlet 
Turning Duct Velocity Diagrams Mean Streamline 
Inlet 
Vesw irl Vane Velocity Diagrams Mean Streamline 
Inlet 
C', = 04.0 
p' = 12.1 h'lcm' 
TI = 492O 1( 
Exit (Inside Channel) 
Exit 
Exit 
Figure SB 
Upgraded Engine Relative Velocity, 
Compressor Rotor W, m/wc 
Blade Loadings Tip Surface Veiocities as 
Functions of Meridional Length 
300 
Suction Surface 
\ 
Taken from: 
NASA TM X-71719 
3 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 
Meridional Length, m, cm. 
Relative Velocity, 
W, mlsu 
t Mean Streamline Surface Velocities as Functions of Meridional Length 
Suction Surface 
Pressure Surface 
7 Freestream 
i'elocit 
0 1 1 I 1 I 1 I I I 1 1 1 I 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 
Meridional Length, m, cm. 
Relative Velocity, 
W, mlsec 
Hub Surface Veloc~ties as 
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\'eloc~ty 
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Figure 6 
Upsracial Engine 
Original Compressor 
Channel Diffuser 
Geometry 
\ 12.70 crn r 
Upgraded Engine 
Compressor Deswirl 
Vane Geometry 
and Aerodynamic 
Loading 
0.5 mm. 
Compressor Deswirl Vanes 
on Upgraded Engine 
Absolute Velocity, 
V, mlsec 
Deswirl Vane Mean Radius Surface Velocities 
a s  Functions of Meridional Length 
Taken from: 
NASA TM X-71719 
- 
Pressure Surface 
0 1 I I 1 I 1 I I I 
0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 
Meridiona! Length, m, I m. 
Figure 8 
Upgrded Engine 
Compressor 
Coli&or 
Confisuration 
Section A-A 
Front View with Compressor Cover Removed 
Figure 9 
Upgraded Engine 
Aerodynamic 
Analysis of 
Engine Air Intake 
System 
Vertical Distance, mm. 
/ Per Cent Mass Flow ~- 
..,.A 
Calculated Streamline Pattern for Original Upgraded Engine Intake Design 
Vertical Distance. mm. 
r Cent Mass Flow 
Line "X" Displaced 38.1 rnrn 
44  7 Ref. Radius 
-50 0 50 100 150 200 250 300 350 
Horizontal Distance from Engine Centerline, mm. 
Calculated Streamline Pattern for improved Upgraded Engine Intake Design 
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Figure 10 
Upgraded Engine 
VIGV Inlet 
Figure 11 
Upgraded Engine 
Air Inlet 
Configuration, 
Variable Inlet 
Guide Vane 
Assembly and 
Compressor 
Flowpath 
Figure 13 
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Uplprdcd Ewne ~ S U W  h t i o  
Campressor 
Performance 
Estimate 
-300 VIGV--'., 
-Design Point 
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/ 
3.0 - 
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1 .o 
4 
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+60° VlGV 50 
I 1 I I I 1 
0 20 40 60 80 100 110 
40 Design Flow 
Upgraded Engine 
Water Injection 
adovenpccd 
Compmwr 
PerfonMnct 
Estimate 
Efficiency 
~res&re Ratio 
Efficiency 
Pressure Ratio 
I I I 
1 .O 1.2 1.4 1.6 
Corrected Weight Flow, lblsec 
Figure 14 
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L O 1 0  In) 
Upgraded Engine 
Impeller Struct.ua1 
Sammuy - 
Steady State 
Inducer: 
Material - i7-4 PH Steel 
Mechanical Speed - 6126 radlsec (58,500 RPM) 
Ave. Tangential Stress - 306 MPa (44.4 KSI) 
Burst Margin - 1.59 
Burst Speed - 9739 radlsec 193,000 RPM) 
Impeller: 
Material - 2618-T61 Aluminum 
Mechanical Speed - 6126 radlsec (58.500 RPM) 
.4ve. Tangential Stress - 105.5 MPa 115.3 KSI) 
Bdrst Margin - 1.53 
Burst Speed - 9372 radlsec (89,5(?O RPM) 
Location 
'Minimum Materials 
"C 
TwI Defiections: 1 
Engine 
€ 
1 
Maximum Applied Disc Maximum Applied Blade 
Stress - MPa (KSI) Stress - MPa (K51) 
- -. - -- . 
Radial Tangential / Equivalent Min. Max. Equivalent 
! i Principal ; Principal i 
- - 
'Minimum Properties = 85% Typical Properties 
Figure 15 
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Upgraded Engine 
Views Showing 
Sectioning of 
Compressor Turbine 
for Casting 
Requirements 
A E -  Riblblade-root t h ~ c k r ~ r s s  rat io  
Figure 24 
Upgraded Engine  omp par is on of Original Blading vs. Thin Blade Revision 
Compressor-Turbine 
Rotor Blade Tip Section 
Profiles- 
Mean Section 
Hub Section 
- - - --=o ' ' r i g ~ n a l  blading.  
=Thin  Blade Revision 
Figure 25 
Upgraded Engine 
Compressor Ddve 
Turbine Flow Path 
Station 
0 
Station S t d t ~ o n  
I 2 
Dimencions In C~lr 
Taken from NASA TM X-71717 
Figure 26 
u - e  
Compreuor Turbine 
Design Velocity 
D 4 F - s  (Velacities In mls) 
Figure 27 
Upgraded Engine Hub Tip 
Com~rcssor 
furbine Nozzle 
Original Design 
Figure 28 
Upgraded Engine 
Compressor 
Turbine Nozzle 
Aerodynamic 
Loading 
Figure 29 
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compuiron of 
Uppded and 
Baseline Engines 
Compressor 
Turbine Nozzle 
Configurations 
Vane Profile Comparison Near Mean Radius 
Flow Path Comparison 
- - - =  Baselme Eng~ne 
= Upgraded Engine 
Figure 31A 
s- . g 
e- 
, -
F t  - Comparison of 
- Upgraded and 
Baseline Engines 
Compressor 
Turbine Rotor 
Configurations 
Rotor Comparison 
- Mean 
Baseline 
Figure 3 1 B 
Comparison of 
Upetaded and 
Baseline Engines 
Pocket Section 
Configurations 
Compressor 
Turbine Rotor 
Section A-A 
Enlarged View 
Baseline 
- - - -= Baseline Engine 
= Upgraded Engine 
Section A-A 
Enlarged View 
Upgraded 
Figure 31C 
Comparison of 
Upgraded and 
Baseline Engines 
Compressor 
Turbine Rotor 
Blade Spacing 
Hub 
Hub 
- - - -= Baseline Engine 
= Upgraded Engine 
Mean 
Baseline Eligine 
Mean 
Upgraded Engine 
Tip 
figure 31D 
Comparison of 
Upgraded and 
Baseline Engines 
Compressor Turbine 
Rotor Blade 
Configurations 
Mean 
Hub 
- - - -= Baseline Englne 
= Upgraded Engine 
Figure 31E 
Upgraded Engine 
Vortex Chamber 
and Turbine Inlet 
Configurations 
for Compressor 
Turbine 
Figure 32 
Upgraded Engine Corrected Work vr. Flow Speed Parameter 
Compressor Turbine 
Performance Goal AH@, 
Figure 33 
Upgraded Engine Performance Efficiency vr. Corrected Work 
Compressor- 
Turbine Efficiency 
Performance 
Estimate .90 + 
100% N (-30' VIGV) 
10090 N 
(0" VIGV) 
- - 
- - 
- - 
- - 
- - 
- - \ 
4 5 b 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 I8 19 20 21 22 . 
Corrected work,= BTUlLB 8, 
figure 34 
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Upgraded Engine Upgraded Engine Compmror Turbine Wheel Structural Analysis Summary 
Compreeror- 
Turbine Structural Mechanical Speed - 6130 RadlSrc (58,500 RPM) 
Analyris Avg. Tangential Streon - 232.00 kPa (33,600 psi) 
Burst Speed - 10,000 RadlSec (95,500 RPM) 
Burst Factor - 1.63 
Material - IN-792 + Hf 
@ Blade Root 
Radius (mm) Radius (In) 
40 - 
25 - 
20 - 
- 'Tangential 
1000 900 800 700 600 500 -50 0 50 100 150 700 750 300 350 x 10' 
Temperature - O C  Stress (kPa) 
11111 u-
1800 1400 1000 0 10 7 0  1 0  10 5 0 x 1 0 )  
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Figure 35 
Upsraded Engine 
Compressor Turbine 
Blade Vibration 
Campbell Diaaram 
Blade Frequency, kHz 
Gas Generator Speed, RPM x 10 3 
Figure 36 
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Upgraded Engine 
Power Turbine 
Flow Path 
- 
Figure 38 
Upsrded Engine 
Power Turbine 
Free-Stream 
Velocity Diagrams 
Figure 39 
. -, . .." . . 
Camparison d 
Upgraded and 
Baseline Engines 
Power Turbine 
Nozzle 
Configurations 
Vane Profile Co;r:pacison 
At Mean Vane Height 
'. \, \ 
- -- - -= Baseline Engine 
- = Upgraded Engine 
-- - - 'L - 
Flow Path Comparison 
Figure 40A 
c0mpuirar Of - - - -- = Baseline Enyne 
Upgdcd  d = Upgraded Engine 
Baseline Engines 
Power Turbine 
Rotor Configurations 
Rotor Comparison 
Baseline Upgraded 
-. 
Figure 4OB 
Comparison of 
Upgraded and 
Baseline Engines 
Power Turbine 
Rotor Blade 
Spacing 
Hub 
Hub 
-- - - -= Baselme Engine 
= Upgraded Engine 
Mean 
Baseline Engine 
Mean 
Upgraded Engine 
Tip 
Tip 
Figure 40c 
C ~ q a r i u ) n  of - - - -= Baseline Engine 
Uperaded and = Upgraded Engine 
Baseline Engines 
Power Turbine 
Rotor Blade 
Configurations 
Mean 
Hub 
Figure 40D 
Comparison of 
Upgraded and 
Baseline Engines 
Pocket Section 
Configurations 
Power Turbine 
Rotor 
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Figure 40E 
Comparison of 
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Exhaust Diffuser Flow Path Comparison 
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= Upgraded Engine 
Figure 40F 
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Figure 41 
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Velocity 
Distributions 
Design Point 
Figure 43 
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Figure 44 
Upgraded Engine 
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Velocity 
Pistributiorts 
Design Point 
Figure 45 
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Figure 46 
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Figure 47 
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Figure 48 
U p p d e d  Engine 
Power Turbine 
Blade Fatigue 
Modif i d  Goodman 
D i m  
Figure 49A 
U p g r k d m  Mechanical Speed - 7330 RadlSec (70,000 RPM) 
PimferTurbhe Avg. Tangential S t m s  - 440,000 kPa (63,700 psi) 
b ~ t t u c t O d  Burst Speed - 8,800 RdlScc (64.000 RPM) 
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Material - MM-002 
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Figure 49B 
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Configuration 
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Figure SOA 
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Finite Element 
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Section 
!Undeformed Shape) 
Figure 51 
Upgraded Engine 
Engine Housing 
Bulkhead Structural 
Analysis - Summary 
Element A 
* Y 
Elernr~ts of Maximum Stress 
- - - - - -- - 
Combined Loading Stress, kPa x (ksi) 
Figure 52 
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Figure 53 
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Engine Housing 
Model 
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Engine Housing 
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Ducts 
Figure 55 
Rear View - Engine 
Housing Model 
Figure 56 
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Figure 62 
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Dhmetral Clearance: 0.0015 in. 
Air Temperature: 600°F 
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Bearing Load (LB) 
Bearing Load vs Shaft Motion, Minimum Film Thickness, 
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(No End Leakage Correction Factors Applied) . 
Figure 63 
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-4P By Rotor (Lb) 
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Figure 64 
U p g d c d  Engine F O ~  ~ t ~ ~ m l t t d  
Cu Bearing to &=in@ Pedestal 
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Unbalance Response - R I R I ~  Oil Bearing with Squeeze 
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Unbalance Out of Phase 
Figure 65 
Rotor S p e d  
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Critical Speed vs 
Front Bearing 
Stiffness 
10' 105 
Oil Bearing Stiffness, Lblin 
20,000 iblin Air Bearing Stiffness 
20,000 lblin Support Stiffness At Oil Bearing 
Figure 66 
Upgraded Gas 
Generator 
Temperatures O F  
Steady-State - 
Rated S p d  
Air Bearing Enlargement - b - L 
Notes: Values with identifying 
All values are metal letter are soakback 
temperatures unless temperatures shown 
otherwise indicated. in figure 68. 
- -. 
Figure 67 
Upllradcd Engine Temperature, 
Estimated Ga8 Deg. F. 
Generator Soakback 1600 
Temperatures 
1400 
A=compressor turbine rim 
Brompressor turbine hub 
C=shaft under rear seal 
D-rear of bearing support 
E-air bearing cartridge (rear) 
F=air bearing journal (maximum) 
G=shaft under mid seat 
Hz-housing above mid seal 
I=housing surface at oil cavity 
]=oil in thrust bearing 
Note: letters indicate location 
as shown in figure 67 
- - 
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I I I I - 
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Time, Minutes 
Figure 68 
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Fhite Element 
Model 
216 Thick Shell Elements (16 Nodes) 
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Figure 69 
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U p p d e d  Engine 
Air Inlet 
Cross-Section 
Upended Engine 
Power Sclctior 
To Vehicle 
To Engine 
Auxiliaries 
Accessories 
Worm Cear  ail S u m p  
Figure 73 
U p g r d t d W  
Estimated 
Perf- of 
Powel Turbine 
Rear JousluS 
Be* at T - 2  
Upshift Point 
Oil Flow, 
CPM or 
Oil Film 
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Oil Type- MS4226 
Bearing Length- 0.90 in. 
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&- 
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Oil Flow 
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Figure 75 
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Figure 77 
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Figure 76 
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Estimated Gear 
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Figure 79 
Upgraded Engine Time, 
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Figure 83 
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Figure 82 
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Figure 83 
Upsradd Enpine Surface Compression 
Reduction Gears Stress, ksl 
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Figure 84 
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Figure 86 
Upgraded Engine 
Drke Schematic 
Figure 87 
Upgraded Engine 
Auxiliaries and 
Drives 
Figure 88 
Upgraded Engine 
Interstage Section 
Sector Gear - 
Ring Gear Nozzle Vane 
- 
Figure 89 
Upsradd Engine 
Variable Power 
Turbine Nozzle 
Actuator Asstmb:y 
Figure 90 
Upgraded Engine 
Regenerator 
Design 
Figure Ql 
Fltxable 
Elastometic 
Regenerator 
Mount 
Figure 92 
Upgraded Engine 
Regenerator and 
Accessory Drive- 
Rear View 
Regenerator 
- 
Ring Gear 
\ 
Figure 93 
Rqentrrtor Drive 
Gears Surface 
Tensile Stresses Friction Coef. = 113 
Baseline Engine 
12 Pitch Gears - 1972 Design 
18:l Ratio - 180 ft. Ibs. 
(245 Nm) Torque 
Wear Rate = 46 7 x 10-6 lnlHr 
9.457 In (240.2mm) Center Distance 
9.484 In (240.9mm) Center Dist-rare 
I 
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L 
Upgraded Engine 
, 14 ritch Gears - Optimus 1975 
1 8.3:l Ratio - 280 ft. Ibs. 
(381 Nm) Torque 
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12.63 In (320 mm) Center Distance 
Contact Location of Ring Gear Tooth 
Figure 94 
Upgraded Engine 
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Prevaporized 
Combustor 
-- 
Torch Chamber 
D~lution Zone 
Figure 95 
Reaction Zone 
Comparison 
Figure 96 
Upgraded Engine Horsepower 
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Uperadd Engine 
E~timated Specific 
Fuel Consumption 
- 
Figure 98 
U - W ~  Ensine 
Vehicle Imtallation 
Figure 99 
Upgraded Engine 
Complete Engine 
System 
Upgraded Engine 
Complete Engine 
System 
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Figure IOOR 
Upgraded Engine 
Expanded Top Vie 
Figure 101 
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Engine How rnp - 
View trom 1 
- - ...
Compressor E zit 
. -.-. 
Figure 102 
Upgraded Engine 
- 
engine Housing - 
View from 
Regenerator 
Figure 103 
Upgraded Engine 
Power Turbine 
Nozzle Ajsembly 
Upgraded Engine 
G& Generator 
Section 
lab Figure 105 
Upgraded Engine 
Gas Generator 
Shaft Components 
Upgraded Engine 
Engine Power 
Section 
Figure 107 
Upgraded Engine 
Power Section 
\.aft Components 
-- 
Figure 108 
Upgraded Engine 
AirlOil Pump 
Assembly 
-- 
Figure 109 
Up~raded Enaine 
 aha able In] 
Guide Vane 
Assembly 
Figure 110 
Upgraded Engine 
lntake/~tartei  
Assembly 
Figure 11 1 
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- 
Test 
Figure 113 
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Figure 114 
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Figure 115 
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TPrbiacNoule 
Cold-Flow Test 
Fdty.Schcmrtk 
Upgraded Engine 
Compressor- 
Turbine Nozzle 
Cold Flow Test 
Rig 
Figure 118 
Upgraded Engine 
Compressor 
Turbine Nozzle 
Flow Test 
Mod 3 Cast Nozzle 4096384-152 after 0.015 in. cut-back 
vortex 
schematic 
Corrected Flow, 
w a L B I S ~  view from discharge 
I \ pressure taps 
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Figure 119 
Mod 3 Nozzle 
Flow Ratio vs. 
Mean Throat 
Width at Design 
Point Corrected 
Conditions 
Flow Ratio = 
v nominal. machined, as received 
V nominal, machinrd, after cutback 
@ cast, nomlnal, as received 
cast, nominal, a t ter  c u t b ~ c k  
cast, -1 deg., as received 
Figure 120 
Minature Cobra 
Probe used in 
Nozzle Flow 
Surveys 
Survey Probe 
Location Relative 
to First Stage 
Nozzle and Vortex 
Figure 122 
First Stage 
Nozzle Static 
Pressure 
Instrumentation 
Section A-A 
.711rnrn Holes 
Spaced as Shown 
Figure 123 
.- 
Figure 124 
Rugencrat ive 
Power Turbine Rig 
Figure 125 
- - 
tlcgenentive 
Power Turbine 
Test Rig 
Instrumentation 
- -- 
Figure 126 
A-926 Regenerative 
Power Turbine 
Test Rig 
Exhaust Diffuser 
Instrumentation 
Fiqure 127 
Intcrrtage Nozzle 
Power Turbine Rig 
Flow Path Showing 
Location oi 
Probes 
Figure 12Q 
Regeneratcr Flow 
Distribution 
Fixture 
Upg~dded Engine 
Regenerator Cover 
Baffling 
Figure 131 
Basic 
Instrumentation 
Schematic 
Upgraded Engine 
Test 
Engine 
Figure 132 
Installation of 
Upgraded Engine 
in Test Cell 
Figure 133 
-- 
Engine Test Cell 
Upgraded Engine 
Station Notation 
Figure 135 
Setup for 
Calibration Check 
of Autotronic 
Series 100 Air 
Flow Transducer ( Shop Air 
Autotronic Transducer 
Nozzle 
I 
Plenum 
Tanh 
f 
figure 136 
Upgraded Engine 
Intake Airflow 
Sensor Calibration 
Corrected Nozzle Airflow, LBISec 
Corrected Sensor 
Figure 137 
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Prl & TI Location- 
Standard Position 
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%United Sensor 
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Compressor Cover 
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Thermocouples 
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Figure 138 
Ri & TI 
Circumferential 
Podt ion 
(Standard Locations) 
A-926 Engine 
Viewed from Rear 
TI - 
Short 
Annulus 
\I\ I $ Engire Install d Atitude 
-- 
Figure 139 
3.17 mm O.D. (.I251 Sheathed 
Chromel-Alumel Stock 
22 Cage Wire 
Figure 140 
Compressor 3 17mm O.D. (.I251 Inconel 
Discharge Tubirn Chamfer Inlet 
Pressure Probe of Tube 
Figpre 141 
Thermocouple 
and Pu Location 
3 Holes 
1.58 mm (.0621 
Equally Spaced 
Ax~ally Align 
with Nozzle 
Trading Edge 
at  0 . D  
edges of Holes 
to  be S h a r ~  
and Free 
of Burrs. 
Figure 142 
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Engine 
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Figure 143 
Upgraded Eng 
Compressor--1 
Nozzle Static 
Pressure T ~ p s  
Figure 145 
_.: _ - 
Upsrrdtd Engine 
Compressor Turbine 
Cobra Probe 
Location 
Min. Axial Clearance 
Root - 7.56 mm 
Mid - 7.89 mm (0.85 
Tip - 8.17 mm 
Rotor True Chord) 
Figure 146 
Automotive Gas 
Turbine Emission 
Test System 
Figure 147 
, . 
Umaded Engine 
Perfonname 
Comparisons 
- - -- -Scaled Baseline Eng~ne 
-- -- - - - --Original Upgraded Engine Goal 
- R e v i s e d  Upgraded Engine Goal 
0 Initial Performance with Design Parts; 
Engine Build j-1 AL 
-- Upgraded Engine - -- -Scaled Baseline Engine 
Performance --------- Original Upgraded Engine Goal 
Comparisons -- -Revised Upgraded Engine Goal 
Build 
Idmtif. Engine Build Configurations 
2-34 Final Diffuser Modification to Original Compressor; Original Turbine 
Configurations. 
3-9X V Splitter-Blade Version of Original Impeller with Alternate Diffuser Design; 
Blading Change on Compressor-Turbine (0.8X scale of Baseline Engine); 
Original Power Turbine. 
3-9Y Same Compressor and Compressor-Turbine as Above; Power Turbine Blades 0 Twisted Closed. 
10-14M I> Same Compressor Diffuser as Above But Original Impeller Used; Redesigned Compressor-Turbine (Mod 3); Same Power Turbine. 
3-131 <I Same as Above Except Splittered Impeller and Redesigned Power Turbine. 
Specific Fuel 
Consumption- 
LBSIHP-Hr 
Output Horsepower 
Figure 149 

Upgraded Engine 
21-Blade Impeller 
- 
Figure 151 
Compressor Work Design Speed 46473 
Performance- Coefficient T (Ref) 85 F Static-Total Rating 
Upgraded Engine 
1.26 x Scale Test 2 
vs. Program Coals 
0.00 0.25 0.50 0.75 1.00 1.25 1.50 1.75 2.00 2.25 2.50 2.75 3.00 
Corr. Airflow, LBlsec. 
I 1 1 1 - 
0. 0.25 0 50 0.75 1.00 1.25 
Corr. Airflow, kglsec. 
Figure 152 
U p l r d E a d n a -  
Rotor Pe- 
i.U w Scale 
c-= 
speed .#. - 
-92 - 
-91 - 
.90 - 
- - - Off-ks ign Estimate 
.89 - 
A-A Test 2 Original Design 
.88 - build clear.=0.0134 in. (0.54 mm.) 
clearltip width4.0677 
Test 3 24-Biade Rotr Original Diffuser 
build clear.=0.0124 In. (0.31 mm.) 
clear.ltip widthr0.0627 
.78 - 
.74 - 
.72 - 
.70 - 
I 1 
.4 .6 .8 1 .O 1.2 1.4 
Corr. Airflow, L B l w  
- 
.A .3 .4 .5 .6 
Corr. Airflow, kg!= 
u w a m -  
Rotor Performance 
1.20 x ! M e  
C - m  
9-Splc4d 
I - - - Off-Design Estimate 
WO:~ 
Coefficient 
.82 
&.-A Test 2 Original Design 
build cIear.=0.0134 in. i0.34 mm.) 
clearltip width=0.0677 
.80 - El* Test 3 24-Blade Rotor Original Diffuser build clear.=0.0124 in. (0.31 mm.) 
clear.ltip width=0.0627 
.74 - 
.72 - operating 
lin- flow 
I I 
1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0 2.2 2.4 
Corr. Airflow, LBlsec 
0.7 0.8 0.9 1 .O 1.1 
Corr. Airflow, kglsoc 
Figure ?54 
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Work Design Speed 46475 
Cdficimt = 10-I T (ref) Ri'F Static-Totd Ratim 
1 1 1 1  Deswirl Vanes 
-t ): Denotes Surge and Stall - 
4.00 
3.50 
3.00 
2.50 
2.00 
1.50 
1.00 
0.00 0.25 0.50 0.75 1.00 1.25 1.50 1.75 2.00 2.25 2.50 2.75 3.00 
Con. Air Flow-LBlsu 
Corr. Air Flow - KGlSec 
Figure 156 
0.3 0.5 0.7 0.9 1.1 1.3 
Airflow (Engine), LBlsec 
0-0 Test Rig (1.2588 r size) 
24 Blade Impeller (cut-back ,063 in.) 
14 Channel D~ffuser, +la Setting 
Re-Staggered Vanes, Revised Deswirl 
Vane Design (NASA Profile) 
Running Clearance=O.Oll in. at 1 0 0 0 ~  N 
- - - - Program Goal Map 
Effid-y (Static-Total) 
0.3 0.5 0.7 0.9 1.1 1.3 
Airflow (Engine), LBlsu 
0 a Test Rig (1.2588 x size) ---- Program Goal Map 
24 Blade Impeller (cut-back .063 in.) X-X PP 3-9 H 
14 Channel Diffuser, +lo Setting, 
Re-Staggered Vanes, Revised Deswirl 
Vane Design (NASA Profile) 
Running Clearance= 0.011 in. at 100% N 
Figure 158 
-- - 
etru -Exit 
MuhNo. 
v8neS chi 0 
- -. 
- -. - 
Test Rig 
Tat. Rws. - stat. Pnrs 
Total &rrPre 
0.03 - 
Pressure Coc f f in t  
0.02( 
0.01 
0 
- 
/ *  
- * -  
_-• 
/ 
Test Rig 
i I I I 1 1 
50 60 70 80 90 100 
Pcmnt Gas Gtnerator Speed 
U P W a  
Compressor Inlet 
Tests 
Figure 160 
0 Standard Air Intake 
PP 2-3 U runs 166-168, 171 
A Modified intake 
PP 2-3 Y runs 286-289 
0 Standard Air Intake 
PP 3-1 AG runs 322-327 
Upgrrdcd En* impeller with Gap F i l l 4  
C~aap- 26 Channel Diffuser, +lo Setting, 4. T.E. Taper 
Effidm~y C b g e  Tandem Dcnvirt VUKI 
with Air Inlet 
Conftgurtioa m-7 
StrUcrrotrl 
.79 - 
a Axial Inlet 
PP 3-1 A1 runs 345-347. 355 
.76 
A 
Figure 161 
&>&&+&*& ,'...>, '. ..". x , .  
- 
d 
.79 - 
.77 - 
.76 - 
.75 I I I I I 
50 60 70 80 90 100 
Percent Gas Generator Sped 
Upgraded Engine Change wibh Blade Gap Filled 
Compressor 
Comparison of 
Efficiency* NU 96 SO 60 70 80 
- 
Efficiency Change, Pts 1.9 0.8 0.6 0.9 
- 
'(Efficiency change bared on pressure ratio change) 
Figure 162 
Figure 163 
Upgraded Engine 
Compressor 
Deflector Ring 
Configuration 
Front View with Compmror Cover Removed 
Deflector 
Ring 
Figure 164 
Upgraded Engine s Streamtubes, 209p of Flow per Strelmtube 
Comvresaor 
~er&iional Model wial 
of Collector Flow Dimtioh 
with No Crossflow 
Figure 165 
Upgraded Engine 
Compressor 
Meridional Model 
of Collector Flow 
with Crossflow 
Each region is Comprised of 5 Streamtubes 
with 20% of the Flow per Streamtube. 
0 20 40 60 80 100 120 
Axial Direction, (mm.) 
Figure 166 
Upgraded Engine 
Comprerror Static 
Prersure Recovery 
Along Flare 
(shrobd) 
C*per. Symbols - Origiqai Vane shape 
Sliaded Symbols - Mod 1 T.E. Taper 
Slashed Symbols - Mod 1 T E. Taper Plus Bleed Slot 
Static Tap Data Static 
at 80% SSpmd 2.9 - 
- 
2.8 - 
- 
2.7 - 
- 
2.6 - 
- 
2.5 - 
- 
2.4 - 
- 
2.3 - 
- 
2.2 - 
- 
2.1 - 
- 
2.c - 
- 
a Deswirl Exit 
Pmrure Ratio 
- 
- 
Channel Exlt 
IS - 
.72 .?6 .SO 84 88 92 
:orrutad Airflow 
Impeller Tip 
- Test Rig Performance 
- - 
Figure 168 
.72 .76 .80 .84 .88 92 LBs/sec 
Corrected Airflow 
Static Tap Data Static Rcuurr Ratio 
Figure 169 
at 80% Speed 2.9 - 
with Impeller Tip 
Data Stt i t  
' Rig L m l  - 
2.8 - 
- 
2.7 - 
- 
2.6 - 
- 
2.5 - 
- 
2.4 - 
- 
2.3 - 
- 
Open Symbols - Original Vane Shape 
Shaded Symhols - Mod 1 T.E. Taper 
Slashed Symbols - Mod 1 T.E. Taper Plus Bleed Slot 
A Deswirl Exit 
0 Channel Exit 
0 Impeller Tip 
- Test Rig Performance 
2.2 1J 
- 
i . 0  - 
1 .Q 1: 
Tandem &swirl 
Vane Configuration 
t 1 I I 1 I 1 I I 
1 0  0.8 0.6 G.4 0.2 0.0 
Inches 
Figure 170 
Modification 
Modification #Z 
28 - Chamel 
Diffuser - Trailing 
Edge Modification 
- 
Figure 171 
U W ~  E q h e  u~cieatq - ~*u( a
colnplvuor Exit-Strtklhkt-Totd 
Efficiency Pmrun R~th 
0 Original Diffuser 
M e r e n t  Diffuser A wlTandem Deswirl 
Configurations 
.78 Tests Rim with VICV= go 
0 Original Diffuser 
A Orig. Diffuser with 
Tapered Tr. Edge, Mod x l  
-. I Tests R u n  with vrclr- 00 
28 '-hannel Diffusers 
X +2- Setting Annie 
- -2 - a +lo Se::ing Angle 
0 On Settlng Angle 
+in, Tapered Tr. Edge 
I Vanes and No VIGV. 
.70 1 I I I 
50 60 70 
LI 
80 90 
Gas Generator Sped, Percent 
- 
Figure 172 
Uperaded Engine 
Compressor 
Summary of 
Efficiency Change 
with Diffuser 
Modification- Data 
Taken with 
24-Blade Rotor 
- - Program Goals 
h--A Ri 14 Channel Diffuser, No VIGV 
0-0 Engine Data, 14 Channel Diffuser, No VIGV, Single Row 
&swirl Vanes, PP 3-9 H runs 71-77 
- Engine Data, 28 channel Diffuser, No VIGV, Tandem Deswirl 
Vanes, PP 3-1 runs 322-336 
0 Engine Data, 28 Channel Diffuser with 40% Increase in 
Area Ratio, No VICV, Single Row Deswirl Vanes 
PP 10-14 L runs 31-35 
Efficiency, 
StaticlTotd 
Gas Generator Speed, Percent 
Figure 173 
Upsraded Engine - - Program Goals 
Compressor A A Rig, 14 Channel Diffuser, No VIGV, 24-Blade Impeller 
s ~ m m ~ y  of v V Lngine Data, 28 Channel Diffuser, NO VIGV, Tandem Deswirl, 
Efficiency Change 24-Blade Impeller, PP 3-1 runs 322-336 
with Rotor and Engine Data, 28 Channel Diffuser, +lo, Tandem Desw..I, 
Diffuser 16-18 Impeller, PP 3-9 F 
Modifications @ @ Engine Data, Double-Divergent Diffuser, 4~3% Incr. Exit Area, 
18-10 Impeller, PP 3-9 T 
50 60 70 80 90 I OG 
Gas Generator Speed, Percent 
Upgraded Engine Rig. Config: 24-Blade Impeller, 14 Channel Diffuser, 
compressor Singie Row Deswirl 
Engine Config: 16-18 Impeller. 28 Channel Diffuser, 
Single Row Deswirl, VlGV Set 0' 
Pressure Ratio 
Design 
d Operating Line 
f/\ 80%N 
\ Actual Engine 
Operating Line 
.3 .4 .5 .6 .7 .8 .9 1.3 1.1 1 2  1 .3  1 4  
Mass Flow, LB:sec 
Upgraded Engine Comparison of Design Conditions with Measured 
Compressor I~tlet Air Angle and Vorticity Computed at Design 
Turbine Noazle Flow From Measured Air Angle Distribution 
Passage Height - Percent 
38 40 42 44  46 48 50 52 54 70 80 90 100 110 
Air Angle - Degrees Vorticity - FTllsec 
Figure 176 
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Upgraded Engine % Height from Hub 
Compressor 
Turbine Nozzle 
Turning Angle 
Characteristics 0 20 0 70 
Mean Camber = 1 8 . 5 O  0 30 0 80 
Turning Angle, 
Degrees 
-12 -10 -8 -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 
Ir idence Angle, Degrees 
Figure 178 
Upgraded Engine Q -9 ~ o d  2 Nozzle, 0.8 x Size Rotor (Mod 1) PP 2-3 AU runs 429-434 
Variation of 
-1.5 to +2.2% Leak. at 80% N 
Measured "Mean- 
Radius" Efficienq Q -Q ~ o d  2 Nozzle, Std. Rotor PP 2-3 AV runs 440-44.5 -1.1 to 
witn Gas +3.0% Leak. at 80% N 
Generator Speed 
for Various 
Engine Builds Mean-Radius Efficiency, 
Overall Work 
Ideal Work at ~ t m - ~ a d z  
50 60 70 80 90 100 
Gas Generator Speed, Percent 
- 
- 
- 
d 
- 
Figure 179 
- 
Program Goal --- -. 
/ --- - 
- 
- 
- 
0 
- 
I I I I I I 
1 1 I I I I 
Upsraded Engine 
Variation of 
Measured "Mean- 
Radius" Efficiency 
with Gas 
Generator Speed 
for Various 
Engine Builds 
M Mod 1 Nozzle, Std. Rotor Mod 1 Nozzle (Bent), Mod 1 Rotor 
P!' 2-3 M runs 114-120 PP 2-3 U runs 165-173 
3.8% Leak. at 10% Ngg 2.8. 3.2% Leak. at 80% Ngg 
Mod 1 Nozzle (Eent), Std. Rotor I Range of Test Rig Efficiency PP 2-3 Q runs 125-132 Asst jsmenk for Original Design 
4.2, 4.5% Leak. at 80% PJgg 
PP 2-3 Q runs 134-140 I Range of Engine-Based Efficiency 4.1, 3.7% Leak. at 90% Ngg Assessment for Mod 3 Design 
-0 Std. Nozzle & Rotor 
PP 2-3 S runs 157-160 
3.1% Leak. at 80% Ngg 
Mean-Radius Efficiency, 
Overall Work 
Ideal Work at Mean-Radius 
50 60 70 80 90 100 
Gas Generator Speed, Percent 
Figure 180 
Upgraded Engine 
Mod 3 C o ~ ~ r e s s o r -  
l'nrbint 
-- .-. - 
-----. 
Figure 181 
&Y 
C. Compressor Upgraded E w e  
b Turbrnr lotor 
s_, 
C :  Blade-Shape 
s ZBd C h l  
. . Cornparisms 
: r 'sale of Baseline Engine (Mod 1) 
Upgraded Engine (Mod 3) 
Hub Mean Tip 
Figure 182A 
Upgraded Engine 
Compressor- 
Turbine 
Comparison 
Blade Profile 
Campatison 
Campressor- 
Turbine 
X 
J 
; I 
Figure 183 
-"r 
L U ~ g r a  Engh  Rotor Geometric Parameters for Hot Dimensions 
h. 
. . Mod 3 Campressor- Hub Mean Tip 
" .. 
T - Turbine Rtdesign 
B Radius, cm 4.445 5.088 5.730 
3 
Pitch, cm, 61 Blades 
'Chord, cm 
'Axial Chord, cm 1.022 1.002 0.852 
Solidity 2.369 2.019 1 754 
Axial Solidity 2.233 1.913 1.444 
Stagger Angle (Relative to Axial), Degrees 19.54 18.64 34.59 
L.E. Pressure Surface Blade Angle, Degrees 44.0 46.0 26.0 
L.E. Suction Surface Blade Angle, Degrees 50.0 57 2 29.5 
L.E. Bisector Angle, Degrees 47.0 51.6 27.8 
Incidence Angle, Degrees -6.8 -6.1 -7.2 
T.E. Pressure Surface Blade Angle, Degrees 55.0 58.3 65.1 
T.E. Suction Surface Blade Angle. Degrees 61 .0 6 1.3 65.1 
L.E. Bisec:or Angle, Degrees 58.0 59.8 65.1 
Ueviatlon Angle, Degrees (Blocked Air Angle) 4.6 5.34 3.9 
Unguided Turn After Throat, Degrees 7.97 9.64 9.09 
L.E. Radius. cm 0.279 0.279 0 203 
T.E. Radius, cm 0.203 0.191 0.152 
Maximum Blade Thickness, cm 0.195 0.145 0 C98 
Frofile Cross Sect~onal Area, cmz 
Throat, cm 
B l ~ d e  Number 6 1 
Blade Height, cm 1.285 
Aspect Ratio 1.215 
Taper Ratlo 2.16 
Clearance, cm 0.02 
HublTip Ratio 0 776 
'Chords Reference to Centers of L.E. and T.E. Radii. 
Figure 184 
-. $& & *  -.>:-a ....a .-,-  i * ". , . , ..' 
Upgrackd Engine Rotor Aerodynamic Parameters for Hot Dimensions 
Mod 3 Compnssor- 
Turbine Redeign Hub Mean Tip 
Radius. cm 4.445 5.088 5.730 
Reaction, Design Point 
Pressure-Bad, % 
Blocked Rotor Exit Condition 
Mixed-Out Rotor Exit Condition 
Enthalpy-Based, % 
Blocked Rotor Exit Condition 
Mixed-Out Rotor Exit Condition 
Reaction. X)%-Speed Point 
Pressure-Bad, % 
Blocked Rotor Exit Condition 
Mixed-Out Rotor Exit Condition 
Enthalpy-Bad, % 
Blocked Rotor Exit Condition 
Mixed-Out Rotor Exit Condition 
Aerodynamic Loading Coefficient (61 Blades) 
100% Speed 
Blocked Rotor Exit Condition 
Mixed-Out Rotor Exit Condition 
50% Speed 
Blocked Rotor Exit Condition 
Mixed-Out Rotor Exit Condition 
Design Work = 199780 Jlkg 
Work Coefficient, AHIU2m = 2.06 
Velocity Ratio = 0.493 
Figure 185 
Upgraded Engine 
Enlarged Vortex 
Chamber- 
Plastic Flow 
Visualization 
Model 
- 
Figure 196 
. . 
Upgraded Engine M d i o n r l  View 
Compressor 
Turbine Nozzle 
" Mod3De6ilpl 
i 
Front View 
Figure 187 
Upended 
Compressor 
Turbine Nozzle 
Revised Design- 
Mod 3 
1 
a" 
'2 
f 
-.. 
h 
ij 
i-- 
Hub 
Tip 
3.4 x Size 
Figure 188 
**a. .. WL:L.;&.*~;~&.~"-.-. . . , 
P Upsrrded Engine Nozzle Cmmr?ric Purrneterr for tlot Dimensions Mod 3 Compressor- 
- \ TurbineRedesi~ Hub Mean Tip 
!.% k Exit Radius, cm 4.445 5.107 5.730 
Pitch, cm, 15 Vanes 
'Chord, cm 
t 
'Ax~al Chord, cm 1.449 1.269 1.506 
Solidity 
Axial Solidity 
Stagger Angle (Relative to Axial), Degrees 
L.E. Pressure Surface Vane Angle, Degrees 
L.E. Suction Surface Vane Jtngle. Degrees 
L.E. Bisector Angle, Degrees 
incidence Angle, Degrees 
T.E. Pressure Surface Vane Angle, Degrees 
T.E. Suction Surface Vane Angle, Degrees 
.T.E. Bisector Angle, Degrees 
Deviation Angle, Degrees (Blocked Air Angle) 
Unguided Turr 4fter Throat, Degrees 
L.E. Radius, cm 
T.E. Radius, cm 
Aeroloading Coefficient, 100% Speed 
Aeroloading Coefficient, 50% Speed 
Vane Number 15 
Aspect Ratio 0.48 
(Based on Arithmetic Average Height and Mean-Radius True Chord) 
'Chords Referenced to Camber Line Points at L.E. and T.E. 
Figure 189 
Upgraded Engine Tip a ,  = 58.3 M, =0.17 
Mod 3 Compressor- a, = 66.1 M, = 0.67 
Turbine R = 5.994 cm B, = 20.6 M*R = 0.29 
106% Sped (Stator in) a, = -22.4 M, = 0.35 
Vector Diagrams 8, = -64.0 M3u = 0.74 
R = 5.730 cm U = 351 
(Rotor) 
Mean 
R = 5.131 cm 
Hub 
R = 4.445 cm 
Symbol Subscript 
(1 - Absolute Angle, Degree 
/3 - Relative Angle, Degree 
U - Rotor Speed, mls 
1 - Nozzle Inlet 
2 - Rotor Inlet 
3 - Rotor Exit 
R - Relative 
Figure 190 
". 1" .i. .,, . &l.,, 
p 
1: k W 
P" 
!, 8 Upgraded Engine Tip a, = 58.9 M, = 0.10 Mod 3 Comprmror- 
f 
a, = 67.2 M, = 0.40 
Turbine R = 5.994 cm D2 = 31.1 M,R = 0.18 
? 5o%spetd (Stator in) a, = -1.6 M, ~ 0 . 1 5  
Vector Diagrams B3 = -61.8 ME = 0.32 
B R = 5.730 cm u =I75 
L. (Rotor) 
Mean 
R = 5.131 cm 
Hub 
R = 4.445 cm 
Symbol 
a - Absolute Angle, Degree 
f l  - Relative Angle, Degree 
U - Rotor Speed, mls 
Subscript 
1 - Nozzle lnlet 
2 - Rotor Inlet 
3 - Rotor Exit 
R - Relative 
.*.", 
Figure 191 
Variation of 
Design-Point and 
Near-Design 
Efficiency Values 
with Work 
Coefftcient for 
Small High-Work 
Axial Turbines 
Design Press. Ratio 
Blade Ht., In. Tot-Stat 
A Chrysler High Press. Comp. Turbine 
0 P&WA, ASME Paper 73-GT-3 
CAE, SAE Paper 680448 . 
0 AiResearch, ASME Paper 75-GT-7 
V P&WC, ASME Paper 74-GT-81 
b M.1 T., ASME Paper 62-WA-38 
0 Chrysler Baseline Comp. Turbine 
Chrys. Data; 0 NASA Data 
9 NASA TND-7881 
Tot-Tot 
TotallTotal 
Efficiency 
aspect ratio 
(heightltrue chord) / 
Work Coefficient, gJ-sHIUZ, 
A H  measured work, BTUILB 
Urn mean rotor speed, ftlser 
Figure 192 
Upgraded Engine Comparison of P m r u n  Cod and Mearured Engine Performance with Power Breakdown Based 
Power Turbine on Component Performmce Computed from Tcrt Data 
Performance 
Charrctedstics 
at 8096 Gas Efficiency, 
Generator Sped Per Cent 
Horsepower 
1 Program Goal 
Power Loss Due to, 
Compressor Turbine 
0 Compressor Plus Leakage 
0 10 , 20 30 40 50 60 
Power Turbine Sped, RPM x 10-3 
Figure 193 
Power Turbine Pmsure Ratio 
Crorr Seetian of 
R q p m t i v e  
P o w  Turbine 
Test Rig 
Figure 195 
. . .. 
Test 2 Cold Inlet, Design Press. Ratio 
(1.55) and Nozzle Angle (32O) 
Test 3 Design Press. Ratio (1.55) and 
Nozzle Angle (32"). Pt, & T, Set 
~ ' ~ e s t  5 30° Nozzle Angle, Match W, T,, 
P, and Press. Ratio from Engine 
Build PP 2-3 AS 
L 
Figure 1% 
Power Turbine Rig 
Flow Path 
ShOwiHg Loution 
OfFroks 
Probe Sta. N6.3 
Probe Sta. #7 0 
Figure 197 
kW*t Nouk 
80% N ~ J  EWvrknt w ptbIh8.. 
Nozzle Inlet 
Station - ziP 1.481 
a 32. 1.52 
A 34. 1.52 
Tip 
I 
Above 90% Height, Flow Angk war 
Greater th+n 90. for dl Nozzle 
Settings. 
30 35 40 45 50 55 
N o u k  Inlet Flow Angle, Degres from Axial 
Figure 198 
,. . :.,,&&-*&.T~~&~., . , . , 
Percent 
H; 'ght 
Tip 
100 
- 
70 
60 
Power Turbine Nauk 
Exit Relative Arndc 
Flow Angle 
sO% Nm Equivdmt 0-0 280 
I3 0 32' 
A-A U0 
I Flow Ang!e 
PtlP1, 1 
- 
1.457 
1.437 
1,438 
Hub 
0 1 I 1 I 
I 
I 
1 
I 
1 
I 
1 
I 
20 30 40 50 50 70 80 
Power Turbine Rotor Exit Relative 
Flow Angle, Degrees from Axial 
Figure 199 
@ Design 
100% Ngg 
-.lo0 -.050 0 +.050 ,100 .I50 ,200 
Reaction - Hub 
h . 1  
+* z. 
s. 
- - 
G -*- 
2- i . .* 
'W>* 
d Upgraded Engine Efficiency 
h 
9,:- Power Turbine 1) (61 - 8s) 
.. . 
Y-...: Performance 
.*, -.+- Efficiency vs. 
k -~ .a0 - 0  
h. k7 . Hub Reaction 
L -. 
. ,. 
. - 
T-t 2 09-17-77 
*-. 
*>- 
%*:. 
- L. 
G? - M 100% Ngg . 
+;: 
9 .  
-. 
*El 
* .  
. . 
.75 -, 
- 
s 
.I 
< 
.70 --  
PP 2-3 AS run 420 
Figure 200 
*.. ;. 5 *w.,k>*\ -$.. . .~. M ,. - - 
- .'.I%.-.. 
.60 - - 
1 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
1 
1 
1 
1 
Upeyaded Engine I ~ P  
Power Turbine 
Rotor Blade St.ape 
and Channel 
Compariranr 
Mean 
Hub 
Original Design 53 Blades Redesign 47 Blades 
Figure 201A 
. . .I., I . 
, 
Umaded Ensim 
Power Turbine 
Comparison 
Figure 2018 -~ - - ~ -  . 
R.- ,--..A- -7--. - - -7 .  -I- 'I- --- 
Upgraded Engine 
Power Turbine 
Nozzle 
2 Revised Design 
23 Vanes 
Hub 
Tip 
Figure 202 
Upgraded Engine 
Flowpaf h of 
Revised compressor 
Turbine and Power 
Turbine Designs 
Figure 203 
, - 
Upgraded Engine Angles in Degrees, Velocity in MIS 
Power Turbine 
Hub 
100% Gasifier 
Speed Velocity 
Triangles 66.B0 
2 26.8' 
'n 
m 
I1 
rn 
X 
> 
Mepn 
Note: Variable Loss on Stator 
Variable Work on r o t ~ r  
Figure 204 
Upgraded Engine 
Final compressor 
configuration; 
Mod 3 compressor 
Turbine 
Power & BSFC 
Characteristics 
0-iput 
Hersepower 
PP 10-14 M 3-13 1 3-13 K,L 
v-v x- x 0-0 
Power Turbine Mod 2 (Bent M o d l N P T L  M o d l N P T L  
Blade Orig. Des.) 
-. 
Mod Regen Cover Yes Yes 
50 60 70 80 90 100 
Percent Gas Generator Speed 
Figure 205 
Upgraded Engine 
Final compressor 
Configuration; 
Mod 3 comprtssor 
Turbine 
Power & BSFC 
Characteristics 
50 60 70 80 90 100 
Percent Gas Generator Speed 
Po.:t.r Turbine Mod 2 (Bent  Mod I Nl'TL Mod I NI'TL 
Blade O r ~ g  Des ) 
Mod Regen Cover Yes N o  Y e s  
Co!lertor Baffles Yes Yes L cc 
- 
Figure 206 
upgraded ingin* 
Regen~rator <over 
with Flow 
Dijtrihution 
-. __ _I - - - .- - 
Figure 207 
HighPnssure A. Standard Cover 
SideR-rator $ Flow Distribution I + 
8. Modified Cover 
I 
- + -- 
Figure 208 
Upgraded Engine 
Pcifarmrrncc 
with Modified 
Regmerator Cwer 
Modified Cover with Baffle in 
High Pressure Side. Top of Baffle 
1s 518 in. from Matrix Face 
outplt 
specific Flwl Horrcpomr 
0 standard cover PP 3-9 N 
X - - X modified cover PP 3-9 0 50 
a standard cover PP 3-9 P 
40 
30 
20 
10 
0 
Percent Gas Generator Speed 
Figure 209 
\,. :.I. - -  ,. . . 
r y ' .  
Upsradd Engine 
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Flow Distribution 
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Upgraded Engine 
Braking Mode - 
50% Gas Generator 
speed 
Figure 214 
Upgraded Engine 
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Bulkhead Cooling 
on T, L T,-T, Rise 
T, Grid Data at 50% Ngg 
Average T, = 104' Unweighted 
T,-, = 41' 
T,-'T, Rise vs. Gas Generator Speed 
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.- * 
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Upgraded Engine Degree5 F. 
Power Turbine 
Nozzle Metal 
Temperatures After 
Cold Start 
#3 
1400 - -  
1200 --  
1000 -. 
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? o w e ~  Turbine Bear~ng 
0 I I I 1 I 
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Minutes After Start 
PP 2-3 BE 
Vane Angle P Fixed a t  35.S0 
(0.7" closed from 5040 Ngg 
match point) 
See f ~ g u r e  217 for thermo- 
couple location schematic. 
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Nozzle Metal 
Temperatures 
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8 Air T- , -Standard 
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Upgraded Engine PP 2-3 BC 
Power Turbine 
Nozzle Metal Soak-back temperatures after 
Temperatures 20 minute run at idle speed. 
During Soak-Back 
See fig. 217 for thermocouple 
location schematic. 
Degrees F. 
Power Turbine Bearing 
Feed 011 Temperature 
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Upgrided Engine A. Diaphragm Type Seal 
Regenerator Seal 
cross-sections 
I 
Inch 0 
B. "L" Seal 
Figure 219 
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Upgraded Engine 
Fuel Control 
Upgraded Engine 
Fuel Metering 
Valve Assembly 
Figure 223 
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Upgraded Engine 
StartlSafetv 
Control ~ & i e  - 1 432 1 
I 450 PTNA Braktng Valve Switch Control L L\raktng Lamp I I 267 OIC Temp Lamp O n  if T IT S e n w r  Open Ctrcutt I 
351 Start Flag Off 
Reset Lyhtoff, 
Overcrank N o  Start Flag Off 307 Reset Ltghtoff, 
T ~ m e r r  Overcrank Ttmers 
352 R u e t  TIT Actlvate Prertart 
Sensor Lag T ~ m e r  
Compnsator  305 No Start Lamp Offi 
Set Start Fuel 
353 Brak~ng F1.g Indicator 
Off 30 Scc Abort Ttmcr 
Acccl Soleno~d, 
Tranrmtsrion NeutraIIPark ICVA Swttches O n  
Swttrh O p n  C~rcut t  
354 Starter Relay Switch c 
k Start Lamp Off Starter Relay, 
PTNA Brahng Valve 
355 Run Mode Flag O n  Swltches Off 
313 Reset Ltghtoff, All Flags Off 
Overcrank Ttmers AIl Lamps Off 
+ 
Start S w ~ t r h  Off (Key) 
C 
002 Act~vate L ~ ~ h t o f !  Ttmer 
003 Acttvate Overcrank Ttmer 
315 Starter Relay S w ~ t c h  
& Start Lamp O n  
31s Start F l a ~  On 
326 Activate TIT Sensor 
Lag Comprnsator 
Compensated 
TIT Sensor -z+100"Flrec 
331 Ltghtoff Flag O n  
L~ghtoff Flag O n  
+ 
L~ghtoff T~merc lO sec 
- 
,, Ngg<32% 
Overcrank Timer 
2: Seconds 
* 
k 
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Upgraded Engine V 
Stut/Safehr 1 341 Act~vate Overtemp Timer 1 
- - - - . . - - - . 
Control ~ & i c  - 
Sheet 2 TIT Sensor, 220O.F 
I I 1 
343 O7emp Lamp & B u r t u  Off 343 0 Temp Lamp & 504 Run Mode 
344 Rnct  Overtemp Timer Buzzer On Flag Off 
J 
Overtemp Timer, 2 seconds I\ C 
if TIT Sensor 1832.F or if 
Transmission ParkINeutral 
Nggc4096 
I 
079 Accel Solenold 049 Accel Solenoid 
081 Sw~tch Control Swltch On 
I23 Fuel Meter~ng Valve 04.9 Fuel Metertng Vaive - 509 Fuel Metering Driver Control Vr~ver Control Valve Dr~ver 
N s  Range Cov Start Fuel Schedule Off 
Na Underspeed Gov 
Na Overspeed Cov 
Accelerat~on Fgel Llm~tlng 
TOT Sensor Open Ctrcult 
Sensor Open Clrcult 
I 
141 OIC Sensor 135 OIC Sensor 
Lamp On 
- - 
205 PTN Position Set 230 PTN P ~ s ~ t ~ o n  Set 
214 ~ 0 ~ 1 ~ ~ e ~ u l a t ~ n g  
Range Llnuting Start & Failsafe d 
Accel Blip Control Posltlon, 40' 
I 
L- 
247 PTNA Trim Valve Dr~ver Control 
Zero Posit~on Error Feedback Loop 
Oq5 TOT Meter Drive 
098 Ngg Meter Drive 
099 Saturate Prestrrt Tlmer 
I- 
511 Return To 000 
Abort Timer Tripped A 
Figure 230 
505 No Start 
T r ~ p  Flag On 
Abort 500 No Start 
T~mer Lamp On 
4 
Starter Relay Swltch 507 
& Start Lamp Off 
Start Flag Off 506 
Gas Generator 
Response Time 
Comparison 
Upgraded Engine 
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Engine 
Gas Generator 
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Cross-.Section of 
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APPENDIX A T h e  following guideline outl ines the  requirements of t h e  compressor turbine journal air  bearing 
used In t he  Upgraded Engine. Specifications for  t h e  engine and gas genera tor  have been e s t~ma ted  
Air Bearing Design and  included where  they a re  critical t o  bearink operation. 
A. Service reuuire1;lents: 3501- hours  of engine operation w ~ t h  25,000 s tar t l s top  cycles, this 
corr rspunds  to  a p p r ~ u i r ~ ~ ~ : e l y  100,000 miles of vehicle operation. 
B. Miscellaneous loads on rotor: 
1. Rotor unbalance a t  bearing planes, 2000 -pm: 0.071N-mm (0.010 uz. - In 
2. Radial "g" load: 3.5 maxir..um. 
3. Gyroscopic forces during a vehicle s k ~ d  a t  2 radlsec a t  90ct, gas genera tor  ,peed 
C. Temperatures:  
1 .  Ambient range: -29OC t o  4b°C (-20°F t o  l lS°F)  
2. Turbine  inlet gas: 1052°C (192S°F) maximum. 
3. Maxlrnurn bearing soakback (calcu!atcd): 34j°C' (650°F) 
4.  Compressor discharge air: 24b°C (47S°F). 
. 
D. Initial start ing torque  must not be excessive s o  that  start:ng t ~ m e  can be held to a reasc~nable 
value. Bearing friction (prior to shaft  l ~ f t  off) must not cause the  gas  b e a r ~ n ~  loss to  e\ct.ed 
roughly 0.6KW (0.8 t JP )  a t  11*0 of maximum speed (0500 rpm) I f  the  pred~cted  It,..s 
approaches this value fur ' i ler  s t u i y  is warranted.  
2. General  gas genera tor  spec~f ica t~ons:  
I Pressure ratlo. 1.5 t o  4 Q 
2. Speed range: 29,300 to  58,500 rpm.  
3. Bearing support  mater~al :  cast Iron 
4. Running clearance control - turbine wheel bl. d e  to  shroud the  n,.)xrrnl,m o p t , r , ~ t ~ n g  
eccen t r~ i i t y  rf t he  g e o m e t r ~ c  center of the  wheel r e l a t~ve  to  ti;:, ::., . j c t r ~ ~  t r r i tc r  of the 
b e a r ~ n g  support  should be l~mited  to  0.13 rnm ( 0G5 In.) 
Component Specifications 
Impeller with steel f ront  section, hub 0.G0083 (0 0074) 
Turbine  Rotor  with iqtegral sha f t  0.00047 ( 0042) 0.74 (1.03) 
Sleeve 0.0001 1 (.OOl 0 53  (1.17) 
Total  0.00142 (.0126) 2.04 (4.5) 
lmpellrr  ~ . g .  IS 19.56 mrn ((1.77 ill.) forward of the  impeller rear face matiqg w ~ t h  ub  
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APPENDIX A Bask Cb.rKteristkr - Air baing - 
, - 
,. &-I-- 
.-* 
Surnmrr:~ of Air (Mf l313E31; Chrysler 3813871) 
..% . c .- Bearing Concept 
# . 
SF: 
- - 
i - 
b m e t e r  
- i..  
-*.. I - '  Length 
i-> 
- -- 
>t;. - -  LID 
- L> %-. Projected area 
No. of pads 
Smooth foil thickness 
- 
Bvmp foil thukness 
Bump characteristics 
Height 
Length 
Pitch 
Form 
38.lmm (1.5 in.) 
38.lmm (1.5 in.) 
1 .o 
1451mm2 (2.25 inz.) 
1 
O.lOmm (0.004 in.) 
0.08mm 13.003 in.) 
0.52110.533mm (0.0205'0.0210 in.) 
3.Mmm (0.140 in.) 
4.57mm (0.180 in.) 
partial arc 
Environmental Estimates 
Operating ambient 
Soak back 
ha r ing  air supply 
Operating diametral rkarance 
Rotor speed, maximum 
Rotor weight-total 
-air bearing loading . 
Static bearing loading pressure 
29O0c (550°F) 
34O0C (650°F1 
1.0 to 4.96 bar (14.? to 72 psia) 
0.03mm (0.001 in.) 
58,500 rpm 
2.04kg (4 5 Ib.) 
0.86kg (1.89 Ib.) 
5.78kPa (0.838 psi) 
Dynamic Loading (at 90% Speed) 
Rotor weight 
Rotor unbalance (0.071 N-mm) 
Total steady state loading 
Radial "g" load (3.5g) 
Gyroscopic (2 radlsec. skid) 
Total short time loading 
Total short time loading pressure 
(1.89 1b.i 
'7.0 It.) 
(8.89 ib.) 
(b.62 Ib.! 
(37.68 Ib.) 
(53.19 lb.) 
(23.6 psi) 
Power Loss Due To Friction 
Maximum speed, steady state 
Air Flow Required to Remove Heat 
Sleeve Radial Growth, Calculated 
Centrifugal 
Thermal; 316OC (600°F) 
0.0096mm (0.00338 in.) 
0.056mm (0.0022 in.) 
Materials 
Sleeve 
Coating 
Foils 
Dry Film 
17-4 PH 
Chrome Carbide 
lnconel X750 
H-1284 
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ti t. ENGINE 
** 
*- ~ 
RESPONSE 
3 
5. CALCULATION 
f. 
V. B.1 The method d cakuhtion consioted of computing the time of acceleration from the SOlution o i  a 
*- ::- cak&titm diffcmntial quat ion bawd on unbalanced torque and the rate of change of rotational speed. The 
Method for unbind torque was the difference between the compressor-turbine torque during acceleration 
unbrlumd T q  and the torque required to drive the compressoi and to overcome bearing friction. The torque was 
computed from vector diagram c a h l t i o n s  performed by a computer program with self-contained 
loss models. The vector diasrams were calcuhted  fro^ turbine inlet conditions along an operating 
line determined by the turbine inlet temperature assumed during acceleration and by 
c o m p m ~ r / t u r b i n e  matching cakulations. The computational results were checked against test 
values of acceleration times of the Baseline and Upgraded Engines. The method was then used to 
evaluate changes in response time due to the change in torque between achieved and goal -~alues of
engine power and between values 06 unbalanced torque as a fraction of output power. 
The unbalanced torque is related to angular acceleration by, 
w h m  AT = Unbalanced torque, Ft-lbF 
Ip = Polar moment of inectia; Slug-Ft: or Ft-lb-sec2 
o = Angular velocity, radlsec 
? - Time, seconds 
Solving for the time of acceleration, and mak~ng o dimensionless with the design value, then 
writing in terms of rotational speed, N, KPM, and I in in-lbs-secz, P' 
where 
t = I N ( lt1360) N', {AT)-'dN' IN., 
Nd = Design speed, RPM 
It was assumed (on the basis of past engine acceleration analysis) that the acceleration torque 
varied linearly between increments of dimensionless speed, N', of 0.1. Hence, the acceleration 
tornue, AT, could be expressed as 
where AT .- Acceleration tcrque, ft-lbs 
m - Slope of linear equation 
b - Intercept ~f the linear equation 
Appendix B 
APPENDIX B Subst$uting Equation 4 ..\to E?.*=~on 3, 
B. 1 t = I N ( ~ 1 3 6 0 )  N', dN' 
Calculation IN', m W b  
Method far 
Unbalanced Torque t =I,, Nd ( ~1360m) Ln IAT(N',)IAT(N',)I 
(continued) 
when  N; - Speed at the end of acceleration, dimensionless 
N', - Speed at the beginning of acceleration, dimensionless 
The acceleration time from 50% to 100% speed was computed in five increments of speed 
according to Equation 5. Acceleration time was computed between N' = 3.5 and N' = 0.6, between 
N'= 0.6 and N'= 0.7, etcetera, and the m u l t s  were accumulated to obtain the acceleration time to 
design speed or to any other speed of interest. 
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APPENDIX B T w o  checks w e n  made o n  the  calculation method. O n e  check was made against Baseline Engine 
rbta, and the other was ma& against Upgraded Engine b t a .  
Verification of 
C* Method 
The  Baseline Engine data was taken with the power turbine nozzle opened lo0 from the steady- 
state design-s+ nozzle setting angle. At o f f d e i g n  the  steady-state nozzle position is closed by 
as  much as  6'. Consequently the off-Aesign nozzle angle could be opened as  much as 16' relative to 
a steady-state value. The  caiculations w e n  c a r r i d  out  by first establishing a computed variation of .  
steady-state nozzle position from component matching and vertor diagram calc~htions.  The 
trinsient conditions w e n  obtained with the same procedure but with UK of a value of 2300 F for 
the turbine inlet temperature during acceleration. The compressor-turbine back p r e s u r e  was 
varied t o  obtain the work split between the two turbines such that  the nozzle angle was lo0 
opened relative t o  the design-speed steady-stat- nozzle angle a t  any given speed. 
The nozzle angle variations a re  shown in Fig. 81. The initial speed is 51 .Soh o t  design speed because 
the cycle characterization was converted from the original version for  a 5 9  F day to an 8 5  F day. 
Except a t  100% speed, the nozzle opening during acceleration simulates the nozzle posttioning in 
tests conducted on  PP 106-23X. The nozzle position was specified t o  be 10 degrees open relative to 
the design-speed steady-state position at  all speeds from 51.3?/0 to 95% speeds. 
The  calculated operating line during acceleration is plotted on the compressor map in Fig. B2. The  
match points a re  based on  cakulations which used the steady-state compressar performance 
characteristics. Consequently the calculated operating line only approximates the transient 
operating line. Fig. 83 shows the variation of calculated acceleration torque with nozzle angle 
position relative t o  t h e  steady-state value for the different rotational speeds tndicated on the plot. 
The  same computational procedure was folloked for the Upgraded Engtne. Calculattons were 
performed a t  turbine inlet temperature increases of 575 F and 275 F from steady-state TIT at 
design speeds; the temperature increase for the calculations performed on the Baseline Engtne is 
450 F. These two values provtded informatton on the tnfluence of acceleratlon temperature on 
response time with incremental TIT values above and below the temperature increase of 450 F 
used in the Baseline Engine calculation. 
Steady-state turbine inlet conditions for the Upgraded Engine were taken from I'P 10-l-iM. The 
cngine steady-state operating line is plotted on the rig compressor map in Fig. B4. The dashed lines 
indicate the estimated engine-installed compressor performance used to compute the transtent 
operating lines for TIT values of 2500 F and 2000 F. The engine-installed surge ltne data was taken 
from Fig. 158. 
Fig. 8 5  shows the variation of calculated acceleration torque wtth nozzle angle posttton relattve to 
the steady-state value for the different rotational speeds indicated on the plot for the two 
acceleration temperature schedules. Note that there is little difference in acceleratton torque at 
50% speed and progressively increasing difference from 60% to 90% speeds. 
The  calculation results a re  compared to experimental results in Fig. 60. The nozzle opentng 
schedule shown in Fig. 8 2  was used for both sets of calculations. The data for the Upgraded Engtne 
did not have nozzle angle measurements for the data shown. There is, however, reasonable 
agreement between the  calculational and experimental results. Likewtse, direct compartson can be 
made with the Baseline Engine calculation results since the same nozzle schedule was used. Note 
that there is only 0.15 second difference between a TIT of 2200 F and 2500 F for the Upgraded 
Engine. In summary. the calculattons bear out the fact that the response time of the Upgraded 
Engine gas generator is much less than that of the EdSellne Engine. I f  the same d~menstonless 
temperature increase were used for both engtnes, the acceleratlon TIT for the Upgraded Engine 
would be 2300 F. The dimensionless value is the actual increase dtvlded by the destgn-speed 
strady-state TIT is O R .  Interpolation on Fig 8 6  giVeS a final time of 2.07 seconds for the Upgraded 
Engine versus 1.26 seconds for the baseline Engine. I f  the destgn value of polar moment of tntcrtta 
of 0 0117 in-lb-sec2 had beeti achieved, instead of the ~ c t u a l  value of 0.01331, the calculated 
Upgraded Engine response time would be I .82 seconds. 
Since the design and off-deslgn power goals were not met, an e ~ t i m a t e  was made for the response 
time with the program goal values of engine power. Thts esttmate was made from a relattonshtp 
between the average accelcratlon power and the response time 
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APPENDIX B Equation 3 can be expreswd in terms of power, instead of torque as follows. 
B.3 t = Ip Nad ( ~ I - S B ~ )  N; (NATI52S2)-1 NUN' 
-ttOnMctbod 
for Avmg+ IN', 
bieration P- = ~a~ AJW (AHPI-1 wdNn (6) 
N', 
where A = n I(360x5252) 
* and AHP = acceleration power, HP units. Let A!iP ( A V ~ . )  be the werage value of acceleration 
power. Then 
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Baseline Engine 
Powa Turbine 
Nozzle Change 
htine 
Acceleration 
Based on 
Calculation& 
frrwr Baseline 
Engine Cycle 
Characterization 
Nozzle Setting 
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t specified during acceleration, a simulation oT test with 
t I off-design nozzle opening \ 
during acceleration, relative 
to nozzle angle at steady 
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L component matching 
Percent Gas Generator Speed 
Figure B1 
APPENDIX 6 
Calculated 
Transient 
Operating Line on 
Baseline Engine 
Compressor Map 
trans. Operating Line 
T.I.T. = 2300°F./8~0F. 
data presented for 8S0F. day 
Ngg = gas generator speed 
T.I.T. = turb~ne inlet temp. 
vertical dash denotes surge 
1.2 
1 
I 
1 
I 
1 
I 1 1 1 1 
0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3. 
Weight Flow, LBlsec 
Figure B2 
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Baseline Engine 
Gas Generator 
Acceleration 
Torque vs. Nozzie 
Angle 
Change from 
Steady-State 
Value 
Accel T.I.T. = 2JOO°F. on 8S°F. Day 
Car Generator 
Acceleration Toque, 
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